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Abstract

Numerical software has many forms: from smartphones and wearable devices that
analyze our heartbeat and sleeping behavior to complex robots performing tasks in
outer space, simulations predicting earthquakes, and many more. All of these programs
run on hardware with limited resources, therefore, real-valued algorithms have to be
approximated with finite-precision implementations. Naturally, this causes discrepan-
cies between ideal and finite-precision results, which are called rounding errors. While
some applications tolerate errors well, others require the computations to be performed
accurately, as the cost of getting the result wrong is high. For these programs, one needs
a guaranteed way to bound the errors.

Today’s tools can estimate guaranteed worst-case rounding errors. The computed error
bounds are used to assess an implementation (for instance, whether it is accurate enough)
and to optimize it. However, the analyses do not scale well to large programs and only
provide limited support for loops. These limitations extend to state-of-the-art optimiza-
tions; even for straight-line code, they have modest effects when optimizing programs
defined on a large input domain, or if they include mathematical library function calls.

In this thesis, we improve static analyses and optimizations of numerical programs
in different directions. We advance the analyses by handling bounded and unbounded
loops more efficiently. First, we improve the scalability of the rounding error analysis
on bounded loops over large vectors and matrices. Secondly, we introduce a method
that quickly generates tight inductive invariants for unbounded loops and has wider
applicability than state-of-the-art tools.

In the second part of the thesis, we improve sound optimizations of straight-line nu-
merical programs. We propose an optimization that speeds up numerical kernels by
customizing elementary function calls while providing a guarantee on the overall error.
We also introduce a method that boosts the existing sound optimizations for accuracy
and performance by applying them to small parts of a program’s (original) large input
domain, thus resulting in more aggressive optimizations.

We have developed open-source prototype tools for our techniques and evaluated
them on benchmarks from scientific computing, machine learning, and other domains.
Our results are encouraging and demonstrate a significant improvement in analyses’
scalability and applicability and a boost in the optimization objectives.

Keywords: finite precision, numerical software, static analysis, floating-point arith-
metic, fixed-point arithmetic, rounding errors, sound optimization, performance
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Zusammenfassung

Numerische Software gibt es in vielen Formen: von Smartphones und tragbaren Geräten,
die unseren Herzschlag und Schlafverhalten analysieren, bis hin zu komplexen Robotern,
die Aufgaben im Weltraum ausführen, Simulationen, die Erdbeben vorhersagen, und
viele mehr. Alle diese Programme werden auf Hardware mit begrenzten Ressourcen aus-
geführt, daher müssen reellwertige Algorithmen durch Implementierungen mit endlicher
Genauigkeit angenähert werden. Dies führt zu Abweichungen zwischen den idealen
und den endlichen Präzisionsergebnissen, die als Rundungsfehler bezeichnet werden.
Während einige Programme Fehler gut tolerieren, müssen andere die Berechnungen
genau durchführen, da die Folgen eines falschen Ergebnisses teuer sind. Für solche
Programme benötigt man eine Methode zur garantierten Beschränkung der Fehler.

Die heutigen Tools können garantierte Worst-Case-Rundungsfehler abschätzen. Die
berechneten Fehlergrenzen werden verwendet, um eine Implementierung zu bewerten
(z. B. ob sie genau genug ist), und um sie zu optimieren. Die Analysen lassen sich jedoch
nicht gut auf große Programme übertragen und bieten nur begrenzte Unterstützung
für Schleifen. Diese Einschränkungen gelten auch für Optimierungen; selbst für Ba-
sisblöcke haben sie nur schlichte Auswirkungen, wenn man Programme, die auf einer
großen Eingabedomäne definiert sind, oder Funktionsaufrufe aus der mathematischen
Bibliothek enthalten, optimieren möchte.

In dieser Arbeit verbessern wir statische Analysen und Optimierungen von nu-
merischen Programmen auf verschiedene Weisen. Wir verbessern die Analysen, indem
wir beschränkte und unbeschränkte Schleifen effizienter behandeln. Erstens, verbessern
wir die Skalierbarkeit der Rundungsfehleranalyse bei beschränkten Schleifen über große
Vektoren und Matrizen. Zweitens, stellen wir eine Methode vor, die strengere induktive
Invarianten für unbeschränkte Schleifen schnell generiert, und eine breitere Anwend-
barkeit als die besten bisherigen Methoden bietet.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit verbessern wir Optimierungen von geradlinigen nu-
merischen Programmen. Wir schlagen eine Optimierung vor, die numerische Kernel
durch Anpassung elementarer Funktionsaufrufe beschleunigt und gleichzeitig eine
Garantie für den Gesamtfehler bietet. Außerdem führen wir eine Methode ein, die die
bestehenden Optimierungen für Genauigkeit und Leistung verbessert, indem sie auf
kleine Teile der (ursprünglichen) großen Eingabedomäne eines Programms angewendet
werden, was zu aggressiveren Optimierungen führt.

Wir haben Open-Source-Prototypen für unsere Techniken entwickelt und sie anhand
von Benchmarks aus den Bereichen wissenschaftliches Rechnen, maschinelles Lernen
und anderen Bereichen bewertet. Unsere Ergebnisse sind vielversprechend und zeigen
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Zusammenfassung

eine deutliche Verbesserung der Skalierbarkeit und Anwendbarkeit der Analysen sowie
der zu optimierenden Kennziffern.

Schlüsselworte: Endliche Genauigkeit, numerische Software, statische Analyse, Gleitkom-
maarithmetik, Festkommaarithmetik, Rundungsfehler, Optimierung, Leistung
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1. Introduction

Numerical software has a large variety of applications: scientific computations [1],
control of embedded systems and smart devices [2], modeling of physical and chemical
processes [3, 4], financial applications [5, 6], machine-learning classifiers [7], and many
more. Some of these numerical programs are used in high-risk scenarios, where the
integrity of the hardware, or even a human life depends on the correctness of the
computations and controls given by software [8, 9]. Ensuring correctness manually
is difficult, therefore, it is essential to have tools that support developers in writing
bug-free reliable numerical programs.

When implementing real-valued numerical algorithms in a program, developers have
to decide on the numbers’ representation. The tricky part is that computers only have
a finite number of bits to represent infinite-precision reals. Therefore, real numbers
must be approximated in some way. The choice of the finite-precision approximation
will influence the programs’ performance, accuracy, memory consumption, and code
readability [10]. For instance, an algorithm implemented in 8-bit fixed-point precision
is in general faster and requires less memory but is much less accurate than the same
algorithm implemented in double floating-point precision.

Even for small programs, choosing the right finite precision is a non-trivial task. We
illustrate it on an example. Consider a real-valued algorithm cartesianToPolar_radius

that converts Cartesian coordinates into polar and returns the value of radius:

x∈[1.0, 100.0]

y∈[1.0, 100.0]

radius:=

√
x2 + y2

When an algorithm is implemented in finite precision, it inevitably introduces rounding
errors that accumulate and propagate through the computations, and that may signif-
icantly affect the result. We measure the absolute errors for cartesianToPolar_radius

implemented in double floating-point precision on 105 random inputs and depict the
errors in Figure 1.1a, darker colors denote larger errors. We then change the precision
of just one input variable x from double to single floating point, sample the errors
again and plot them in Figure 1.1b. This seemingly small adjustment has a dramatic
effect on the distribution of errors. The largest errors originate in a different part of the
input domain, and the overall error has increased by seven orders of magnitude from
[7.22e-20, 2.56e-14] to [1.71e-13, 6.11e-06]. Predicting this effect without measuring errors
for each precision configuration is hard for an average user, and even for experts is next
to impossible when a program is larger than a few lines [12].
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Figure 1.1.: Sampled absolute errors in different precision configurations for
cartesianToPolar_radius. The errors are computed as the difference between
an implementation with the corresponding precision configuration and a
300-bit implementation using the MPFR library [11].

Moreover, as Figure 1.1 illustrates, the errors are not evenly distributed over the input
domain, and there are visible borders between sub-domains where the error jumps a
magnitude. Such discrete behavior is natural for finite-precision functions, but unintu-
itive for users, and requires tooling to reason about finite-precision implementations.

Before explaining the contributions of this thesis, we summarize the state of the art in
rounding error analysis and the optimizations based on these analyses. An overview
is shown in Table 1.1, where our contributions are marked with the puzzle symbol.
Sound rounding error analysis can be considered solved for numerical kernels (marked
with ‘+’) but is still work in progress for programs with loops (marked with ’+/-’),
such that even a partial solution of open challenges is a major advancement. Sound
optimizations for performance and accuracy can be improved for straight-line code
as well as programs with loops and branches (marked with ’+/-’). In this thesis, we
propose solutions to parts of these open problems and introduce our contributions in
section 1.2 and section 1.3.

1.1. State of the Art

To improve the understanding of how algorithms behave when implemented in a partic-
ular finite precision, there has been a continuous effort to analyze [13–18], repair [19–21]

2



1.1. State of the Art

Kernels Loops Branching

Analysis + +/-

Optimization +/- +/-

Table 1.1.: Overview of the state of the art in rigorous support for numerical programs.
This thesis’ contributions are marked with the puzzle symbol. State-of-the-
art methods (outside of our contributions) are marked with ‘+’ for solved
problems; ‘+/-’ marks problems that are only partially addressed and where
there is room for improvement.

and optimize numerical programs [22–25]. Many of these methods focus specifically on
floating-point programs, some support fixed points [13] and alternative finite precisions
(e.g., Bfloat16, TensorFloat, posits) [26].

Analyses State-of-the-art analyzers of finite-precision programs can detect out-of-
the-ordinary behaviors, such as division by zero, overflow, and operations with NaN
(not-a-number) and infinities [27, 28]. Beyond that, many analyzers compute rounding
error bounds using dynamic [28–35] and static methods [13–18]. Dynamic analysis in its
naive version is comparatively easy to perform. It can help estimate the magnitude of
the values of variables and errors on them (as we did for plotting the error distribution)
but does not provide any guarantees on the computed bounds, as it only reasons about
a set of sampled values.

To rigorously reason about an implementation’s safety and correctness, however, one
needs to know guaranteed (sound) worst-case error bounds that are computed with static
methods and take into account all possible values (of inputs, outputs and intermediate
computations). Ideally, the computed bound should be close to the actual maximum
error occurring in the program to avoid false-positive warnings about unsafe behavior.
Given a worst-case bound and a maximum allowed (or expected) error one could check
whether the implementation’s error meets this specification or potentially exceeds it.
The maximum allowed error may be derived from the sensitivity of actuators, or stability
proofs for controllers [36].

State-of-the-art tools successfully compute sound bounds for errors in straight-line
programs, however, they fall short when analyzing programs with conditionals and
loops [13]. Because of the rounding errors in conditional statements (in branching or exit
conditions for loops), the control flow can take different paths in the ideal real-valued
computation and in the finite-precision one. The difference in computation results due
to diverging paths is called a discontinuity error (alternatively, instability error). Some
existing methods can quantify discontinuity errors on if-then-else statements [13, 16, 37]
and compute the probability of the finite-precision computation taking the wrong
path [38], however, they often report pessimistic bounds or do not scale well.
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for i in range(0,100):

a[i] := randomValueIn(0.0, 100.0)

sum := 0

for i in range(0,100):

sum := sum + a[i]

(b) Example program

Figure 1.2.: Sampled absolute errors for a sum over 100 numbers in the range of
[0.0, 100.0]. The errors are computed as the difference between double
floating-point precision and a 300-bit precision implementation using the
MPFR library.

Moreover, even when the conditions do not include uncertainties, errors in loops are
hard to quantify. Consider a simple example program that computes a sum over array
elements and let us assume that each array element is a number from an arbitrarily
selected range [0.0, 100.0]. Figure 1.2 shows how errors change in the first 100 iterations
of the loop. The depicted error varies with every iteration, but the overall trend is
increasing (shown as the dashed line). As the example illustrates, errors in loops are
generally not bounded, and beyond that, the relation between the number of iterations
and the overall error is non-trivial to compute [13].

State-of-the-art tools handle loops by reducing them to straight-line code [13,16,39] in
one of the following ways. First, for some loops it is sufficient to analyze the loop body
once. This is the case if the errors do not propagate through iterations, for instance,
because every iteration reads a new sensor value. Secondly, loop iterations can be
unrolled. This strategy works if the number of iterations is known or can be deduced
statically. However, when loops have more than a few hundred iterations, the unrolled
straight-line program can become prohibitively large, such that today’s tools come to
their limits and time out (as evidenced by our experiments in section 3.5). Thirdly, when
loops cannot be unrolled one could abstract them using an inductive invariant. An
inductive invariant captures the ranges of variables’ values and errors on them before
the first iteration and after every consequent iteration. Such invariants do not always
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exist, that is, not all loops converge to some stable state. And even for loops that do
stabilize after a finite number of iterations, finding a non-trivial inductive invariant
is challenging [40–43]. State-of-the-art tools attempt to simplify this hard problem by
relying on user-provided templates [44, 45] and target value ranges [46], or finding
invariants only for linear loops [47, 48].

In this thesis, we address some of these challenges in analyzing numerical loops. We
discuss our contributions in section 1.2.

Optimizations Beyond programs’ correctness and safety, which can be checked with
computed error bounds, one may be interested in a program’s efficiency. Numerical
software is often used in a setting where resources are limited [49]. For instance, when
building an embedded system the hardware computing control signals should work
fast and reliably with a limited amount of memory and CPU power that fits on a small
chip. For specialized hardware, like an FPGA, the size of the chip needed to execute
a program is directly influenced by the program’s complexity and size. Hence, it is
crucial to keep programs small such that they could be deployed on a smaller chip.
Moreover, the calculated control signals must be available when they are needed, thus,
computed quickly. Last but not least, the computed control must be accurate enough for
the smooth functioning of the whole system.

Each of these objectives is tied to one another and cannot be considered in isolation.
Using high finite precision to increase accuracy may cause a performance drop [22], using
mathematical libraries to decrease the size of the code may increase the performance for
some programs and decrease it for others, depending on the library implementation
and available precisions [50].

When optimizing numerical programs for any objective, it is important that the results
computed by the program remain meaningful, i.e. the errors potentially introduced
by the optimization must stay bounded. Prior work on optimizing numerical kernels
uses error bounds computed with both dynamic analysis [19–21, 51] and sound static
methods [22, 23, 25, 52] to guide the optimizations. In the scope of this work, we focus
only on sound optimizations, i.e. with respect to sound error bounds.

A popular choice for an optimization objective is performance, which can be improved
soundly, for instance, with mixed-precision tuning [22, 23, 25]. Executing programs with
low precision is generally faster than with high precision, and many arithmetic opera-
tions can tolerate some accuracy loss. Mixed-precision tuning finds a fast and accurate
enough precision configuration, where operations and variables are potentially assigned
different precisions (hence, mixed precision). This approach is implemented in several
sound optimizers and shows significant improvements in running time, especially when
the programs can tolerate relatively large errors [22, 23, 25].

Orthogonally to performance, one can optimize the accuracy of numerical programs.
Existing sound accuracy optimization tools make use of the fact that finite-precision
arithmetic does not obey the real-valued rules and different orders of evaluation result
in different errors [22, 52]. The rewriting optimization rearranges the original arithmetic
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expression according to real-valued identity rules and selects an expression with the
smallest rounding error.

In the scope of this thesis, we explore how today’s sound optimizations can be
improved and extended. A more detailed account of our contributions is given in the
following sections.

1.2. Contributions in Analysis of Programs with Loops

In this thesis, we improve analyses of bounded loops over large arrays and numerically
stable unbounded loops.

Contribution 1: Bounded loops. Loops over arrays appear frequently in embedded
systems [53], statistical computations [54] and image processing [55, 56]. When arrays
are small, loops over them can be easily unrolled and analyzed by state-of-the-art tools,
however, for large arrays full unrolling is not feasible: tools take too long, time out or
return a trivial error bound of [−∞, ∞] as a result (as confirmed by our experiments in
section 3.5).

In this work, we scale up rounding error analysis on loops over vectors and matri-
ces. Our key observation is that functional iterators carry implicit semantic information
about how data flows through the iterations. For instance, when applying a functional
map(λ x. f (x)), the function f is applied to each element of the data structure separately.
Thus, the values and the errors on them do not propagate to subsequent iterations,
which means that it is sufficient to analyze the iterator’s body once (per input range
of x). State-of-the-art tools would treat a map as any other loop and unroll it, effectively
losing the information about data flow and unnecessarily repeating the computations.

We propose to use the implicit semantic information from functional iterators to
reduce the re-computation of ranges during the analysis. To facilitate this we propose a
functional domain-specific language (DSL) that specifies higher-order functions over real-
valued vectors and matrices. Additionally, we introduce an abstraction that partitions
data structures’ elements based on their ranges. Combining the semantic information
about iterators with the data structure abstraction, our analysis computes sound error
bounds faster and for more programs than the state-of-the-art tools [39, 57].

For instance, given a simple program that computes an average of 10K vector elements,
state-of-the-art analyzers Fluctuat [39] and Satire [57] take 8.5 and 24 minutes, while our
approach reports error bounds in 2 seconds. Moreover, the error bound computed with
our approach for the example program is of the same order of magnitude as the ones
computed with Fluctuat and Satire (10−11).

Contribution 2: Unbounded loops. Unbounded loops cannot be fully unrolled and
have to be abstracted, for instance, by an inductive invariant. Importantly, finite-precision
inductive invariants only exist for numerically stable loops, for which a small error on an
input or an intermediate value does not cause a major change in the computation result.

Given an invariant, one can prove its inductiveness by showing for all values in the
invariant range I(x) that after one iteration of a loop L(x) the resulting values x′ are still
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Figure 1.3.: Inductive invariants of the non-linear dynamic system. Red boxes mark the
input range x ∈ [0.0, 0.1], y ∈ [0.0, 0.1].

in that range: I(x) ∧ L(x) → I(x′). The exact representation of ranges in I may affect
whether or not the inductiveness can be proven. Ideally, I(x) should only include the
values that actually appear during the loop execution.

For instance, consider the following non-linear dynamic system with starting values
of x and y in [0.0, 0.1]:

while (true) {

x := x + 0.01 * (-2*x - 3*y + x*x)

y := y + 0.01 * (x + y)

}

The simulated values of the first 10K loop iterations, shown in green in Figure 1.3a,
indicate that the invariant has a shape of an ellipsoid. If we represent the ranges as a set
of intervals (a blue box), it will include additional values that do not appear during the
loop executions (white space inside the box). Proving that x ∈ [−0.3, 0.1]∧ y ∈ [−0.1, 0.2]
is an inductive invariant fails, but if we remove (some of) the values that do not occur
in the loop with an additional polynomial inequality constraint, we can prove that the
following invariant is inductive:

−0.03x− 0.13y + 0.35x2 + 0.7xy + y2 ≤ 0.01∧ x ∈ [−0.3, 0.1], y ∈ [−0.1, 0.2]

We propose a method that automatically generates an inductive invariant in the form
of a polynomial inequality P(x) ≤ 0 and a set of ranges Ri for each program variable
xi:

P(x1, ..., xn) ≤ 0∧ x1 ∈ R1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∈ Rn (1.1)
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From such invariants, one may compute rounding error bounds using complementary
techniques [13]. In this thesis, we focus on generating a finite-precision inductive
invariant itself and leave the error computation to future work.

A key observation behind our invariant synthesis method is that each loop has more
than one invariant, and we only need to find one of them. Our method generates an
invariant using a form of counterexample-guided synthesis (CEGIS) that proposes a
candidate invariant and repeatedly refines it using simulation and counterexamples.
We implemented the algorithm in an open-source Python library Pine. Pine requires
minimal input from users and, unlike state-of-the-art tools, derives tight invariants for
both linear and non-linear loops. On linear loops Pine generated invariants that are on
average 20x and 2.7x tighter than the state-of-the-art invariant generators SMT-AI [47]
and Pilat [48].

1.3. Contributions in Optimization of Numerical Kernels

Since analysis of complex programs is still an open problem, we focus on optimizing
straight-line numerical programs (kernels), for which sound analysis already exists.
Straight-line kernels appear frequently in embedded systems design [58], machine
learning models [7], etc. Optimizing kernels that are frequently called by the rest of
a program may bring significant improvements in performance and accuracy to the
overall results.

Contribution 3: Performance of elementary functions. Existing performance op-
timizations, such as mixed-precision tuning, handles arithmetic operations well but
has limited effects on library function calls. When implementing an algorithm that
contains an elementary function (sine, exponent, logarithm, etc.), most applications rely
on mathematical libraries, which implement each function only in a limited number of
precisions. Moreover, library implementations of elementary functions are designed to
produce accurate results on all inputs (modulo restrictions of the function itself, such as
only allowing non-negative inputs for a logarithm). At the call site, however, function
arguments can be limited to a rather small range and will not use the “full power” of
the library function. An implementation customized to a smaller range may therefore
be faster.

Let us illustrate the effect of elementary function calls with an example program. The
algorithm forwardk2jX converts the angles of two joints of a robotic arm into the X-axis
coordinate:

theta1 ∈ [0.01, 1.5]

theta2 ∈ [0.01, 1.5]

x:= 0.5 * cos(theta1) + 0.5 * cos(theta1 + theta2)

// allow max error 8.39e-07

Assume that a user has specified the maximum allowed error on this program to
be 8.39e− 07 and wants to generate a fast implementation with fixed-point precision.
The state-of-the-art tool Daisy [14] determines that 25 bits are sufficient to satisfy the
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target error with uniform precision, and with tuning it further lowers the precision of
two constants (while the rest stays the same). Compiled with the Vivado High-Level-
Synthesis (HLS) tool [59] for an FPGA chip, the kernels with both uniform and mixed
precision compute the value of x in 64 machine cycles. Unfortunately, mixed-precision
tuning failed to improve the performance of forwardk2jX.

Our key observation is that mathematical library function calls can be unnecessarily
accurate. Both implementations of forwardk2jX (uniform and mixed-precision) call the
library function cos() from hls_math.h that produces accurate results for all possible
inputs. However, the maximum range of all arguments to the cos() occurring in the
program is [0.01, 3.0], which is comparatively small, thus, the implementation of cos()
only needs to be accurate for this small input range.

In this thesis, we propose a method that replaces elementary function calls with
polynomial approximations. We tailor the approximations to the input ranges, thus
trading off accuracy for performance more efficiently than with mixed-precision tuning
alone. The user only has to specify the maximum allowed error for the whole program.
When a program contains multiple elementary function calls, our algorithm automati-
cally assigns a portion of the overall tolerated error to each call before generating an
approximation. Our method is not specific to a particular choice of finite precision, in
this work, we focus on fixed points to allow fine-grained tuning.

For the example program forwardk2jX our algorithm generates two approximate
versions of cos(), for inputs in [0.01, 1.5] for the first call of cos(), and [0.02, 3.0] for the
second. Our final implementation of forwardk2jX with the approximations finishes in
24 machine cycles (computed with the Vivado HLS tool), which is 2.6x faster than the
program using the library implementation of cos().

Contribution 4: Meta-Optimization. Existing sound optimizations—independent of
the objective—attempt to find a “one-size-fits-all” implementation that works for the
whole input domain. However, different parts of the input domain induce errors of
different magnitudes and may allow different optimization strengths.

Recall the error distribution of the example program cartesianToPolar_radius in Fig-
ure 1.1a. When optimized for performance, today’s mixed-precision tuning will try to
find a precision assignment that works on the whole domain. However, the top-right
corner with values of x,y close to 100 induces higher errors than the rest of the domain
and will therefore require higher precision. Since mixed-precision tuning optimizes with
respect to worst-case error, given a maximum allowed error of 2.5e-14 all operations are
assigned a uniform quad (128-bit float) precision even if it is unnecessary for most of
the inputs.

Our key observation is that small parts of the input domain may potentially block
sound optimizations. We propose to tailor sound optimizations to smaller parts of
the input domain and call this meta-optimization regime inference [19]. We show that
our regime inference improves optimization results for both performance and accuracy
optimizations also for numerically stable code, i.e. without irregularly large errors. For
instance, when applied to cartesianToPolar_radius and the same target error of 2.5e-14
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Figure 1.4.: Sampled absolute errors for the optimized versions of
cartesianToPolar_radius. The maximum allowed error for both opti-
mizations was set to 2.5e-14. The errors are computed with respect to the
300-bit MPFR implementation.

with existing mixed-precision tuning, our regime inference splits the input domain into
11 parts, each of which is assigned one of four generated precision configurations. We
plot the sampled errors for the program optimized with mixed-precision alone and with
regimes on top of mixed-precision tuning in Figure 1.4. Note the difference in error
behavior, for regime-based implementation there is a clear increase in error between
some sub-domains (for instance, with theta1 ∈ [60, 80], theta2 ∈ [60, 80]). The optimized
program with regimes runs 80% faster than the one optimized with mixed-precision
tuning alone.

1.4. Outline

This thesis extends rounding error analysis to handle programs with loops and improves
sound optimizations of numerical kernels. We have implemented these techniques in
research prototypes, evaluated them on (partially overlapping) sets of benchmarks, and
published them as open-source tools. The thesis is organized in two parts: analysis and
optimization. Precisely, the chapters are organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 provides necessary background on finite-precision formats and existing
techniques for analyzing and optimizing finite-precision programs. We explain
the rounding error analysis and optimizations that we use as a starting point, and
build on top of these techniques in the later chapters.

Chapter 3 presents a scalable rounding error analysis of bounded loops over vectors
and matrices.
The work from this chapter is based on our publication at SAS’23 [60]. We have
performed an additional evaluation after submitting the paper and included it in
subsection 3.5.4.

Chapter 4 presents our inductive invariant synthesis algorithm for numerically stable
unbounded loops.
This chapter is based on our publication at SAS’20 [61]. We implemented the
algorithm in a Python library Pine available at https://github.com/izycheva/pine.

Chapter 5 describes our performance optimization where elementary function calls are
replaced by approximations.
The content of this chapter is based on our publication at ATVA’19 [50]. Source code
for our implementation is available under https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/

tree/approx.

Chapter 6 describes our regime inference technique—a meta-optimization for sound
optimizations of finite-precision programs.
This chapter describes a joint work with a Bachelor student that has been pub-
lished at EMSOFT’21 [62]. My contribution to the publication includes generating
conceptual ideas for our method, providing support to the student when he
had questions regarding the implementation, and formulating the ideas into
a coherent text. The code for our implementation is available under https:

//github.com/malyzajko/daisy/tree/regimes.

This content of the thesis is based on the work published in peer-reviewed conferences
in the original papers listed in the preamble. I am the main author and a co-author in
all papers1, however, I will use the academic “we” throughout the thesis, because the
publications would not be the same without the work and support of my collaborators.

1In the course of my studies I have (officially) changed the spelling of my name from Anastasiia Izycheva
to Anastasia Isychev, some publications list me as an author with the old spelling.
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2. Preliminaries

Before explaining the contributions of this thesis in detail, we provide the necessary back-
ground information. In particular, we summarize the representations of floating- and
fixed-point numbers and the state of the art in rounding error analysis and optimization.

2.1. Number Systems

Most numerical algorithms are designed with real-valued arithmetic in mind. How-
ever, implementing real numbers on hardware with a finite number of precision bits,
developers must decide on a finite representation.

There exist many alternative representations of numbers (or number systems) that
present a trade-off between precision with which numbers can be expressed using the
number system, and its efficiency when the code is being executed.

We review the two most frequently used number systems in numerical software:
floating-point and fixed-point numbers. While there exist alternative representations,
they are not as well-known and are used comparatively rarely [63]. We review the
alternative representations in chapter 7 and note how our methods can be used with
these representations. We start with the most popular choice for representing real
numbers in finite precision—floating points.

2.1.1. Floating-Point Numbers

Floating-point numbers are used widely by developers with different levels of expertise.
What makes floating points so attractive is their simplicity from a user perspective.
They allow to represent a (relatively) large range of values, and most languages support
floating-point arithmetic operations as well as a variety of mathematical libraries. Addi-
tionally, the behavior of floating-point operations is standardized and language-agnostic.
The IEEE-754 standard [64] describes how floating points should be implemented in
software and hardware, how the arithmetic operations should be evaluated, and how
real values and results of the operations must be rounded.

On a bit level, a floating-point value appears as:

sb e0 . . . ek m0 . . . ml , (2.1)

where sb is a sign bit, ei are bits used for the exponent, and mi are the significand (or
mantissa) bits.

Floating points include several special values, which are used when arithmetic oper-
ations on the operands cannot be evaluated to a number (NaN, not a number), if the
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single double quad
total bits 32 64 128

precision bits (p) 24 53 113
emax 127 1023 16383
emin -126 -1022 -16382

Table 2.1.: Binary floating-point precision parameters

value is larger or smaller than what precision can represent (±∞), and if the value is so
close to zero that it requires a different encoding (subnormal numbers). Each of these
values has an individual pattern in the exponent bits to signal that the represented value
is special. However, the majority of values represented in floating points are normal
numbers.

A normal floating-point number represented by a triple (sb, e, m) encodes a unique
value:

(−1)sb ·m · βe−p+1. (2.2)

Here, β represents the base of the encoding, and p stands for precision. The IEEE-754
standard defines floats for two possible bases β = 2 and β = 10, in this work we will
consider only binary floating-point numbers (with the base 2), as they are used much
more frequently than the decimal. The standard lists three “basic” precisions: single (32
bits), double (64 bits) and quad precision (128 bits), an IEEE-754-conform language must
implement at least one of them. Each floating-point precision is additionally specified by
the number of precision bits p and the maximum and minimum exponent values emax

and emin. Table 2.1 shows values of p, emax and emin for the three standard precisions.
Apart from the bit-level representation, an important part of operating with floats is

correct rounding. According to IEEE-754, a result of an operation is said to be correctly
rounded if it represents the value obtained by first performing the operation with infinite
precision and then rounding it to the floating-point precision with a given rounding
mode. In this thesis, we consider the default rounding “ties-to-even”—if the infinite-
precision value is equally near to two floating-point values, the one with an even least
significant digit will be selected.

Floating-point arithmetic can be efficiently executed on modern hardware thanks
to special floating-point units (FPU). Without such a unit, however, the conversion of
bits into rounded values has to be simulated in software (often the case for the quad
precision), which is costly.

2.1.2. Fixed-Point Numbers

In the absence of floating-point units, for instance, on accelerators, developers may
choose alternative number systems. Fixed-point numbers provide a good alternative.

While for floating-point numbers the position of the binary (or decimal) point changes
depending on the magnitude of the value (hence, floating point), in fixed-point numbers
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the binary point has a fixed position. We call a total number of bits used to represent a
number a fixed-point precision, and the distribution of bits between integer and fractional
parts a format. A fixed-point format is usually denoted as 〈W, I〉, where W is the total
number of bits, one bit is reserved for the sign, I for the integer part, and remaining
F = W − 1− I for the fractional part [65]. Because of this simple internal representation
fixed-points arithmetic can be efficiently executed by the hardware: arithmetic operations
on numbers with matching fixed precision are implemented the same way as on integer
numbers.

Another advantage of fixed-point numbers is their efficient usage of bits. While
floating points are limited to three standard precisions, and have a fixed number of bits
dedicated for mantissa, any positive number of bits can represent a valid fixed-point
precision. For programs operating on small ranges of values, using floating points
will effectively waste resources, as many of the bits will remain unused. Fixed points,
however, are more flexible: every operation can be implemented with as many bits (total
and fractional) as needed, which gives developers manual control over each operation.

However, manual control makes fixed-point programs less approachable by non-
expert users. The binary point, separating integer and fractional parts, must be fixed for
each intermediate value at compile time and cannot be dynamically changed. Therefore,
each variable and operation must be assigned a suitable precision and format in advance
such that values do not overflow and are sufficiently accurate. In order to do that, a
user has to know (or estimate) the potential values of all intermediate computations,
which is hard to do manually, so a user may assign higher precision(s) than actually
needed. Moreover, to facilitate efficient usage of bits, variables in the same program may
have different formats (number of integer and fractional bits). Whenever the formats of
two operands of an arithmetic operation do not match, the operands must be aligned
with respect to the binary point before performing the computation. Writing such
fixed-point programs manually requires a high level of numerical expertise, it is tedious
and error-prone. To automate code generation for fixed-point programs, value and
rounding error analyses are required [49]; we review them in the next section.

As all finite representations of infinite numbers, fixed-point formats have a rounding
mode and an overflow behavior. In this work, we consider the default modes for both:
truncation rounding and wrap-around overflow. Note that programs generated with
our techniques will not have an overflow, because the analyses presented in this thesis
will detect it and assign a suitable higher number of bits for precision.

2.2. Reasoning About Finite-Precision Programs

When representing real numbers, all finite precisions inherently introduce rounding
errors. The individual errors accumulate and propagate throughout the computations.
When accuracy of the computed result is crucial, one must ensure that the overall error
is small enough.
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A corresponding maximum error occurring in the program can be computed statically
or dynamically. Dynamic methods sample the program under analysis on multiple valid
inputs and check the computation results [28, 32, 33, 35, 66]. Since real-valued results are
usually not available, dynamic analysis computes errors with respect to an oracle, usually
some arbitrary high precision that simulates the real result. Such methods allow for a
quick estimate of error magnitude, however, they only reason about seen inputs and not all
possible valid inputs. As a consequence, dynamic methods alone are insufficient to reason
about safety-critical programs where it is crucial to have a guaranteed error bound.

Whenever a finite-precision implementation requires guarantees on errors, one must
employ rigorous analysis and optimization methods. In this thesis, we extend rigorous
support for finite-precision programs with both analysis and optimization techniques.
Rigorous support takes into account all valid inputs, where the validity of the inputs
is determined by whether the input value is in the user-specified range. In order to
compute with ranges one needs an appropriate range arithmetic.

2.2.1. Range Arithmetic

We briefly review different range representations with real numbers and how arithmetic
operations are defined for them. Note that these arithmetics are usually employed by
analysis to obtain the results of numerical function evaluation. We therefore assume
each variable is mapped to a range in one of the representations, and use notations
“operations on ranges” and “operations on variables” interchangeably.

Interval Arithmetic The most basic and intuitive way to represent ranges is with
intervals. An interval [l, u] denotes all values x such that l ≤ x ≤ u [67]. An interval for
which lower and upper bounds coincide [l, u], l = u is called a point interval. Evaluation
of arithmetic operations is done by computing the interval bounds and follows a general
pattern:

[l1, u1] ◦ [l2, u2] = [min
l∈R

l, max
u∈R

u]

where R = {l1 ◦ l2, l1 ◦ u2, l2 ◦ l1, l2 ◦ u1}
(2.3)

where an operator ◦ ∈ {+,−, ∗, /} is applied to pairs of lower and upper bounds and
the largest interval among all combinations is the result. Similarly, unary operations are
applied to both lower and upper bound of the argument.

Unfortunately, interval arithmetic often gives pessimistic results. The simple oper-
ations evaluation does not keep track of the correlations between variables and their
corresponding intervals, which results in over-approximation. For instance, for a vari-
able x ∈ [l, u] and a function f (x) = x− x the result of the function evaluation is always
zero. However, in interval arithmetic subtracting a range from itself will give a different
over-approximated result [l, u]− [l, u] = [l − u, l + u] 6= [0, 0].
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Despite its “bad reputation” interval arithmetic is easy to implement, and fast to
evaluate, which provides a good trade-off between accuracy and performance, which is
why it is frequently used by static analysis tools [13, 14, 27].

Affine Arithmetic When using intervals gives insufficiently accurate results, ranges
can be represented in different ways. One alternative is using affine forms [68]:

x̆ = x0 +
n

∑
i=1

xiεi, with εi ∈ [−1, 1] (2.4)

where x0 is the center of the range, and affine coefficients xi define the magnitude of the
i-th noise term around the central value. Range bounds of an affine representation in
Equation 2.4 can be computed as:

[x̆] = [x0 −
n

∑
i=1
|xi|, x0 +

n

∑
i=1
|xi|]. (2.5)

Linear operations are evaluated on pairs of terms, central values and the corresponding
i-th term εi for each operator. For a pair of affine ranges x̆ and y̆:

αx̆ + βy̆ = (αx0 + βy0) +
n

∑
i=1

(αxi + βyi)εi (2.6)

Because of the noise terms εi, that can be shared between the operands, affine
arithmetic can track linear correlations. The same example function, for which intervals
were imprecise, f (x) = x − x in affine arithmetic will be evaluated exactly to zero:
(x0 + x1ε1)− (x0 + x1ε1) = (x0 − x0) + (x1ε1 − x1ε1) = 0.

Affine representation is essentially a linear combination of terms, which is why
linear operations can be evaluated exactly. Non-linear operations, however, cannot be
exactly represented as a linear combination of source terms x0 and xiεi and must be
approximated [68]. For instance, a multiplication of two affine ranges x̆ and y̆ is defined
as:

x̆ · y̆ = x0 · y0 +
n

∑
i=1

(x0yi + y0xi)εi + ηεn+1 (2.7)

where ηεn+1 is a fresh error term that bounds the difference between inherently non-
affine x · y function and an affine approximation of it. The freshly introduced term
can be computed in different ways, however, it generally loses correlations with the
source terms and will be propagated in the subsequent computations. Other non-linear
operators are evaluated in a similar fashion [69].

Note that due to the potentially expensive evaluation of the approximate affine
parameters compared to simple intervals, intervals may be a better choice for estimating
ranges of non-linear operations.
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Both interval and affine arithmetic are frequently used to represent variables’ ranges
in rigorous rounding error analysis. In the remainder of this chapter, we review existing
rigorous methods to estimate the worst-case rounding error bounds, and provide details
on sound finite-precision optimizations guided by these analysis methods.

2.2.2. Rounding Error Analysis

The worst-case rounding errors can be specified in absolute or relative terms. For a real
input x and a result of a real-valued computation f (x), we define the finite-precision
version of this input as x̂ and the result of the corresponding finite-precision computation
as f̂ (x̂). Then, the worst-case absolute rounding error is:

eabs = max
x∈I
| f (x)− f̂ (x̂)| (2.8)

and the worst-case relative rounding error is:

erel = max
x∈I

∣∣∣∣∣ f (x)− f̂ (x̂)
f (x)

∣∣∣∣∣ (2.9)

for inputs x in some range I.
While relative errors may seem a more meaningful measure of the implementation’s

quality, they are only defined for algorithms where zero does not appear as a possible
value of f (x). There exist some methods to bound relative errors [70], however, the
majority of state-of-the-art tools focus on absolute errors. For fixed-point numbers
absolute errors are the only meaningful measure, because the number of bits for the
fractional part is fixed at compile time, therefore, the worst-case error is the same for all
values using the same fixed precision. In the rest of the thesis, we will only consider
absolute rounding errors and will refer to them simply as rounding errors.

Equation 2.8 measures the difference between a real value and a finite-precision value
directly, however, such a measurement is difficult to perform for a number of reasons.
First, the real-valued evaluation of the algorithm is not available for most inputs and
algorithms. Secondly, the finite-precision function f̂ (x̂) is highly discontinuous due to
the necessary rounding, since not every real number can be directly represented in finite
precision. Instead of bounding the absolute error expression from Equation 2.8 directly
state-of-the-art tools replace f̂ (x̂) with an abstraction.

For each basic arithmetic operation (◦ ∈ {+,−, ∗, /} and √ ) its finite-precision
counterpart ◦̂ can be modeled as a noisy version of the original operation. Given two
real operands x and y and their finite-precision versions x̂, ŷ, the following holds:

x̂ = x(1 + e) + d (2.10)

x◦̂y = (x ◦ y)(1 + e) + d (2.11)

ˆ
√

x =
√

x(1 + e) + d (2.12)
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where |e| ≤ εM, and the machine epsilon εM represents the maximum relative error
introduced by rounding at each operation. The value of εM depends on the number of
bits used for the fractional part of the finite-precision precision. For instance, for signed
fixed-point format 〈W, I〉 εM = 2I+1−W . For floating points the value is determined with
the number of bits used for significand, εM = 2−24 for single precision, εM = 2−53 and
εM = 2−113 for double and quad precisions.

The second error abstraction component |d| ≤ δ is only required for floating-point
numbers, and δ represents the maximum absolute error due to rounding on subnormals,
for fixed-point precisions d = 0.

Rewriting 2.10 to obtain the error term on the right-hand side of the equation we
obtain x̂− x = x · e + d. Similarly, for other operations, the rewritten equations clearly
show that the magnitude of an error directly depends on the magnitude of the values x
and y. Therefore all errors are computed only with respect to a given range for input
variables, the intermediate ranges are inferred using range arithmetic.

Using equations 2.10-2.12, a finite-precision function f̂ (x̂) can be abstracted as f (x, e, d)
by chaining the individual operations’ abstractions. Note that this abstraction is only
valid for (sub-)normal numbers, i.e., for all fixed-points and for floating-points exclu-
sively in the absence of infinities and NaNs. State-of-the-art tools detect the presence of
these special values and abort the error bound computation if they are detected. For
normal numbers the rounding error ε for inputs x ∈ I is bounded with:

ε ≤ max
x∈I,|e|∈εM ,|d|∈δ

| f (x)− f (x, e, d)| (2.13)

State-of-the-art tools use Equation 2.13 with some variations in the objective function.
There are two principally different approaches to bound ε: data-flow static analysis and
a global optimization-based approach.

Data-flow Error Analysis The worst-case error on the program can be estimated using
forward static analysis. Static analysis traverses the abstract syntax tree (AST) of an
input program and evaluates each node with transfer functions defined on some abstract
domain. Because in rounding error analysis we are interested in obtaining error bounds,
and the inputs are specified as ranges, the abstract domain of choice must represent
ranges of values (respectively, errors) for all nodes of the AST.

Data-flow error analysis is usually done in two phases:

1. compute real-valued ranges of the operation result, and

2. compute rounding error ranges. This parts includes the error committed by the latest
evaluated operation, as well as errors propagated from preceding computations.

While it is possible to compute ranges of finite-precision operations directly, it is
afterward hard to distinguish which part of the range is due to errors. Computing
the ranges separately makes this distinction more transparent and reduces the over-
approximation of the propagated errors. Additionally, separate computation allows
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a better efficiency/accuracy trade-off for the analysis as a whole: small error ranges
can be expressed using a precise and less efficient abstract domain, for instance, affine
representation [68], while (potentially) large value ranges can be tracked using more
efficient and less precise interval domain [67].

Both ranges and errors are usually computed in parallel for each node of the abstract
syntax tree. From the real-valued range and the propagated error range the analysis
determines the actual range of values that may appear in the finite-precision AST node.
For fixed-point programs this finite-precision range of each node is used to determine
the number of bits needed for integer and fractional parts.

The dataflow analysis tools differ from one another in several aspects. First, analyz-
ers use different abstract domains to represent value and error ranges. For example,
Rosa [13] and Daisy [14] use interval arithmetic for range computations and affine
arithmetic for errors, while Fluctuat [39] uses zonotopes (higher-dimension affine repre-
sentation) for both.

Secondly, analyzers employ different techniques to tighten computed ranges. Having
tight estimates on value ranges is a prerequisite for tight error bound computation. It
is especially important in the presence of non-linear operations, for which the over-
approximation is large with both interval and affine domains. Fluctuat uses range
sub-division and Taylor expansion (for unary non-linear operations). Both Rosa and
Daisy support sub-division as well and employ a complementary technique that uses
SMT solver to gradually tighten the bounds obtained with intervals.

Global Optimization-Based Analysis

Bounding the rounding error with Equation 2.13 can also be solved as an optimization
problem [16, 17, 57, 71]. For small finite-precision expressions, it is possible to compute
the maximum of the Equation 2.13 directly. However, for larger programs, the size of the
objective function becomes intractable for modern solvers. Therefore, optimization-based
tools relax the optimization objective.

FPTaylor [71] has introduced symbolic Taylor expansions, that uses Taylor approximation
to simplify f (x, e, d). For functions that are differentiable twice on some open area in
the domain of valid inputs x, the finite-precision function f (x, e, d) can be approximated
with:

f (x, e, d) = f (x, 0, 0) +
k

∑
i=1

∂ f
∂ei

(x, 0, 0)ei + R(x, e, d) (2.14)

where

R(x, e, d) =
1
2

2k

∑
i,j=1

∂2 f
∂yi∂yj

(x, p)yiyj +
k

∑
i=1

∂ f
∂di

(x, 0, 0)di

and y1 = e1, . . . , yk = ek, yk+1 = d1, . . . , y2k = dk and p ∈ R2k such that |pi| ≤ εM for
i = 1 . . . k and |pi| ≤ δ for i = k + 1 . . . 2k. The remainder term R bounds all higher
order terms and ensures soundness of the computed error bounds.
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2.2. Reasoning About Finite-Precision Programs

A term f (x, 0, 0) denotes an exactly rounded function f (x) without errors e = d =

0. With this, the objective function | f (x) − f (x, e, d)| is further simplified, and the
optimization task becomes:

ε = max
x∈I,e≤|εM |,d≤δ

∣∣∣∣∣ k

∑
i=1

∂ f
∂ei

(x, 0, 0)ei

∣∣∣∣∣+ MR, (2.15)

where MR is an upper bound on the second-order term R(x, e, d). with respect to
inputs x ∈ I and terms e, d bounded for a particular precision.

FPTaylor bounds Equation 2.15 with two procedures: interval arithmetic for MR and
branch-and-bound optimization for the maximization term. A recent tool Satire [57]
uses the same approach and extends it with further abstractions to scale the analysis for
larger programs (though still limited to straight-line code).

Similar to FPTaylor and Satire, real2Float [17] uses symbolic Taylor expansion to
generate the maximization objective and splits the error into two parts (first- and
second-order terms). Unlike other tools, real2Float uses a semi-definite programming
optimization technique to solve the maximization problem.

PRECiSA [16] formulates the optimization objective in a slightly different fashion: it
uses the unit in the last place (ulp) to express the error on individual operations. All
operations complying with IEEE-754 must be correctly rounded, which means that for
the default rounding mode (to nearest) the maximum difference between floating-point
x̂ and real x is a half of the distance between two neighboring finite-precision values.
This distance is quantified by the unit in the last place. Thus, the error on a floating-point
computation is:

ε = max
x∈I

ε f (e) +
1
2

ulp( f (x± e)), (2.16)

where ε f (e) computes the function f on the propagated errors, and 1/2ulp( f (x± e))
estimates the error committed by the latest operation. Here, the function f (x ± e)
denotes a non-negative real-valued expression that over-approximates the application
of real f to rounded values of x. The terms ε f (e) and f (x ± e) are defined for each
arithmetic operation individually. The definitions closely match the ones obtained with
x(1 + e) + d abstraction, and only differ in how the error from previous computations is
propagated for some operations, for instance, for the square root:

ε√x =
√

ex +
1
2

ulp(
√

x + ex), for x ≥ 0∧ x̂ ≥ 0 (2.17)

where ε f (e) =
√

ex and f (x± e) =
√

x + ex, and ex is initial (propagated from previous
computations) error on x.

PRECiSA’s definition for newly committed error (per operation) is identical to the
standard abstraction in Equation 2.10: for normal numbers and the default rounding
mode (to nearest), rounding error is 1

2 ulp(x) = 1
2 β1−p = β1−p−1 = β−p = εM.

Similarly to other global optimization-based approaches, PRECiSA builds a symbolic
expression for the error first, and then applies a branch-and-bound solver to quantify
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the worst-case error bounds. For the computed errors PRECiSA produces correctness
certificates checked with an interactive theorem prover PVS [72].

Limitations

While these techniques compute tight error bound estimates for straight-line code, their
support beyond basic blocks is limited. Conditional statements are handled using
branch-by-branch evaluation [13, 37, 73] that often reports pessimistic results, or require
additional information on the error distribution [38] and do not scale well. Loops larger
than several hundreds of iterations that cannot be easily unrolled are beyond what
state-of-the-art can do. Daisy currently does not handle loops at all, Rosa only supports
a special form of loops: they must be non-nested, contain no conditionals, and the
ranges of variables inside the loops must be bounded and fixed statically [13]. For
many programs, however, these fixed finite-precision ranges are unlikely to be known in
advance (in contrast to real-valued ranges of input variables) and must be precomputed
using some complementary technique. Fluctuat can analyze loops of a more general
form, however, the resulting error bounds are often trivial ([−∞,+∞]) or take too long
to compute on large programs.

An additional limitation of the global optimization approach is that it is not directly
applicable to fixed-point programs. Unlike floats whose dynamic range allows them to
represent many values, fixed-points require the integer and fractional bits to be assigned
individually for each (sub-)expression. To do that, one needs to know the range of values
taken by a (sub-)expression. While it is technically possible to obtain this information
in advance (for instance, with some other analysis), this incurs a significant overhead.
Therefore, the global optimization-based approach is only applied to floating points.

2.2.3. Optimization of Finite-Precision Programs

The original goal of rounding error analysis is to obtain reachable states (in terms of
values of variables), and verify that none of them are unsafe (potentially with the help
of other tools). In addition to the verification aspect, analysis results can be further used
to identify optimization potential and improve programs. Guided by a sound error
analysis, numerical program optimizers target programs’ performance or accuracy. The
inverse relation between accuracy and performance makes any optimization challenging,
the goal of the optimizers is to find a suitable trade-off.

Accuracy - Rewriting Optimization

Finite-precision arithmetic does not exactly match the real-valued one. Many real
properties do not hold in the finite precision, for instance, a sum is non-associative (a +

b) + c 6= a + (b + c). While this makes writing programs in finite precision unintuitive,
it also provides an optimization opportunity: by rewriting the expression to be evaluated
in a different order, one can influence the resulting rounding error on the expression.
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2.2. Reasoning About Finite-Precision Programs

Assuming that a numerical algorithm has been designed with real arithmetic in
mind, the rewriting optimization applies real semantics-preserving identities to a finite-
precision expression and chooses the one with the smallest total rounding error. The
semantics of the algorithm do not change, but the accuracy may be increased.

The challenge in this optimization is the huge search space, for an expression with
n arithmetic operations and k ways to pair the operands (i.e., put the brackets around
them), there are n! · k expression variations with different orders of evaluation. Some
of them may have the same end error, some different, enumerating all of them is not
feasible. Therefore, an optimizer needs an efficient strategy for selecting candidates.

The sound optimizer Daisy uses genetic programming to facilitate the search of a more
accurate order of evaluation [74]. The search is initialized with a predefined number
of copies of the original expression, this is the initial population. At each iteration of
the search the population is sorted based on their fitness (in this case, rounding error),
the fittest candidate’s order of evaluation is mutated (randomly, but according to the
real-valued identity rules), and the fitness is evaluated again. This process repeats for 30
iterations and reports the expression with the smallest found rounding error. Note that
this search is necessarily incomplete, but was shown to be effective [22].

Salsa [52] uses a combination of static analysis and Abstract Program Expression
Graphs (APEG): it groups expressions equivalent under real semantics into one class
and evaluates them using abstract semantics, at the end one candidate with the smallest
rounding error is selected per class. Salsa’s approach applies this transformation inter-
procedurally, beyond individual arithmetic expressions.

To the best of our knowledge Daisy and Salsa are the only sound optimizers that
implement rewriting. Other tools employ some forms of rewriting in order to repair
large errors [19–21], but do not provide guarantees on the resulting error. Since these
repair tools are not sound and have a different objective, we postpone the discussion
until section 5.4.

Performance - Mixed Precision Assignment

Numerical computations in many domains have to be executed frequently and require
the result quickly, for instance, when computing a control signal for a robotic arm,
deciding whether a heart rate pattern should be classified as life-threatening, or whether
a wearable device has detected that its user fell down [75]. When performance matters,
but computed results must remain meaningful, mixed-precision tuning [22, 23] can be
applied. The user can define how noisy the results can get to stay meaningful, and this
portion of accuracy will be sacrificed for improving performance.

Mixed-precision tuning is based on the premise that generally the higher the (finite)
precision used in a program, the slower it runs. Different arithmetic operations, however,
contribute to the final error differently—some magnify the propagated error significantly,
and some diminish it. Therefore, the individual sub-expressions may require different
accuracy and may be implemented in different precisions (hence, mixed precision). The
idea behind mixed precision tuning is to use low precision when possible and high
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precision when necessary. That said, if the lowest available uniform precision assignment
already satisfies the specified target error, no higher precision will be assigned.

As for rewriting, the search space for mixed-precision tuning is huge and requires
efficient search procedures. Sound state-of-the-art tools search through possible mixed-
precision assignments with delta debugging [22], a combination of forwards and back-
wards static analysis [25], or encode precision assignment as optimization problem [23]
and solve it using the industrial strength optimizer Gurobi [76]. Other tools use dynamic
analysis to guide precision assignment [10, 51, 77–79] and therefore do not provide
guarantees on resulting rounding errors.

2.3. Daisy Framework

Our analysis of loops over vectors and matrices (chapter 3) and two optimizations
(chapters 5, 6) are implemented as extensions of the open-source tool Daisy [14]. Here
we present the details about Daisy that are relevant for our extensions.

Input Format Daisy’s input is a real-valued specification of numerical algorithms writ-
ten in a subset of the functional language Scala [80]. Figure 2.1a shows an example
input file. It contains necessary library imports and a top-level object (RigidBody) with
potentially multiple algorithms to be analyzed and optimized. Each algorithm is defined
in a separate function (rigidBody2, anotherAlgorithm) and is handled by Daisy separately.

An example algorithm rigidBody2 describes a non-linear controller for the angular
velocity of a rigid body [81]. The function rigidBody2 takes three real-valued inputs x1, x2
and x3 with input ranges specified by the require clause in lines 6-7. It then computes one
output (line 8), for which the maximum tolerated error 0.01 is specified by the ensuring

clause (line 9). Note that this specification describes the ideal real-valued algorithm and
cannot be executed as-is.

Output The main functionality of Daisy is twofold: 1) analyze numerical programs for
worst-case rounding errors and 2) optimize them. When executed only in analysis mode,
Daisy reports absolute rounding error bounds, real-valued range of the resulting value,
and relative rounding error bounds for cases when the real range does not include zero.

When used to optimize programs, Daisy reports analysis results for the optimized
program and generates executable code in Scala or C (can be configured by the user).
The generated code includes the precision assignment (uniform or mixed), casts between
precisions (whenever needed for mixed-precision assignment), and the exact order of
evaluation (for example, the one obtained with the rewriting optimization). Figure 2.1c
shows the output Scala code generated for the example specification rigidBody with
mixed-precision tuning on floating points.

For fixed-point programs, an additional post-processing step may be required. When-
ever the operands of an arithmetic operation have different numbers of fractional bits,
Daisy automatically generates bit shifts to align the values for correct computation [49]
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(Figure 2.1b) or uses the library implementations, such as ap_fixed format for Xilinx
Vivado [59].

Implementation Structure Daisy has a modular structure, it reads a set of flags and
parameters from the command line and builds the execution pipeline from the corre-
sponding components (called Phases in Daisy). For instance, to optimize a program
example.scala with Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning and rewriting one has to run the
following command in a terminal:

./daisy example.scala --mixed-tuning --rewrite

Such a structure makes extending the tool straight-forward, one needs to implement a
Phase that processes the AST (with analysis or transformation) and add it to the pipeline.

When processing inputs, Daisy internally uses Scala compiler’s front-end for pars-
ing and type-checking. The domain-specific language for real-valued operations on
the datatype Real is defined in the Real.scala file and imported as a library to each
specification file. Another mandatory library daisy.lang implements extraction of the
Daisy-specific abstract syntax tree (AST) and operations on it. These libraries can be
reused and extended. When implementing a new domain-specific language that oper-
ates on vectors and matrices, we created new types Vector and Matrix on top of the Real

type, and defined the operations on the new data types in daisy.lang.
More details on Daisy’s features can be found in the corresponding tool paper [14]

and in the online documentation [82].
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import daisy.lang._

2 import Real._

4 object RigidBody {

def rigidBody2(x1: Real, x2: Real, x3: Real): Real = {

6 require(-15.0 <= x1 && x1 <= 15 && -15.0 <= x2 && x2 <= 15.0 &&

-15.0 <= x3 && x3 <= 15)

8 2*(x1*x2*x3) + (3*x3*x3) - x2*(x1*x2*x3) + (3*x3*x3) - x2

} ensuring(res => res +/- 1e-2)

10

def anotherAlgorithm(...): Real = {

12 ...

}

14 }

(a) Input specification

#include <math.h>

2

long rigidBody2(long x1, long x2, long x3) {

4 long _tmp13 = ((x1 * x2) >> 31);

long _tmp14 = ((_tmp13 * x3) >> 31);

6 long _tmp16 = ((1073741824 * _tmp14) >> 30);

long _tmp15 = ((1610612736 * x3) >> 31);

8 long _tmp17 = ((_tmp15 * x3) >> 31);

long _tmp20 = (((_tmp16 << 3) + _tmp17) >> 3);

10 long _tmp18 = ((x1 * x2) >> 31);

long _tmp19 = ((_tmp18 * x3) >> 31);

12 long _tmp21 = ((x2 * _tmp19) >> 31);

long _tmp23 = ((_tmp20 - (_tmp21 << 3)) >> 3);

14 long _tmp22 = ((1610612736 * x3) >> 31);

long _tmp24 = ((_tmp22 * x3) >> 31);

16 long _tmp25 = (((_tmp23 << 6) + _tmp24) >> 6);

return (((_tmp25 << 12) - x2) >> 12);

18 } // [-58740.0, 58740.0] +/- 0.0003096703

(b) Output C code for uniform 32-bit fixed-
point precision with bit shifts

import scala.annotation.strictfp

2

@strictfp

4 object RigidBody {

def rigidBody2_32_05(x1: Double, x2: Double,

6 x3: Float): Double = {

val _const0: Float = 2f

8 val _const1: Double = 3

val _const2: Double = 3

10 val _tmp13: Double = (x1 * x2)

val _tmp14: Double = (_tmp13 * x3)

12 val _tmp16: Double = (_const0 * _tmp14)

val _tmp15: Double = (_const1 * x3)

14 val _tmp17: Double = (_tmp15 * x3)

val _tmp20: Double = (_tmp16 + _tmp17)

16 val _tmp18: Double = (x1 * x2)

val _tmp19: Double = (_tmp18 * x3)

18 val _tmp21: Double = (x2 * _tmp19)

val _tmp23: Double = (_tmp20 - _tmp21)

20 val _tmp22: Double = (_const2 * x3)

val _tmp24: Double = (_tmp22 * x3)

22 val _tmp25: Double = (_tmp23 + _tmp24)

(_tmp25 - x2)

24 }} // [-58740.0, 58740.0] +/- 0.0019097329

(c) Output Scala code with mixed floating-
point precision

Figure 2.1.: Daisy’s input/output for the rigidBody algorithm.
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Part I.

Analysis of Programs With Loops
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3. Large Bounded Loops

Estimation of rounding error bounds on programs with bounded loops is currently
limited by the size of the loop. Today’s tools successfully handle loops with reasonably
small bounds by unrolling them, but the same method does not work when a bounded
loop has more than a few hundred iterations. Such loops, however, are common in large
neural networks [7] and control systems that sample sensor values frequently and store
them before computing the actual control signal.

Recent efforts to address scalability of analyzers involve various abstractions. The
tool Satire [57] builds an incremental abstraction of numerical expressions in a form of a
directed acyclic graph, and uses symbolic Taylor terms [71] to compute tight rounding
error bounds. Similarly to FPTaylor [71], that introduced symbolic Taylor approximation
terms, Satire uses these terms to formulate error bound search as an optimization task.
While Satire handles larger programs than other state-of-the-art tools, it requires a user
to unroll all loops manually, which is a tedious an error-prone process.

Another state-of-the-art static analyzer Fluctuat [39] does not impose such strict
constraints on the input program, it handles general-form imperative programs and
takes care of loops automatically. Fluctuat provides several possibilities to handle loops:
compute a merge-over-all-paths (MOP) solution, which is essentially unrolling the loop,
or apply widening—in principle, an abstraction—, and a combination of both (widen
only after a certain fixed number of unrolled iterations). Fluctuat’s base analysis for
straight-line code is extremely fast, which allows it to handle larger programs with
unrolling as well, but also up to some limit. Widening allows the analysis to converge
to a fixpoint solution quickly, however, it is too imprecise for estimating rounding errors
and often returns a trivial bound of [−∞, ∞].

Therefore, there is a need for automated tools that handle large numerical loops and
do not require users to specify prohibitively long inputs. While handling loops of a
general form is still challenging, there are sub-classes of loops, where scalability of static
analysis can be improved with abstractions.

Many numerical programs operate on values stored in data structures such as N-
dimensional arrays. Numerical computations are then performed in some form of a loop
over such array. Loops of this form occur frequently in various application domains, for
instance, in statistical computations in data analyses, image and other signal processing,
Fourier and stencil transformations in embedded systems, computations in neural
networks, etc. State-of-the-art tools handle these loops by assigning an individual
variable to each array element, which is exactly the same as unrolling. An alternative
approach of abstracting the whole array as one unit that is applied in various static
analyses [83] does not work well for rounding error analysis. While this abstraction
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speeds up the analysis, the inherent over-approximation is in general too coarse for
analysis where values should be computed as tightly as possible, and may lead to
unusable results. This chapter presents the first rounding error analysis with explicit
support for operations and loops over array-like data structures (i.e. vectors or lists
and matrices). To facilitate this analysis we design a functional domain-specific input
language (DSL) with operations over lists and matrices that allows to express many
commonly used patterns in numerical computing and that serves as the input to our tool.

The benefit of a functional input language is two-fold. First, it allows users to
succinctly express their computations and reduces the possibility of common (off-by-
one) indexing errors. More importantly, however, a functional language carries semantic
information that can be leveraged by the analysis, removing the need to unroll many
operations. For example, loops applying a function to each value in a list (functional
map(λx. f (x))) do not propagate errors between iterations, and a rounding error analysis
only has to analyze the loop body once. An unrolling of the loop would lose that
high-level information and effectively re-compute the analysis for each loop iteration.
For operations that do require unrolling, we show how to use the semantic information
to avoid recomputing analysis information that can be effectively over-approximated,
further reducing the burden on the analysis. Our abstraction is designed for rounding
errors and accounts for different variables’ ranges and thus provides a viable tradeoff
between analysis accuracy and performance.

We design our input DSL based on a new set of numerical benchmarks that we
collected from a variety of domains. We implement our rounding error analysis for this
DSL in a tool called DS2L and show that compared to a baseline analysis that unrolls
all operations, it can substantially reduce analysis time with little impact on analysis
accuracy.

Our focus in this work is on scalability and we thus compare DS2L against the two
most scalable (available) rounding error analysis tools Fluctuat [39] and Satire [57]. For
completeness, we create benchmarks with different data structure sizes. Our evaluation
shows that for smaller ones unrolling such as done by Fluctuat and Satire is preferable,
but for larger ones (the focus of this chapter), DS2L scales significantly better. While for
benchmarks with smaller data structure sizes DS2L has comparable running time than
Fluctuat [39], it can analyze 46% more large benchmarks (has fewer timeouts, overflows
and infinite error bounds), and is median 24x faster. Compared to Satire [57], DS2L can
handle 59% more large benchmarks and is median 260x faster.

While we evaluate DS2L only on floating-point code to permit a comparison with
existing tools, our analysis is general and extends to fixed-point arithmetic as well.

Contributions. In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• a new finite-precision benchmark set to be released as open-source;

• a fully automated, sound rounding error analysis for programs written in a
functional-style DSL (section 3.3);
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• the open-source implementation of this analysis is available at https://github.com/
malyzajko/daisy/tree/ds2l (section 3.4);

• an evaluation against state-of-the-art analysis tools in terms of accuracy and time
(section 3.5).

3.1. Baseline Rounding Error Analysis

Our approach builds on top of the existing rounding error analysis tools that work
for straight-line code with arithmetic operations on scalar values. Our data-structure-
oriented analysis explained in section 3.3 reuses the straight-line code analysis as a
baseline for evaluating scalar expressions, and we use it also for comparison in the
evaluation (section 3.5).

We choose the baseline analysis to be of the dataflow type as implemented in Fluc-
tuat [39], Rosa [13] and Daisy [14]. The alternative analysis phrases the computation of
the rounding error as a global non-linear real-valued optimization problem [57, 71, 73].
We specifically choose a dataflow approach as our base analysis for several reasons.
First, it is unclear how to generate global error constraints in the presence of data
structures. Additionally, we identified optimization opportunities when the range in-
formation is available separately from the errors. Finally, even though in this paper
we focus on floating-point arithmetic for simplicity, dataflow analysis is immediately
applicable to fixed-point arithmetic as well, making our analysis more widely applicable.
Global optimization-based rounding error analysis, as it appears in state-of-the-art tools
FPTaylor [71] and Satire [57], analyzes floating-point programs only.

3.2. DSL for List-like Data Structures

Before designing our functional domain-specific language for numerical computations
(subsection 3.2.2), we collected a new set of benchmarks that informed the design of our
DSL, and specifically the set of supported operations (subsection 3.2.3).

3.2.1. Benchmark Set

Rounding error analysis on programs that contain operations on data structures such
as arrays and loops over them is an open challenge, and correspondingly there is
no standard benchmark set yet. The existing FPBench benchmarks [84] cover only
straight-line code and a few while-loops but no data structures. We therefore create a
new benchmark set that covers different domains where numerical computations are
frequent:

• statistical computations: avg, stdDeviation, variance

• linear and non-linear digital filters: roux1, goubault, harmonic and nonlin{1-3} [46]
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• differential equations: lorenz, pendulum [13, 57]

• signal processing: alphaBlending (image mask), fftvector, fftmatrix (two versions of
forward Fourier transform)

• stencil computations: convolve2d_size3, sobel3, heat1d [13, 57]

• neural networks: lyapunov, controllerTora [7]

Some of the benchmarks from FPBench contain loop bodies of control loops, which
we rephrase as loops over arrays of sensor data. Other benchmarks have been collected
from scientific publications [7, 13, 46, 57] as well as open-source implementations in
different programming languages.

The benchmarks are available in the appendix, section A.1.

3.2.2. A Functional DSL

Many verification techniques face the dilemma of either adapting the verification tech-
niques to work on legacy code and (possibly) giving up some precision, or requiring to
rewrite the code with verification in mind and being able to reason about a program
in more detail. In this work, we choose the second option, and note that our domain-
specific language uses Scala syntax and is similar to other existing functional languages
and we thus expect it to be largely familiar to developers.

The goal of our DSL is to allow a convenient way to 1) write programs that perform
operations on array-like data structures and 2) to analyze them. Our main insight
is that a functional style of programming covers both aspects: it allows for a more
succinct representation of programs and it retains high-level semantic information of
the operations that can be leveraged by the analysis.

heat1d Example We illustrate the succinctness of our DSL on one of the benchmarks
that we collected from related work [57]. Figure 3.1 shows the function heat1d in the
input formats of two different tools. The heat1d function takes as input a temperature
distribution and computes the temperature at a coordinate x0 after 32 units of time. The
computation requires temperature values for neighboring coordinates which must be
repeatedly recomputed, which is essentially a stencil.

The original straight-line version of the heat1d benchmark comes from Satire ana-
lyzer [57] and includes 1094 lines of code, 67 of which specify input ranges of (individual)
variables, the rest are unrolled loops. Its representative parts are shown in Figure 3.1a.
Unrolled computations are not only lengthy, but also error-prone and unnatural for a
user to write. A more natural choice when implementing the same algorithm in an im-
perative style is to use two nested loops. Figure 3.1b shows the same algorithm written
in C formatted for the tool Fluctuat [39]. A loop representation is more succinct—14
lines of code with computations, however it requires loop bounds to be set manually
and may lead to index-out-of-bounds errors.
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1 INPUTS {

xm1_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

3 xm2_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

... // repeat until xm32_0

5 xm32_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

x0_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

7 xp1_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

xp2_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

9 ... // repeat until xp32_0

xp32_0 fl64 : (1,2) ;

11 }

OUTPUTS { x0_32; }

13

EXPRS {

15 xm31_1 rnd64 = (0.25*xm32_0 + 0.5*xm31_0 + 0.25*xm30_0);

xm30_1 rnd64 = (0.25*xm31_0 + 0.5*xm30_0 + 0.25*xm29_0);

17 ... // repeat until xm1_1

x0_1 rnd64 = (0.25*xm1_0 + 0.5*x0_0 + 0.25*xp1_0);

19 xp1_1 rnd64 = (0.25*x0_0 + 0.5*xp1_0 + 0.25*xp2_0);

... // repeat until xp31_1

21 xm31_2 rnd64 = (0.25*xm32_1 + 0.5*xm31_1 + 0.25*xm30_1);

xm30_2 rnd64 = (0.25*xm31_1 + 0.5*xm30_1 + 0.25*xm29_1);

23 ... // repeat until xm1_2

x0_2 rnd64 = (0.25*xm1_1 + 0.5*x0_1 + 0.25*xp1_1);

25 xp1_2 rnd64 = (0.25*x0_1 + 0.5*xp1_1 + 0.25*xp2_1);

... // repeat until xp31_2

27 // repeat until x0_31 is reached

x0_31 rnd64 = (0.25*xm1_30 + 0.5*x0_30 + 0.25*xp1_30);

29 xp1_31 rnd64 = (0.25*x0_30 + 0.5*xp1_30 + 0.25*xp2_30);

x0_32 rnd64 = (0.25*xm1_31 + 0.5*x0_31 + 0.25*xp1_31);

31 }

(a) Unrolled loop (Satire’s input)

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 33

3 // computations

double heat1d(double (*xm)[N],

5 double (*xp)[N], double* x0) {

for(int j=1;j<N; j++) {

7 for(int i=2; i<(N-j); i++) {

xm[j][i] = 0.25*xm[j-1][i+1] +

9 0.5*xm[j-1][i] + 0.25*xm[j-1][i-1];

xp[j][i] = 0.25*xp[j-1][i-1] +

11 0.5*xp[j-1][i]+0.25*xp[j-1][i+1];

}

13 xm[j][0]=0.25*xm[j-1][1]+0.5*xm[j-1][0]+0.25*x0[j-1];

xp[j][0]=0.25*xp[j-1][1]+0.5*xp[j-1][0]+0.25*x0[j-1];

15 x0[j]=0.25*xm[0][j-1]+0.5*x0[j-1]+0.25*xp[0][j-1];

}

17 return x0[N-1]; }

int main() {

19 int i,j;

double x0[N];

21 double xm[N][N];

double xp[N][N];

23 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

25 x0[i] = DBETWEEN(1.0, 2.0);

for(j=0; j<N; j++){

27 xm[i][j] = DBETWEEN(1.0, 2.0);

xp[i][j] = DBETWEEN(1.0, 2.0);

29 }}

heat1d(xm, xp, x0);

31 return 0; }

(b) Imperative loop (Fluctuat’s input)

1 def heat1d(ax: Vector): Real = {

require(1.0 <= ax && ax <= 2.0 && ax.size(33))

3 if (ax.length() <= 1) {

ax.head

5 } else {

val coef = Vector(List(0.25, 0.5, 0.25))

7 val updCoefs: Vector = ax.slideReduce(3,1)(v => (coef*v).sum())

heat1d(updCoefs)

9 }

}

(c) Functional style (our DSL)

Figure 3.1.: heat1d benchmark in input formats for different tools

We show the same function heat1d written in our functional DSL in Figure 3.1c. It
uses a sliding window over a list (slideReduce operation, explained in more detail in
subsection 3.2.3) and passes the new values into a recursive call. In contrast to alternative
implementations, a functional style program is much shorter—6 lines of code—and
eliminates index-out-of-bounds errors as it does not require users to explicitly write
elements’ indices.
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DSL Design Our DSL is designed for writing numerical algorithms on array-like data
structures and was inspired by the popular libraries Lift [85] and TensorFlow [86]. It
includes commonly occurring operations on vectors and matrices from the collected
benchmarks. When naming DSL functions, we have re-used the names used by Lift
and TensorFlow whenever possible and attempted to make other functions’ names
self-explanatory. We do not expect our current DSL to exhaustively cover all possible
numerical programs; rather it serves as a starting point already covering a variety of
operations that can and should be extended in the future.

Data Types Following previous work in rounding error analysis, all values and opera-
tions in our DSL are real-valued (as opposed to finite precision), i.e. they have a Real

type. Real-valued algorithms are more intuitive for a user to write, and easier to analyze
as they provide a clear reference semantics. Our DSL provides two data types: a Vector

is an indexed sequence of Real scalar values, and a Matrix corresponds to a sequence
of vectors of the same length. In the following, we refer to lists (Vectors) as vectors,
and vectors and matrices as data structures (DSs), for simplicity. Our DSL is purely
functional, and as such all data structures are immutable.

Input Ranges Any rounding error analysis requires information on ranges of input
variables. Both scalar and DS input ranges can be specified using the require clause. The
specification should ideally be as precise as possible and provide tight ranges that can
be different for some DS elements. We therefore allow two ways to specify input ranges
for DSs. If all elements have the same input range, it is enough to specify the range
once for the whole DS (1.0 <= ax && ax <= 2.0). Additionally, it is possible to specify
individual input ranges for subsets of DS elements. For vector elements these ranges
are specified as a tuple ((loInd, hiInd), range), where loInd and hiInd are the smallest
and the largest index of consecutive elements with the input range range. For example,
to specify that the first and the second element of ax in heat1d have the input range
[0.0, 0.5], we would write ax.range(0, 1)(0.0, 0.5). We also allow individual range
specifications on matrices, however, specifying a lower and upper bound of an index
range is ambiguous for a matrix. Therefore, we choose a more natural way for specifying
special input ranges on matrices: a user has to list the indices of elements for that range.
For example, to convey that the first elements in the first and second row of a matrix
m should have the range [−0.5, 0.5], we write m.specM(Set(Set((0,0),(1,0)),(-0.5,0.5))).1

DS Size To analyze operations that traverse a DS, the analysis also needs to know the
number of elements in the DS. Our DSL allows to specify the expected maximum size of
an input data structure—length of a vector, number of rows and columns for a matrix.
Having the upper bound on the number of elements in the DS allows us to compute

1Admittedly, the Set() notation is not the most user-friendly way of input for small specifications. We use
it for simplicity of implementation; the notation can be improved with extensions to our parser.
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object Vector {

2 def zeroVector(i:Int): Vector

def zip(v1: Vector, v2: Vector): Matrix

4 }

case class Vector(data: List[Real]) {

6 // uncertainty on the vector

def +/-(x: Real): Boolean

8 // specify one range for the whole vector

def <=(x: Real): Boolean // also >=

10 // specify range for a subset of elements

def specV(ranges: Set[((Int, Int), (Real, Real))]):

12 Boolean

def size(i: Int): Boolean

14 // element-wise operations

def +(v: Vector): Vector // also -,*,/

16 // element-wise elementary functions

def log(): Vector // sin(), cos(), tan(), ctan(), etc.

18 // cross-product

def x(v: Vector): Vector

20 // operations with constants

def *(c: Real): Vector // also +, /

22 // non-arithmetic operations

def length(): Int

24 def at(i: Int): Real

def slice(i: Int, j: Int): Vector

26 def everyNth(i: Int, from: Int): Vector

// standard functions

28 def map(fnc: (Real) => Real): Vector

def fold(init: Real)(fnc: (Real,Real) => Real): Real

30 def filter(fnc: (Real) => Boolean): Vector

// sliding window

32 def slideReduce(size:Int, step: Int)(

fnc:(Vector) => Real): Vector

34 def enumSlideFlatMap(n: Int)(

fnc: (Int, Vector) => Vector): Vector

36 // add zeros padding around the vector

def pad(i: Int): Vector

38 def max(): Real // also min()

def sum(): Real // same as fold(0.0)(λa,x.a+x)
40 // concatenate and add elements

def ++(v: Vector): Vector

42 // also append :+(_), prepend +:(_)

}

44 object Matrix {

def zeroMatrix(i:Int, j:Int): Matrix

46 }

case class Matrix(data: List[List[Real]]) {

48 // < same as in Vector >

// element-wise operations and elem. functions

50 // operations with constants

// non-arithmetic operations

52 // basic functional ops

// < different from Vector >

54 // input spec for range and size

def specM(ranges: Set[(Set[(Int, Int)],

56 (Real, Real))]): Boolean

def size(i: Int, j: Int): Boolean

58 // +non-arithmetic operations

def row(i: Int): Vector

60 def slice(fromI:Int, fromJ:Int)

(toI:Int, toJ:Int): Matrix

62 def at(i:Int, j: Int): Real

def numRows(): Int

64 def numCols(): Int

// flip elements upside down

66 def flipud(): Matrix // also fliplr() left to right

def enumRowsMap(fnc: (Int, Vector) => Vector): Matrix

68 // operations on individual elements

def mapElements(fnc: (Real) => Real): Matrix

70 def foldElements(init: Real)(

fnc: (Real,Real) => Real): Real }

Figure 3.2.: DSL for numerical programs on data structures

sound results: reported ranges and rounding errors subsume the ranges and errors of
programs with input DSs smaller than the specified size.

3.2.3. DSL Functions

Our DSL uses Scala syntax, precisely it is an extension of the real-valued specification
language of Daisy. We show a representative subset of the DSL functions in Figure 3.2;
semantically we can roughly split its functions into four groups:

1. element-wise functions, such as arithmetic operations and transcendental functions
applied to individual elements of a DS;

2. standard higher-order functions, such as map, fold and filter;

3. domain-specific functions, e.g., stencil-like filters, matrix multiplication;
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4. non-numerical operations, e.g., appending or flipping elements in DS.

Additionally, our DSL supports recursive calls with specific conditional statements. To
avoid rounding errors in conditional expressions, we currently limit them to (integer) DS
size comparisons, such as v.length <= c or m.numRows <= c. Next, we explain the concrete
semantics of the DSL functions using pseudocode that makes indices explicit (while they
are typically implicit in our DSL). We choose to present the semantics with pseudocode
(and not sets of rules), because it is more concise and because it expresses how the
operators are ultimately evaluated, which is important for the rounding error analysis.

Note that the semantics of most of our DSL operators are standard. Additionally, our
analysis does not depend on exactly this syntax and semantics of the DSL. We therefore
expect our analysis to be applicable to other (intermediate) representations or languages with
similar semantics. Such representation must (only) be purely functional (immutable
variables and DS, no side-effects) and provide a syntactic distinction between different
iterators, precisely, the functionality of an iterator must be unambiguous without an
additional analysis of the iterator’s body.

Element-wise Functions They cover arithmetic operations applied to a single DS or a
pair of DS, for instance v1 + v2, where v1, v2 are vectors. Semantically these operations
are the same as arithmetic operations on scalar numbers. The only difference is that for
binary operations on two DS, the operands must have the same dimensions. Element-
wise operations are defined for both vectors and matrices: the operation is applied to
the elements in the operand DSs with the same indices. We also define element-wise
operations with constants.

For all unary (uop) and binary (bop) arithmetic operations the semantics is:

a bop b = [a[i] bop b[i] | ∀i∈Indices(a), #Indices(a) == #Indices(b)]

uop(a) = [uop(a[i]) | ∀i∈Indices(a)]

In our example function heat1d in Figure 3.1c (line 8) the expression coef*v is an
element-wise multiplication of vectors coef and v. It will multiply each i-th element
of coef with the i-th element of v and put the result in the i-th element of an output vector.

Standard Higher-Order Functions Classic higher-order functions map, fold, filter

preserve their semantics. map and fold are defined on vector elements, and for a matrix
on both rows and elements. We add a function ds.sum() as syntactic sugar for fold with
an addition operator to compute a sum of DS elements. We also extend the map on
matrix rows to support indexed iterations with enumRowsMap(λi,x. f (i,x)). The function
maps over rows of the matrix and applies f to both row’s index and elements:

m.enumRowsMap(f) = [f(i, m[i,j]) | ∀i∈Rows(m), (i,j)∈Indices(m)]

filter is defined to apply the conditional to vector elements, and to matrix rows. We
do not allow a filter on individual matrix elements, as it may result in modified and
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uneven matrix dimensions.

Domain-Specific Functions Our DSL defines operations required for implementing
neural networks (i.e. matrix multiplication), stencils and image processing filters. We
describe the most interesting operations below.

Stencil operations usually require a more complex transformation than map or fold can
provide. The transformations involve an outlook of several elements before and after
the current element of a DS, as opposed to accessing a single element in one iteration of
map and fold. Such an outlook is commonly called a sliding window. Our DSL defines it
on vectors and matrices with ds.slideReduce(size, step)(λx. f (x)), where a window of
size size shifts by step indices at every iteration. For vectors a window is a subset of
consecutive elements of length size, for matrices a window is a matrix with dimensions
size×size. A user-supplied function f (x) is then applied to the created window, it
returns a scalar value that is saved at the corresponding index of the newly created DS.
Intuitively, it is similar to applying a fold to a sliding window.

Our example benchmark heat1d in Figure 3.1c creates a sliding window of 3 vec-
tor elements and shifts the window by 1 index at every iteration; the resulting vec-
tor updCoefs contains results of the sum() operation. The pseudocode below explains
ax.slideReduce(3,1)(f) using explicit indices of the vector ax:

k=0

∀ i∈ {1..size(ax)-2}:

v = [ ax[i-1], ax[i], ax[i+1] ]

// f(v) = (coef*v).sum()

updCoefs[k] = coef[0]*v[0] + coef[1]*v[1] + coef[2]*v[2]

k++

Note that the pseudocode contains two different indices: i is the index of elements in
the original DS ax, and k is the index of a sliding window over ax and the output vector
updCoefs.

Our DSL also allows a combination of a sliding window and a map, which is use-
ful for implementing signal filters such as the fast Fourier transform. The function
enumSlideFlatMap(n)(λi,x. f (i,x)), defined on vectors, creates a sliding window of size n
that shifts by n indices every iteration. The resulting windows are enumerated and a
function f (i, x) transforms every element in the window and saves the results into a
new vector. In the FFT implementation in Figure 3.3, the sliding window includes 2
elements of the vector evens and computes vectors resleft and resright of the same size
as evens. The window index k is used for accessing elements of the vector odds and for
computing the filtered values (lines 16 and 22). The pseudocode below explains with
explicit indices how evens.enumSlideFlatMap(2)(f(k,xv)) iterates over the vector evens:

k=0

∀ i∈ {0,2,4,...,size(evens)-2}:

xv = [ evens[i], evens[i+1] ]
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def fftvector(vr: Vector, vi: Vector): Vector = {

2 // v: (real part of signal / Fourier coeff.,

// imaginary part of signal / Fourier coeff.)

4 require(vr >= 68.9 && vr <= 160.43 && vr.size(128) &&

vi >= -133.21 && vi <= 723.11 && vi.size(128))

6 if (vr.length() == 1)

Vector(List(vr.head, vi.head))

8 else {

val scalar: Real = 1; val Pi: Real = 3.1415926

10 val n:Int = vr.length(); val direction:Vector = Vector(List(0.0, -2.0))

val evens: Vector = fftvector(vr.everyNth(2, 0), vi.everyNth(2, 0))

12 val odds: Vector = fftvector(vr.everyNth(2, 1), vi.everyNth(2, 1))

val resleft: Vector = evens.enumSlideFlatMap(2)((k, xv) => {

14 val base: Vector = xv / scalar

val oddV: Vector = odds.slice(2 * k, 2 * k + 1)

16 val expV: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp()

val offset: Vector = (oddV x expV) / scalar

18 base + offset })

val resright: Vector = evens.enumSlideFlatMap(2)((k, xv) => {

20 val base: Vector = xv / scalar

val oddV: Vector = odds.slice(2 * k, 2 * k + 1)

22 val expV: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp()

val offset: Vector = (oddV x expV) / scalar

24 base - offset })

resleft ++ resright })

Figure 3.3.: Fast Fourier transform filter implemented in our DSL

tmp = f(k, xv) // where tmp is a vector

res[i] = tmp[0]; res[i+1] = tmp[1]

k++

Non-Numerical Such operations include obtaining a subset of elements (v.slice(i,j)),
reordering (m.flipud(), m.fliplr()), appending and prepending elements and rows
(v.+:(elt), m :+ v). Additionally, our DSL allows to add a zero-padding around a vector
or a matrix, and obtain smallest and largest elements of a DS. A special variant of a
subset operation ds.everyNth(n, fromInd) creates a new DS by taking every n-th element
of a vector (or row of a matrix) starting from the index f romInd. Our FFT benchmark in
Figure 3.3 uses the everyNth function to obtain subsets of signal values at even and odd
indices (lines 11 and 12).

3.3. Data-Structure Guided Analysis

While a baseline range and error analysis for straight-line code can handle unrolled
iterators, it does not make use of implicit additional information that is present in a
high-level specification. In an unrolled program each iteration makes up independent
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expressions to be evaluated, regardless of whether values in consecutive iterations
depend on one another. This may result in redundant computations; for instance, a
map performs the same computation over all elements in a vector and when all those
elements have the same specified input range, we only need to analyze the rounding
error of the computation once. The same holds for matrix multiplication: each element
of the resulting matrix is computed with the same arithmetic expression, but it would
appear as a new independent computation if unrolled. When sets of involved elements
have the same ranges, it is sufficient to analyze the rounding error of the resulting matrix
element once.

We observe that while concrete DS inputs will in general not be the same, a specifi-
cation of a function to be analyzed will typically provide ranges that in practice often
tend to be identical for many inputs. We leverage this in our analysis and compute the
ranges and error bounds as rarely as possible. Even though it is not possible to directly
apply this approach to iterators where iteration values have dependencies, like fold, the
analysis can be optimized based on groups of elements with the same specification by
introducing suitable over-approximations (see subsection 3.3.4).

We first introduce our DS-based concrete and abstract domains before explaining how
expressions are analyzed and their analysis is optimized.

3.3.1. DS-based Concrete Domain

The goal of our analysis is to collect information about ranges and rounding error
bounds for groups of elements. To do so, our concrete domain tracks a tuple (r, f ) for
each value in a program, where r is the ideal value if a program would be executed with
a real numbers semantics, and f is the same value if the program is executed with the
finite-precision semantics.

We denote all valid indices of data structures as Inds(n) = Nn, where n ≥ 0 is the
dimension of the DS: n = 1 for vectors and n = 2 for matrices. For scalar values the
set of indices is empty, n = 0. Using the indices we define elements of a DS as V(n) =

Inds(n) 7→ (R, F), where (R, F) denote sets of pairs of real and their corresponding
finite-precision values (r, f ). Given a set of elements’ values V(n) we define our concrete
domain as C(n) = 2V(n)

, for each dimension of data structures n.

3.3.2. DS-based Abstract Domain

We then abstract each tuple (r, f ) using a pair of intervals: α((r, f )) = (IR × IR), where
the first interval denotes a range of real values that contains r, and the second tightly
bounds the real-valued difference between r and f . Here the difference between a real
number r and a finite-precision number f represents the rounding error.

Lifted to the DS with dimension n we obtain abstract element’s values: D(n) =

Inds(n) ↪→ (IR × IR). Note that we are only interested in abstract values of elements
with valid indices (as opposed to all possible indices), and use a partial mapping ↪→ to
express it in our domain. For invalid indices the mapping is undefined. The abstract
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domain for our analysis combines all D(n) with for scalar values, vectors and matrices:
D = (D(n))n≥0. Join and meet operators use standard definitions of join and meet on
intervals, and are lifted to all valid indices point-wise.

An abstract state D(n) soundly describes a concrete state C(n), that is: C(n) ⊆ γ(D(n)),
where concretization function is defined as follows. Given a set of indices S and a set of
mappings from these indices D(n) = {i 7→ (Ii, Ei)|i ∈ S}:

γ(D(n)) = {{i 7→ (rj, f j)|i ∈ S}|∀j.rj ∈ Ii, |rj − f j| ∈ Ei} (3.1)

Each transformation of the abstract state is parametrized with an expression to be
evaluated, a mapping of variables’ values and computes a new abstract state:

[[·]]] = Expr(n) → (Vars n7→ D∗)→ D(n), (3.2)

where n7→ is a type-preserving mapping that assigns D(0) values to scalar variables, and
D(1), D(2) values to vector and matrix literals respectively.

Theorem 1. Soundness. Given an abstract state D ∈ D(n), {i 7→ (R, E)} ∈ D there exists
no concrete state C ∈ C(n) such that C ⊆ γ(D), {i 7→ (r, f )} ∈ C and r 6∈ R ∨ |r− f | 6∈ E.
Moreover, if D ∈ α(C), [[e]]C = C′, and [[e]]]D = D′, then D′ ∈ α(C′).

Proof. (sketch) The theorem states that there is no unsound abstract state in our analysis,
and given a sound starting state, our abstract transformations result in a sound end
state. The first part follows directly from the definition of interval abstraction and
concretization.

The transformations [[.]]] on data structures are defined for each individual element,
which reduces them to transformations on basic blocks. The conditional expressions
allowed in the language do not introduce instabilities or discontinuity errors [13, 16],
all iterators are ultimately reduced to straight-line code (with abstraction or unrolling)
and thus do not require special treatment (explained in more detail later). Therefore,
soundness of our analysis follows from the soundness of the underlying baseline analysis
for straight-line code.

Our functional DSL defines all DS to be immutable, therefore each element of a DS
is only assigned once. Our abstract domain does not require updates to individual
element’s ranges, and all recursive calls are unrolled. Since our analysis handles only
bounded loops by design, we can unroll all operations, if needed, which is why we do not
provide an additional widening operator. While widening in general allows the analysis
to terminate quickly, for rounding error analysis the performance/accuracy trade-off
is too costly. As our experiments with Fluctuat show (Section 3.5.1), for rounding error
bounds, precision lost with widening cannot be recovered, hence an analyser that uses
widening in the vast majority of cases reports infinite error bounds, which is sound but
not especially meaningful.
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3.3.3. DS Analysis

Both concrete and abstract domains partition DS elements in groups based on their
real value and value range respectively. Our implementation describes a group of
elements using a set of indices. The indices in one group need not be consecutive, the
only condition is that they correspond to unique and valid indices of DS elements. Thus
when analyzing an operator such as map, adding or multiplying by a constant, we only
need to run the analysis once per group.

The initial grouping of elements is defined by user range specifications on the input
DS. For intermediate variables in the computations, numerical indices for an abstraction
of DS elements are inferred during the analysis. Note that the grouping does not change
the semantics of functions and operators. As our DSL operates on real numbers, for
commutative operations on DS elements their order does not matter. Whenever the
analysis encounters an operation where the order of elements does matter, e.g. when
computing an accumulator value in fold, we sort and split the groups to only contain
consecutive elements’ indices.

Whenever the expression under analysis contains only scalar values and operations,
our analysis re-uses the baseline dataflow rounding error analysis, described in sec-
tion 3.1. We next describe how our analysis handles different kinds of DS operations.

Example We illustrate our abstraction using the running example program in Fig-
ure 3.4. This contrived example is not part of our benchmark set, we use it here
purely for demonstrating the relevant DSL details in a succinct way. Function fun

takes two input vectors x and y, both of size 5. An abstraction for vector x keeps track
of separate ranges for the first two elements and the remaining ones (with indices
2,3,4), i.e. D(1)

x = {{0, 1} 7→ [0.5, 1.5], {2, 3, 4} 7→ [0, 10]}. For the input vector y the
abstraction also has two groups, but indices in the first group are not consecutive:
D(1)

y = {{0, 4} 7→ [−1, 2], {1, 2, 3} 7→ [0, 1.5]}.

Map and Element-Wise Operations Our domains group elements that have the same
real range by their indices, such that we can perform range evaluation once for each
group. The most prominent example where such evaluation makes a difference for
performance is the map function, such as on line 4 in Figure 3.4. The program multiplies
all the elements of the list resulting from x + y by 2.0 and adds 1.5. The individual
multiplications and additions are independent of each other, i.e. they do not propagate
through iterations. For DS elements in one group we thus evaluate the range and error
of i*2.0 + 1.5 only once.

We use a similar approach for element-wise arithmetic operations between two vectors
(or two matrices), such as x + y in Figure 3.4. In contrast to map, element-wise operations
are binary and we need to take into account pairs of ranges. For each unique pair of
ranges of operands we compute the range (and error) once. In our example program, x
+ y is performed on 4 pairs of ranges:
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def fun(x: Vector, y: Vector): Real = {

2 require(x>=0.0 && x<=10.0 && x.size(5) && x.range(0,1)(0.5,1.5) &&

y>= -1.0 && y<=2.0 && y.size(5) && y.range(1,3)(0.0,1.5))

4 val z = (x + y).map(i => i*2.0 + 1.5)

val r = z.fold(1.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => acc * sqrt(i))

6 r / (x.length()) }

Figure 3.4.: Example program in our DSL

x + y indices x range y range
0 [0.5, 1.5] [−1.0, 2.0]
1 [0.5, 1.5] [0.0, 1.5]

2, 3 [0.0, 10.0] [0.0, 1.5]
4 [0.0, 10.0] [−1.0, 2.0]

Matrix Multiplication Evaluation of matrix multiplication is similar to the element-
wise operations, where we compute pairs of ranges. Except, for matrix multiplication
the elements, for which we need to know the ranges are located at the left-hand-side
matrix row and the right-hand-side matrix column. We construct an expression for
computing the resulting matrix elements internally. For each unique pair of ranges we
only evaluate this expression once.

Filter Filter also takes advantage of the element grouping; our analysis evaluates
the condition on each group of DS elements only once. However, filter is different
from the rest of the functions in our DSL, because its abstract semantics do not exactly
mirror the concrete. In the concrete semantics, ds.filter(λx. f (x)) partitions the DS ds

into two disjoint sets: elements that satisfy f(x), and that satisfy its negation. In the
abstract semantics these sets are not necessarily disjoint. Our evaluation eval returns
an over-approximation of a set of elements from ds: the elements that may satisfy the
condition f(x). Currently we limit expressions in f(x) to simple comparisons x ≤ c and
x ≥ c, where x is the DS element and c is a scalar variable or a constant. More complex
arithmetic operations are likely to introduce rounding error inside the condition itself,
which may lead to a discontinuity error—elements that would have satisfied f(x) in a
real-valued expression, do not satisfy it under floating-point semantics (or vice versa).
We note that complementary techniques for bounding this discontinuity error [13, 16]
exist that may be integrated into our analysis.

Unrolled Operations Naturally, not all operations can benefit from a grouping of DS
elements alone. The “once-per-range” evaluation cannot be applied on operations that
propagate values through multiple iterations (fold, slideReduce) or use fresh values at
each iteration (for example, loop counters in enumSlideFlatMap, enumRowsMap). For these
functions, the abstraction-guided analysis falls back to the baseline version. It unrolls
the iterators and performs range and error evaluation once for each iteration, we then
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join the ranges (for values and, separately, for errors) to ensure that our results subsume
all evaluated iterations. Our analysis handles recursive calls in the same way and unrolls
each call as one iteration. Note that for our analysis to terminate, a recursive function
must contain an exit condition that uses the (decreasing) length of a DS.
In our running example the analysis unrolls z.fold and evaluates ranges and errors of
the unrolled expression:

1.0*sqrt(z.at(0))*sqrt(z.at(1))*sqrt(z.at(2))*sqrt(z.at(3))*sqrt(z.at(4)).

Non-Numerical Operations Operations that do not involve arithmetic computations
do not introduce new errors, however, they do affect our abstraction. For example,
a prepend operation x.+:(8.0) will add an element with index 0 and range [8, 8] to
the abstraction and shift all indices of x by one. If we apply x.+:(8.0) to the x in the
running example, the resulting abstraction will become D(1)

x = {{0} 7→ [8, 8], {1, 2} 7→
[0.5, 1.5], {3, 4, 5} 7→ [0, 10]}. Similarly, the pad operation adds elements with range
[0, 0] around a vector or matrix and re-scales the original elements’ indices. Another
interesting case of the non-numerical operations is the x.everyNth(n,k) function that
constructs a new DS by appending every n-th vector element (or every n-th matrix row)
starting from the index k and assigning new indices to them. Evaluating x.everyNth(2,0)

on the D(1)
x from our running example will result in D(1)

nth = {{0} 7→ [0.5, 1.5], {1, 2} 7→
[0, 10]}.

3.3.4. Optimized Evaluation of fold

The fold function cannot be evaluated only once per range group, since the accumulator’s
value changes at every iteration. For analysis, it would thus have to be unrolled. We
observed, however, that in many applications the function passed to fold has a rather
simple structure, such as summing up all elements of the DS. For such simple iterator
bodies, the explicit unrolling can be replaced with an optimized evaluation that benefits
from grouping of elements.

Our optimization over-approximates the accumulator, thereby effectively eliminating
the change in input values from iteration to iteration. The analysis then computes one
range per group of elements using a closed-form formula. In general, it is also possible
to use approximation of an accumulator and a DS element for the whole loop, not only
per group of elements with the same range. However, such a computation will introduce
an even larger over-approximation in the result. To keep the bounds reasonably tight,
we choose to apply over-approximations rarely.

We have implemented this optimization for the most common special cases of lambda
functions f() that follow next.
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Linear loop In a linear loop, i.e. f (ac, el) = a · el + b · ac + c, if f is executed on a group
of elements with the same range range(el), then we can compute the resulting range
after n iterations with:

rangen = a · range(el) ·
n−1

∑
i=0

(bi) + bn · init + c ·
n−1

∑
i=0

(bi), (3.3)

where init is the initial value of the accumulator for the current group of elements.
The initial accumulator value changes from group to group: it starts with the input
parameter of fold and for each consecutive group it is replaced with the result of the
previous computation. To account for all combinations of signs of linear coefficients
a,b,c, we take their ranges to be symmetrical around zero. For generic linear loops, the
order of computations matters, therefore we sort and split the groups in the abstraction
D(n), such that each group only contains elements with consecutive indices, and the
computation is applied to each group in the natural order: starting with the group
containing index 0.

There is no simple closed-form equation to compute the rounding errors for linear
loops. We therefore unroll the loop for error computations, but we use the over-
approximated range of acc, pre-computed using Equation 3.3. Note that such an
evaluation is faster than the full unrolling, since we pre-compute the ranges necessary
for error computations.

Sum A sum of all elements in a vector or matrix is a special case of a linear loop,
but in the absence of linear coefficients the range computations are much simpler. For
a function f (acc, el) = acc + el, we compute one range per group of elements in D(n)

abstraction using the formula: n · range(el) + init, where n is the number of elements in
the group, and init is the initial value of the accumulator for the current group. Note
that here the order of groups does not matter, as our DSL specifies a program over real
numbers and real-valued sum is associative.

The error computation is performed similar to linear loops: we over-approximate the
value of acc and use the range to compute the error on the unrolled fold.

3.4. Implementation

We implement our analysis in a tool called DS2L as an extension of Daisy [14] written in
the Scala programming language. For performance reasons, we implement all internal
computations using intervals with arbitrary-precision bounds (with outwards rounding
for soundness), using the MPFR library [11] with 128 bits of precision. We use the
intervals for both range and error computation, and sacrifice some of the error accuracy
compared to affine arithmetic that is used by most state-of-the-art analyzers.

We choose to implement the partitioning using sets of indices, among other alternative
representations: linear inequalities [87, 88], difference-bound matrices [87], and sets of
other simple symbolic expressions [89]. We choose a set representation because it does
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not depend on patterns to group the elements. We have empirically confirmed that on
our benchmarks the set representation of index groups performs better than symbolic
ranges of consecutive indices. This is because our range evaluation often needs to obtain
the range of a DS element with a given index2, which is a simple inclusion check for sets,
but requires additional computation of numerical bounds from symbolic expressions
in other representations.

In this chapter, we consider only the natural order of evaluation (left-to-right with
call-by-value), exactly as it syntactically appears in the program under analysis (modulo
operators precedence). For this natural order, DS2L generates executable Scala code and
for that code the analysis is sound. Our analysis can also be adapted to other, more
efficient, evaluation orders, but determining that order is an orthogonal issue.

3.5. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate our DS-based analysis in DS2L in terms of performance and accuracy,
focusing on the following research questions:

RQ1 How does DS2L compare to state-of-the-art tools (on large programs)?

RQ2 How does DS-based abstraction affect the accuracy/performance tradeoff?

RQ3 Are error bounds reported by DS2L adequate?

Benchmarks We evaluate DS2L on the new benchmark set we collected (subsec-
tion 3.2.1). The original codes were written in different programming languages. We
have translated them into our functional-style DSL for the purpose of our evaluation and
validated our translation with testing. Table 3.1 displays in more detail which elements
of our DSL were used in which benchmarks. Many of the benchmarks operating on
vectors have been repurposed from controller loops used in previous work [84] and
therefore have similar structure. As an artifact of this translation, our vector-based
benchmarks use fold frequently.

For each benchmark, we create 12 variants by varying two parameters: size of the
input DS and the specification granularity.

Size of the input DS. Input vectors are assigned 100 (small), 1k (medium), or 10k
(large) elements. Input matrix sizes are 10x10 (small), 100x100 (medium) and 500x500
(large). For benchmarks where the size of a DS is predefined by the algorithm, we
take the sizes closest to 10, 100 and 500 (for example, the input matrix for fftmatrix has
8x2, 128x2 and 512x2 elements for the small, medium and large setting, respectively).
The benchmark input DS size influences the number of operations to be evaluated by
the analysis. To give an unambiguous measure of complexity of the programs under

2For instance, taking a single element’s range or a range of a group of elements when unrolling an iterator.
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Benchmark
DSL usage max #ops Benchmark sizes

map fold slideRed. enum* rec matMul in line small medium large

vector benchmarks

avg X 1 101 1001 10001

variance X 3 202 2002 20002

stdDev. X 3 202 2002 20002

roux X 3 100 1k 10k

goubalt X 3 100 1k 10k

harmonic X 3 200 2k 20k

nonlin1 X 7 200 2k 20k

nonlin2 X 8 200 2k 20k

nonlin3 X 6 200 2k 20k

heat1d X X X 5 257 1025 65537

fftvector X X X X X 4 96 9596 48636

matrix benchmarks

pendulum X 4 404 4004 40004

alphaBlend. X 4 100 1k 250k

fftmatrix X X X X 8 64 6012 30204

conv.2d_sz3 X 1 162 1458 118098

sobel3 X 3 972 8748 708588

lorentz X 6 141 211 281

lyapunov X X (20,200,1000)† 11 101 501

control.Tora X X (20,200,1000)† 31 301 1501

Table 3.1.: Benchmarks description: usage of DSL functions and unrolled program sizes
for different DS size configurations (in lines of code)

† The benchmark contains matrix multiplication, the maximum number of arithmetic operations in one line of code
depends on the size of multiplied matrices. Reported values are for (small,medium,large) input DSs.

analysis, we report the sizes of unrolled programs in Table 3.1. The reported numbers
are lines of code if all operations on DSs would be unrolled to scalar operations, i.e.
the number of iterations times number of lines of code computing a scalar value inside
each iterator. Since in the absence of DSs there would be no need for non-numerical
functions as concatenation of vectors or changing the order of elements in a matrix, we
only count lines of code with numerical operations and let-statements. Such unrolled
programs could, for example, be used by state-of-the-art rounding error analyzers
that operate on straight-line code. Additionally we report the maximum number of
arithmetic operations in one line of unrolled code.

Our goal is to efficiently analyze large benchmarks. We include small and medium
sizes for completeness and to demonstrate scalability, but do not consider DS2L to be
necessarily the analysis tool of choice for these.

Range specification granularity. We vary the amount of individually specified ranges
per DS. The input ranges are specified with either one, i.e. the same, interval for all
elements (AllSame), different intervals for all elements (AllDiff ), or for some. When spec-
ifying individual ranges for subsets of elements we vary the amount of new range speci-
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fications to be 10% and 30% of the input DS size (Diff10P and Diff30P). For instance, if an
input vector has 100 elements Diff10P configuration will have 10 additional range specifi-
cations, each with an arbitrary amount of elements in it, and the Diff30P will have 30 addi-
tional range specifications. To avoid any bias by using input ranges that are easier for the
analyzer to compute with, we generate all input ranges randomly. Similarly, the amount
of elements in one group with special ranges is determined randomly. The smaller ranges
of more refined specifications are subsumed by the ranges in AllSame specification.

Experimental Setup To answer our research questions we evaluate differences in
accuracy and performance between a baseline analysis, our new DS abstraction-guided
analysis and state-of-the-art tools. To do so, we normalize the reported worst-case
rounding error and the running time of the analysis (separately) with respect to a
baseline (different for each comparison). Such a normalization is necessary since the
running times and error magnitudes vary widely between different benchmarks due
to their diverse complexity. We then evaluate the normalized worst-case errors and
analysis times.

As running time, we use the reported analysis time of each tool. This is a subset of the
total wall-clock running time and excludes, for instance, parsing of the input programs.
Since the formats of the input programs differ widely, we consider the analysis time a
more meaningful measure for a comparison. We report analysis time averaged over 3
runs. We consider that a tool failed on a benchmark if it either timed out with 30 minutes,
reported an infinite error bound, or encountered some other error. Timeouts were always
consistent across all runs on each configuration. Note that the timeout applies to the
total running time, including parsing, pre- and post-processing of the results.

As accuracy measure, we use reported absolute worst-case rounding error bounds of
each tool for double floating-point precision. For the 13 benchmarks where the return
type is a vector or a matrix we take the maximum error of all output DS elements.

All experiments were run on an Intel Xeon machine with 8 CPUs @ 3.50GHz, 32G of
RAM under the OS Ubuntu 22.04. We run both DS2L and a baseline straight-line code
analysis in a JVM with 2G memory and 1G stack space.

3.5.1. State-of-the-Art Tools

We compare DS2L against the state-of-the-art rounding error analyzers Fluctuat [39]
and Satire [57]. We choose these two tools specifically, because they are the only tools
that natively support data structures and loops over them (Fluctuat), or that analyze
straight-line code, but whose abstractions were designed specifically for large program
sizes (Satire). In these two dimensions that are relevant for our comparison, Fluctuat
and Satire are the state-of-the-art. Satire does include approximations such as not
considering higher-order terms that technically affect its soundness, but we ignore this
here. DS2L and Fluctuat are ‘fully sound’.

We note that an entirely fair comparison is not possible due to the different input
formats, as well as different implementation choices such as programming language
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in which the tools themselves are implemented. Each of our high-level benchmarks
written in our functional DSL can be translated to Fluctuat’s and Satire’s imperative
formats in different ways that each may or may not affect the results (no guidelines
exist). We manually translate our benchmarks into the tool’s input formats by choosing
the way that we consider to be natural for a programmer, and so a regular user of the
tools would choose, and validate the translation with testing.

In our comparison, we use relative performance and accuracy as a measure of success.
DS2L and Fluctuat are deterministic and always report the same error bounds. On some
benchmarks Satire reported slightly different errors, we take the largest reported error
across the runs. Note that the differences were on the order of 10−12, and taking the
average or the smallest error across the runs does not affect the qualitative results.

Fluctuat

Fluctuat can both unroll loops internally and abstract the loop behavior by applying
widening. We use the latest available version of Fluctuat provided to us in October 2022.

Fluctuat takes C-programs as input and is itself implemented in C. When translating
our benchmarks, we tried to preserve as much functional-style semantics as possible, but
had to give up the DS immutability and replace all recursive calls by loops. Furthermore,
Fluctuat’s library did not support a max() function required for implementing the ReLU
function in the neural network benchmarks lyapunov and contr.Tora. We replaced the
call to max() with an explicit if-then-else statement. Fluctuat does not have a dedicated
way of specifying input ranges for data structures, only for scalar values. We therefore
assign a range to each element separately, and use loops to assign repeating ranges for
the AllSame specification. Each benchmark is implemented in a separate function that is
called from main. We compare DS2L with Fluctuat on all 19 benchmarks.

We run Fluctuat with several different settings:

1. loop iterations are evaluated separately, results joined (merge over all paths—
MOP—solution)

2. loops are unrolled until 50k iterations. The largest number of iterations in our
benchmarks is 62.5k, however, Fluctuat’s setting did not allow us to set the unroll
limit higher than 50k.

3. loops are abstracted by widening, nothing is unrolled

4. automatic setting, where Fluctuat finds a suitable number of loop unrollings before
applying joins and widening.

Out of all configurations the overall best results were achieved with MOP (which is
effectively unrolling) and the explicit unrolling configuration. Fluctuat with MOP and
unrolling has timed out less often than other configurations and whenever Flucutat com-
puted non-trivial error bounds, they were exactly the same for all settings. Surprisingly,
the automatic configuration of Fluctuat had the highest timeout rate: it failed to produce
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results within 30 minutes on 33% of specifications. The pure widening configuration
performed better with only 16% rate of timeouts.

Since all other settings provided worse or the same results, we compare DS2L’s results
only to the MOP setting of Fluctuat.

Satire

We use the latest version of Satire available in the open-source GitHub repository in
April 20233. Satire’s open-source benchmark set contains pre-processed large unrolled
loops, but no original programs that were unrolled. Unfortunately, the original programs
with loops were not available (upon request). We have therefore reverse-engineered the
loops over data structures from their unrolled versions for two benchmarks lorenz, and
heat1d. Additionally, we translated some of our benchmarks into Satire’s input format,
which is an imperative DSL that specifies floating-point precision for each variable
assignment. We only compare the results on a subset of benchmarks, since we are
required to manually unroll the loops, and translate functional operators into imperative
code. This translation process is non-trivial, tedious and error prone, especially for
complex functions.

Overall, we translated 9 benchmarks that contain a fold over an input vector. For
these 9 benchmarks we used the same variations in configurations, described above:
small, medium, large input DS sizes, and AllSame, Diff10P, Diff30P, AllDiff specification
granularities. We took Satire’s original benchmarks as is: heat1d had only one version,
that corresponds to our input specification with small input DS and one input range
for all elements. The lorentz benchmark was available in three different sizes of input
DS (20, 30 and 40), and all of them had the same input range for all elements of DS
(AllSame). In total, we have compared our results on 112 benchmark variations.

We ran Satire with its default parameters and both with and without abstraction. The
version with abstraction predictably produced results faster and had fewer timeouts.
We therefore compare to the version of Satire with abstraction enabled.

3.5.2. RQ1: Comparison to State-of-the-Art Tools

We compare relative performance and accuracy of state-of-the-art tools normalized
against DS2L’s results and provide cumulative values in Table 3.2. The values greater
than 1 denote individual benchmarks where DS2L was faster (respectively, more accu-
rate) than the state-of-the-art tool. For instance, value 24.41 means that DS2L is median
24.41 faster than Fluctuat. As it is ambiguous to compute the relative value if one of the
tools did not report results, we do not include these cases into the minimum, median
and maximum values. Instead we report the number of failures per tool (timeouts,
infinite error bounds, overflows). We mark in bold the smaller number of fails per
comparison, and median values where DS2L did better than competitors. Note that

3To be precise, we use the version with the commit hash 8a4816aac6fad4fb86c2af8dc8e634bf02912b90.
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Benchmark Accuracy Performance
# fails

# fails total #

size min median max min median max DS2L of bench.

Fluctuat

Small 2.11e-07 0.557 3.55 0.07 0.36 7.22 2 10 76

Medium 2.83e-04 0.639 2.91 0.23 1.98 4636.52 22 12 76

Large 3.60e-02 0.555 2.91 0.66 24.41 339.55 60 25 76

Satire

Small 2.98e-07 0.737 3.54 6.33 24.68 449.33 6 6 38

Medium 2.07e-10 0.153 3.54 6.32 39.90 507.45 12 8 37

Large 3.94e-02 0.953 1.34 8.95 259.64 767.13 32 10 37

Table 3.2.: Relative accuracy/performance of state-of-the-art tools compared to DS2L
with DS abstraction.

we provide comparison on small and medium benchmarks for completeness, while our
focus lays on large benchmarks.

In addition to normalized values, we present absolute values of our experiments
on large benchmarks in Table 3.3. ‘TO’ denotes timeouts, other times are reported in
seconds. We additionally mark the benchmarks, for which a tool reported overflow or
an infinite error bound. For the original Satire benchmark lorentz, the missing configura-
tions Diff10P, Diff30P, AllDiff with individual ranges for input DS elements are marked
with ‘na’ (non-applicable). Another original benchmark heat1d is only defined for a
small size of input DS. We provide absolute experimental values for small and medium
benchmarks in the appendix, section A.2.

Accuracy

As expected, state-of-the-art tools often computed tighter error bounds on small and
medium benchmarks. However, DS2L was consistently more accurate on the stdDeviation
benchmark, and the larger (among the two in our set) neural network controllerTora. Ad-
ditionally, Fluctuat reports infinite errors on all medium and large-sized variations of the
FFT filter (fftvector, fftmatrix), while DS2L successfully computes rounding error bounds.
Both Fluctuat and DS2L implement—in principle—the same analysis on the unrolled
programs, and the DS abstractions alone do not affect accuracy (see subsection 3.5.3).
The differences in accuracy come from 1) the optimized evaluation of folds; 2) DS2L’s
use of intervals instead of affine arithmetic; and 3) internal implementation differences
that for the closed-source Fluctuat are not evident. We note that both Fluctuat’s and
DS2L’s reported errors are itself small, and thus practically useful.

Satire reported more accurate results for non-linear benchmarks. On two configura-
tions where DS2L reported overflow for the small input DS size (AllSame, Diff10P for
nonlin1 and Diff10P, Diff30P for nonlin2), Satire successfully reported rounding errors.
Predictably, on benchmarks where DS2L used over-approximation of folds Satire’s
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AllSame Diff10P Diff30P AllDiff
Benchmark error time error time error time error time

DS2L
avg 5.82e-11 1.90 2.86e-11 5.48 1.87e-11 19.73 1.51e-11 157.63

variance 7.39e-05 119.28 1.92e-05 248.64 9.68e-06 412.39 6.37e-06 1144.74
stdDev. 9.01e+03 118.98 9.35e-06 244.51 4.86e-07 410.50 2.70e-07 1141.30

roux1 7.21e-14 3.86 2.46e-13 10.78 2.64e-13 29.88 2.32e-13 184.44
goubault 7.46e-14 3.93 8.39e-14 9.92 8.39e-14 27.98 8.39e-14 172.90

harmonic 3.64e-08 6.55 1.42e-08 28.40 1.13e-08 100.32 1.12e-08 713.85
nonlin1 overflow - overflow - overflow - overflow -
nonlin2 overflow - overflow - overflow - overflow -
nonlin3 1.08e+74 766.73 2.66e+73 1446.47 - TO - TO

pendulum 4.69e+81 1583.05 - TO - TO - TO
heat1d 1.14e-13 222.82 7.26e-14 830.00 7.14e-14 874.28 7.13e-14 857.08

conv.2d_size3 3.15e-10 63.29 2.88e-10 111.15 2.62e-10 158.94 - TO
sobel3 DivByZero - DivByZero - DivByZero - DivByZero -

fftmatrix 4.39e-08 325.93 4.24e-08 387.76 3.95e-08 386.29 2.97e-08 399.04
fftvector 2.02e-08 262.99 1.62e-08 266.15 1.13e-08 269.89 9.84e-09 278.46

lorentz 3.42e-12 2.33 3.27e-12 2.32 3.27e-12 2.21 1.25e-12 2.27
alphaBlend. 3.14e-13 1.83 3.14e-13 47.81 3.14e-13 225.50 - TO

contr.Tora 2.61e-04 386.38 - TO - TO - TO
lyapunov 7.02e-08 104.21 - TO - TO - TO

Fluctuat
avg 2.57e-11 516.00 1.83e-11 475.50 1.63e-11 462.00 1.51e-11 490.50

variance - TO - TO - TO - TO
stdDev. - TO - TO - TO - TO

roux1 2.10e-13 1310.00 2.10e-13 1302.00 7.52e-14 1212.50 1.09e-13 1295.50
goubault 6.50e-14 695.50 6.45e-14 726.50 6.45e-14 711.00 1.87e-14 716.50

harmonic - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin1 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin2 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin3 - TO - TO - TO - TO

pendulum - TO - TO - TO - TO
heat1d - TO - TO - TO - TO

conv.2d_size3 - TO - TO - TO - TO
sobel3 - TO - TO - TO - TO

fftmatrix ∞ 71.33 ∞ 71.33 ∞ 71.67 ∞ 71.00
fftvector ∞ 35.67 ∞ 37.67 ∞ 116.00 ∞ 107.33

lorentz 1.23e-13 2.00 1.21e-13 2.00 1.21e-13 2.00 1.02e-13 1.50
alphaBlend. - TO - TO - TO - TO

contr.Tora - TO - TO - TO - TO
lyapunov - TO - TO - TO - TO

Satire
avg 3.47e-11 1456.27 2.72e-11 1421.63 2.22e-11 1419.89 2.02e-11 1410.32

variance - TO - TO - TO - TO
stdDev. - TO - TO - TO - TO

roux1 - TO - TO - TO - TO
goubault - TO - TO - TO - TO

harmonic - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin1 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin2 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin3 - TO - TO - TO - TO
lorentz 1.35e-13 1327.65 na na na na na na

Table 3.3.: Experimental results on large benchmarks. Reported error bounds are
rounded to two digits after decimal point, time is in seconds. “TO” denotes a
timeout, “na” stands for non-applicable. Bold marks ‘winning’ values.
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3. Large Bounded Loops

reported errors were also smaller. However, on all linear benchmarks except harmonic
DS2L’s accuracy could be recovered by using a non-optimized evaluation of fold (while
still being faster than Satire, but by a smaller factor). Despite the over-approximation,
DS2L was consistently more accurate on the linear goubault. Interestingly, DS2L was 3x
more accurate than Satire on its original benchmark heat1d 4.

Performance

The performance comparison shows that DS2L scales better to larger programs: it re-
ports results on 46% more large benchmarks than Fluctuat and on 59% more than Satire.
Additionally, DS2L is faster than Fluctuat on most large and medium-sized benchmarks
with a median speedup factor of 25x and 2x respectively. A notable outlier is alphaBlend-
ing, where DS2L is 4636x faster than Fluctuat. This is due to the benchmark’s internal
structure: it contains element-wise operations on matrices, where DS2L’s abstraction
is particularly efficient.

Satire timed out more often than DS2L on all sizes of benchmarks, and particularly
on large benchmarks where it failed to report results on all benchmarks except avg and
lorentz (see Table 3.3). Moreover, Satire was slower than DS2L by at least 6x and median
36x across different sizes of benchmarks including its original benchmarks heat1d and
lorentz.
RQ1 Conclusion: Based on our experimental data, we conclude that DS2L is signifi-
cantly faster than Satire and specifically scales better than Fluctuat and Satire to larger
programs and is consequently able to report an error for more and larger benchmarks.
While DS2L is often less accurate than Fluctuat and Satire, it still produces meaningful
accuracy bounds.

3.5.3. RQ2: Accuracy/Performance Tradeoff with DS-based Abstraction

Our analysis differs from the analysis of the unrolled programs in two main points: it
leverages the DS abstraction, and optimizes the evaluation of folds (subsection 3.3.4).
We evaluate the effect of these differences on both accuracy and performance. We split
this evaluation into two parts: first, we check the effect of the DS abstraction alone, then
we examine the benefits of the optimized folds.

DS Abstraction. First, we compare the DS abstraction-based analysis of DS2L to a
baseline analysis that works on unrolled code. To avoid confounding factors such as
programming language choice, analysis type etc., we do this comparison on a baseline
analysis that we implement within DS2L itself and that shares exactly its analysis for
straight-line code. We denote this baseline analysis by base. base internally unrolls
all operations, and thus just like DS2L does not explicitly construct an AST for the
entire program, as this may be unnecessarily costly and bias the results. Thus, when
comparing DS2L and base, the only difference consists in using the corresponding DS

4This comparison is with respect to the original version of heat1d that corresponds to AllSame configuration
and small size of benchmarks. The absolute values are available in Table A.2.
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Figure 3.5.: Relative performance/accuracy of DS2L in various configurations

abstractions during the analysis. For the purpose of DS abstraction evaluation we use
the version of DS2L without over-approximation on folds.

Specifically, we compare normalized analysis time and normalized computed worst-
case absolute rounding errors per benchmark for each of its 12 variants. Figure 3.5a
summarizes the results, smaller values on both axes are better. The x-axis shows relative
analysis time of the DS abstraction analysis to the baseline, values with x < 1 denote
benchmarks, on which DS2L was faster than base. The y-axis represents relative accu-
racy, values with y = 1 show that the worst-case rounding errors reported by DS2L were
exactly the same as for base. We provide average, median, minimum and maximum
relative analysis times for each specification.

For most benchmarks applying the DS abstraction has improved the analysis perfor-
mance. Predictably, the performance boost was stronger for coarser specifications and
close to none on the AllDiff specification that assigns each DS element an individual
input range. We manually checked the cases where DS2L was slower than base. For
these cases the absolute time difference is under 0.3 seconds on small and medium con-
figurations (up to 15% of analysis time), and under 72 seconds on large configurations
(at most 5% of the analysis time). We attribute this to the normal variation in running
times and do not see it as a systematic problem.

The computed errors were the same for DS2L and base on all benchmarks. This result
confirms our expectation that the DS abstractions (without fold optimizations) do not
change the semantics and therefore do not affect computed rounding errors.
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Figure 3.6.: Relative difference between worst-case errors by DS2L and dynamic errors

Optimized folds. We evaluate the effect of our fold optimization on top of DS abstraction
improvements in Figure 3.5b. We compare the relative accuracy and performance on
benchmarks with fold with and without the optimization. As expected, the optimized
fold evaluation is faster and less accurate on most benchmarks, these are the points
above the x-axis and to the left of the y-axis. The effect is more pronounced on the large
benchmarks. Interestingly, in some cases the optimized evaluation reported smaller error
bounds despite introducing an over-approximation of ranges. Upon closer inspection
we note that some of the randomly generated input range bounds cannot be exactly
represented in floating points, hence performing an unrolled error computation on such
ranges will include the bounds’ rounding error and magnify it (artificially) in subsequent
iterations. The accuracy can thus improve in cases where the over-approximated ranges
were exactly representable in floats, while corresponding element’s input ranges were
not.

RQ2 Conclusion: The DS abstraction alone improves the analysis’ performance while
having no effect on the accuracy. A user may further improve the performance by
providing a coarser specification or enabling the optimized evaluation of folds, which
trades off accuracy for performance.
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3.5.4. RQ3: Adequacy of DS2L’s Error Bounds

We evaluate the adequacy of the error bounds reported by DS2L with respect to the
actual errors occurring in our benchmarks. To obtain an estimate of realistic errors
we have generated Scala code and ran it on all benchmarks in two variations: with
double floating-point precision and with 300-bit MPFR numbers, and computed the
difference between them. For every benchmark, we collected these dynamic errors on 105

inputs sampled from the individually specified ranges in each specification granularity
(AllSame,AllDiff,Diff10P, and Diff30P) and took the maximum value. Such dynamically
obtained errors provide a lower bound on the worst-case error and they are a good
measure for the magnitude of errors actually occurring in the program.

We plot the results of our comparisons on cactus plots, the results are sorted across
all benchmarks and two points with equal values on the X-axis do not necessarily corre-
spond to the same benchmark. Figure 3.6 shows sorted differences between dynamic
absolute errors and the errors reported by DS2L. Due to the variety in complexity of
our benchmarks, errors have different magnitudes, to have a better overview we show
the relative differences computed as |DS2L′s_error/dynamic_err|. Whenever DS2L did
not report an error, a comparison was not possible and we set the value to a dummy
y = −1.

Among the 181 benchmarks for which DS2L reported error bounds (excluding 47
timeouts and overflows), 89% of reported errors were within six orders of magnitude
from the under-approximated dynamic errors (below the y = 106). As expected, the
difference was larger for large benchmarks, since over-approximation generally accu-
mulates with every iteration. We also noticed a clear trend that the over-approximation
reduces for more fine-grained input specifications.

We have manually inspected the benchmarks where the differences between worst-
case errors reported by DS2L and their dynamic under-approximations were more
than six orders of magnitude. Expectedly, they were non-linear benchmarks: nonlin3,
pendulum, controllerTora. This is due to large over-approximations committed by the
baseline analysis of DS2L and is not specific to our method. These benchmarks contain
folds with non-linear bodies that are ultimately unrolled into a huge straight-line non-
linear program. Those are known to be challenging for state-of-the-art rounding error
analyses [13]. Another outlier stdDeviation contains a square root operator applied
to a range starting from zero, for which today’s rounding error analyses also report
pessimistic bounds.

RQ3 Conclusion: 89% of the errors reported by DS2L are reasonably close to the under-
approximated dynamic errors. Overall, we conclude that DS2L reports meaningful
and adequate error bounds.
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3.6. Related Work

Static Analysis Besides Fluctuat [39] and Satire [57], several other tools exist for
computing guaranteed upper bounds on rounding errors; Gappa [90], Daisy [14],
FPTaylor [71], Real2Float [17], Rosa [13] and PRECiSA [73]. These either implement a
dataflow analysis based approach very similar to Fluctuat’s or an optimization-based
approach similar to Satire. Most of the research has focused on analyzing straight-line
numerical expressions as accurately as possible, i.e. computing error bounds as close to
the actual errors as possible. Of these, Satire has been shown to be most scalable [57].

A few of these tools can also handle limited programs beyond straight-line expressions.
As already discussed, Fluctuat [39] can handle loops via unrolling or with widening, but
as we observed widening has limited success with a complex analysis such as the one
used to analyze floating-point rounding errors. Rosa [13] provides a more efficient way
to bound rounding errors in bounded loops than complete unrolling for a specific type
of while loops, but requires invariants about the variable’s ranges to be given. Rosa [13],
Fluctuat [37] and PRECiSA [73] also support (simple) conditional branches where they
also compute the error due to diverging executions between then- and else-branches,
in addition to rounding errors of each individual branch. Alternative techniques exist
to detect how often a finite-precision computation takes the wrong path [38]. Such
techniques are complementary to DS2L’s handling of data structures.

Dynamic Analysis In contrast to sound analysis tools, dynamic analysis tools for
floating-point programs have fewer restrictions on the input programs and generally
handle whole programs, including loops, conditional branches and data structures. Ad-
ditionally, dynamic methods can be applied both on source code [33, 91] and on already
compiled binaries [28]. Typically, they execute a program on particular floating-point
inputs side-by-side with a shadow execution in a higher precision [28,30,32], for instance,
implemented using arbitrary-precision arithmetic that serves as an approximation of
the ideal real-valued execution. Shadow executions in high precision may, however,
incur a high overhead and alternative approaches were proposed to use as an oracle for
the ideal computation [29, 31, 33]. By their nature, dynamic analyses cannot compute
guaranteed bounds on errors, only an estimate of the errors for inputs tried. Several
tools use dynamic analysis to identify inputs that result in particularly large rounding
errors [30, 32–35]; they employ various techniques to minimize the likelihood of missing
interesting inputs [30, 32, 92]. Symbolic execution has also been used to find inputs that
cause overflow or large precision loss in floating-point programs [35, 93–95]. Recent
work also combines dynamic and static analysis for identifying, or showing conditional
absence of large rounding errors in larger floating-point programs [96].

Other Finite-Precision Analyses Naturally, quantifying the rounding errors is not the
only possible objective for analysis of finite-precision programs. Many of the methods
are concerned with detecting the presence of special floating-point values in the program,
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for instance, a deductive verifier KeY [97]. Abstract interpretation based analyzers such
as the industrial-strength Astrée [27], or implementations of different numerical domains
with varying performance characteristics [98] such as Apron [99] and ELINA [100] can
prove safety of floating-point programs, i.e. the absence of overflows, division-by-zero or
out-of-bounds errors by bounding the ranges of variables. They do not, however, report
rounding error bounds.

Functional Properties Apart from quantifying errors and detecting exceptions, one
can also verify functional properties of programs with loops over arrays. Such properties
state, for instance, that sorting algorithms indeed output monotone arrays [101, 102],
or assert particular relations between array cells [103]. Other tools generate symbolic
invariants to prove safety properties about ranges of array elements [104, 105] and verify
memory access permissions [106]. The abovementioned methods, however, are not
directly comparable with our analysis as they operate on integer programs, do not take
into account rounding errors and require that the target property is specified by users in
the form of an assertion.

Array Languages In this chapter, we proposed one possible input language with
functional iterators, however, one may consider alternative inputs. Several languages
have been created specifically for operations on arrays: APL [107] and its dialects [108,
109], BQN [110]. They specialize on the efficient execution of array operations, though
typically do not support multiple precisions and use an entirely different way of writing
the operations that may be unfamiliar to an average programmer with imperative and
functional languages background.

3.7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that computing rounding errors over a functional representation of
floating-point list programs can be beneficial for analysis performance, by leveraging
implicit semantic information present in the high-level representation. Conceptually,
our idea appears simple — "just" use a functional input language — and yet, it has
not been pursued before. We view this simplicity as a strength, but also note that an
effective realization of this idea required a careful design of the DSL and the analysis,
as well as substantial implementation effort. Our analysis can generally handle more,
and especially larger benchmarks, though some of this performance benefit comes at a
trade-off with analysis accuracy.

Optimized Evaluation We could further improve scalability of our analysis by apply-
ing optimized evaluations of fold-like iterators more often. At the moment we only
optimize evaluation of folds if the loop body is a linear function. For a more general
case, we would have to instrument DS2L with an additional analysis computing a
closed-form equation for the loop body, some form of a summary [111]. Computing
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useful summaries for functions is a challenging task and is likely to work only for some
restricted subset of functions. Whenever the summary analysis would succeed and
generate an equation, we could use it to over-approximate iterations on elements with
the same ranges.

Extended DSL Our functional DSL serves as a starting point for further development,
a natural direction of future work would be to extend the DSL with more operators.
One more possible extension would be to include data structures of higher dimensions.
Our analysis should be applicable to the N-dimensional immutable arrays (tensors) as-is
on most operators. Supporting additional operators requires engineering effort and an
extension of the analysis’ abstract transfer functions.

Alternative Input Formats While functional DSL is convenient for specifying new
algorithms, it may be difficult to translate legacy imperative code into it. A possible
solution may define parsers for alternative input formats. The hard constraints to use
our analysis are:

1. all variables and data structures must be immutable. This can be (partially)
achieved by bringing the code into a static single assignment (SSA) form [112].

2. Semantic information about iterators must be available, such as how data flows
between iterations and how it and its shape is modified. This information can
potentially be obtained by applying semantic analysis to the original code (for
instance, with a polyhedral model of a loop [113]) and then mapping the results to
the intermediate representation language of DS2L.

Note that the translation of imperative programs into functional is known to be
challenging [114].

Code Generation One more direction of future work could be to optimize code gener-
ated by DS2L after the analysis. At the moment, DS2L only generates functional Scala
code, which it performs by directly translating the DSL operators and inlining every
occurrence of every operator’s implementation. As a result, some of the generated code
is unnecessarily repetitive. A potential improvement would be to perform optimizing
transformations (for instance, loop fusion [115]) before generating the final code. Ideally,
we would like to generate efficient code for both functional and imperative programs, as
C frequently appears in embedded systems projects. A translation of functional code (as
in DS2L’s intermediate representation) into imperative is non-trivial; some functional
operations do not have a direct and unambiguous equivalent in C.

An important thing to keep in mind when optimizing the generated code (for both
functional and imperative programs) is that the order of evaluation in finite-precision op-
erations matters. To keep the guarantees on error bounds as reported by the analysis, the
order of computations has to match exactly the order in which operations were evaluated
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by the analysis. Existing work on efficient code generation from functional specifications
successfully deals with redundant intermediate data structures and operations, however,
it requires manual annotation [116–119] and potentially rearranges the operations [120].
The Stainless verification system [121], in contrast, focuses on preserving the properties
that it proved; it has been used to translate Scala code into imperative, but only for
integer programs with mutable data structures [122]. While these techniques and tools
are not directly applicable to DS2L, they present an interesting starting point for further
research.
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4. Inductive Invariants for Unbounded
Loops

Providing a tight and sound estimate for rounding error bounds in the presence of
loops is challenging, because errors may grow indefinitely, and for a general case the
only sound bound is a trivial range of [−∞, ∞]. Various applications of numerical
loops involve a priori unbounded loops, for instance, when modeling and simulating
a continuous process, in scientific computing and embedded control systems. Since
infinite loops cannot be fully unrolled, they have to be abstracted, for example, with
inductive invariants [123]. An invariant is inductive if it holds before entering the loop
and after every iteration. Such invariants are needed to reason about a program’s safety
and they are a necessary ingredient for bounding rounding errors (on loops) with some
techniques [13].

Given an invariant, it is (relatively) easy to prove (or disprove) that it is inductive
using, for instance, existing SMT solvers [124,125]. Generating an invariant, on the other
hand, is a challenging task, both manually and with automated tools [40–43]. Moreover,
finding a finite-precision invariant is even harder (compared to real- or integer-valued)
because it has to account for overflows, rounding errors and special values (such as
infinity and not-a-number in floating points). Additionally, to be able to prove the
inductiveness of a finite-precision invariant and for it to be useful in a subsequent
rounding error estimation, the invariant should be tight, i.e. closely cover the actual
values appearing in the loop execution.

Many tools generate inductive invariants for programs over integers to prove a
program’s safety [43, 46, 126–128]. The safety property holds if user-specified unsafe
states (ranges of variables) are proven to be unreachable. As a by-product of this proof,
tools compute inductive invariants that over-approximate reachable ranges of variables,
but they necessarily use the unsafe states specification to guide the invariant search.
However, for finite-precision loops where the goal is to compute as tight invariants as
possible, specifying unsafe states essentially amounts to finding the invariant itself.

Alternatively, one could use static analysis with abstract interpretation that generally
does not require target ranges. However, some existing abstract interpretation tools still
require an approximate target range to compute tight invariants [46] and others do not
generalize well: they are limited to linear loops due to the underlying techniques [47],
do not always produce invariants that satisfy the precondition [48], or rely on user input,
such as invariant templates [44].

In this chapter, we propose a practical approach to synthesize inductive invariants
based on a loop’s simulation. Our invariant synthesis method handles both linear and
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non-linear loops and requires minimal input from the user: only a loop body and input
ranges for variables. This generality, naturally, comes at a certain cost. Unlike other
approaches [46–48], our simulation-based approach does not provide completeness
guarantees, but instead it has wider applicability. Despite the absence of provable
completeness, we empirically observed our algorithm to be remarkably effective.

Our algorithm employs a combination of simulation and the counterexample-guided
synthesis approach (CEGIS). First, it randomly samples points from input ranges and
simulates several loop iterations. Given the simulated values, we use curve fitting to
propose the first invariant candidate. This candidate is checked with an off-the-shelf SMT
solver that either accepts the invariant or provides a counterexample. We cannot directly
query the solver for the invariant (or its coefficients), because that would require using
existential quantifiers, which today’s SMT solvers do not handle well for finite-precision
theories.

If a solver generates a counterexample, our synthesis algorithm incorporates the
counterexample into the next invariant candidate. Our algorithm generalizes the coun-
terexample and produces some additional points, repeats the simulation starting from
these counterexample points and fits the polynomial curve again. This process it re-
peated until either the invariant is confirmed, or the algorithm times out (with a custom
value, set to 20 minutes in our experiments).

The key idea behind our algorithm is that numerically stable loops can tolerate a certain
amount of noise. Because of this tolerance, there is no single “ground truth” invariant,
but rather multiple invariants of a similar form. We leverage this idea in the random
sampling and simulation, but also how we query SMT solver to check the invariant.

Modern SMT solvers are able to handle some floating-point queries and with some
preprocessing also fixed-point arithmetic (encoded as bit-vectors). However, such queries
are inefficient, especially when non-linear operations are involved. We therefore do not
use bit-vector or floating-point theories in the SMT queries. Instead, we first search
for a real-valued invariant, then add bounded non-deterministic noise that represents
rounding errors, and verify whether the invariant still holds with additional noise. This
approach accomplishes two things: 1) it allows us to use the reals theory for non-linear
computations in queries to SMT [129] that is generally more efficient than the finite-
precision theories, and 2) it decouples the loop under analysis from its implementation
details, i.e. the exact choice of finite precision. We determine the ranges for non-
deterministic terms by applying rounding error analysis to each loop statement. Our
algorithm is independent from the exact instance of the analysis; in the prototype
implementation we use the analysis from Daisy [14].

To compare with invariants generated by state-of-the-art tools, for the remainder
of this chapter we will focus on floating-point loops. Note that for synthesizing a
fixed-point invariant the required steps are exactly the same.

Following previous work, we generate inductive invariants that cover a wide range of
numerical loops—in a form of an ellipsoid. Our invariants have a form of a polynomial
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4.1. Overview

x ∈ [0.0, 0.1]

y ∈ [0.0, 0.1]

while (true) {

x := x + 0.01 * (-2*x - 3*y + x*x)

y := y + 0.01 * (x + y)

}

(a) Example benchmark

−0.03x− 0.1y + 0.44x2 + xy + 0.86y2 ≤ 0.02

x ∈ [−0.5, 0.3]

y ∈ [−0.2, 0.4]

(b) Generated invariant

Figure 4.1.: Running example

inequality P(x) ≤ 0 in conjunction with intervals Ri for each individual variable xi:

P(x1, ..., xn) ≤ 0∧ x1 ∈ R1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∈ Rn

We implemented our synthesis algorithm in a Python library Pine and evaluated it on
30 numerical loops from various domains. Compared to the most closely related state-
of-the-art tools SMT-AI [48] and Pilat [46], Pine was able to produce tighter invariants
on 70% of linear benchmarks and generated invariants for 6 non-linear benchmarks
where other tools failed.

Contributions To summarize, this chapter describes the following contributions:

• the first general synthesis algorithm for inductive invariants that handles linear
and non-linear, floating-point and fixed-point unbounded loops

• the open-source implementation of the algorithm in the Python library Pine

available at https://github.com/izycheva/pine

• an extensive experimental evaluation of Pine and its comparison to state of the art.

4.1. Overview

Before explaining our invariant synthesis algorithm in detail, we illustrate it at a high-
level on an example. Figure 4.1a shows our example loop that simulates a dynamical
system together with the precondition on the loop variables.

Pine starts by simulating the loop to collect a set of concrete points that an inductive
invariant definitely has to include. For this, Pine samples m = 100 random values from
the input ranges x ∈ [0, 0.1] and y ∈ [0, 0.1], and executes the loop n = 1000 times for
each point. Sampled points are shown in light blue in figures 4.2a-4.2c. Since we are
looking for a convex invariant, Pine next computes the convex hull of the sampled
points. This reduces the number of points to consider and gives us an initial estimate of
the shape of the invariant.
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Figure 4.2.: Non-linear benchmark candidate invariants

We consider invariants that include variable ranges and a shape enclosing all values
expressed as an ellipsoid, i.e. a second degree polynomial inequality. We obtain the
polynomial coefficients by computing the minimum volume ellipsoid enclosing the
convex hull, and the variable bounds from the minimum and maximum values seen in
the sampled points:

−0.0009x− 0.004y + 0.0103x2 + 0.021xy + 0.0298y2 ≤ 5.4 · 10−5 ∧

x ∈ [−0.2098, 0.0976], y ∈ [−0.0159, 0.1723]

The computed ellipsoid is depicted in Figure 4.2a by blue dashed ellipse. We observe
that this candidate invariant is noisy, for instance, some sampled points are not included.
To remove (a part of) this noise, we scale and round the (normalized) polynomial
coefficients and the range bounds (the latter is rounded outwards). Obtained ellipsoid
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and ranges form the first candidate invariant (marked green in Figure 4.2a):

−0.03x− 0.13y + 0.35x2 + 0.7xy + y2 ≤ 0.01∧ x ∈ [−0.3, 0.1], y ∈ [−0.1, 0.2]

Pine uses an off-the-shelf SMT solver (Z3) to check whether this candidate invariant
is inductive. For our candidate invariant the check fails and the solver returns a
counterexample C1 : (x = 0.0, y = −0.0542) (red dot in Figure 4.2b). By counterexample,
we mean a point that itself satisfies the candidate invariant, but after one loop iteration
results in a point for which the invariant no longer holds. In our example C1 satisfies the
candidate invariant, but after one iteration we obtain C′1 : (x = 0.001626, y = −0.054742)
that violates the invariant.

Pine uses this counterexample to refine the candidate invariant. However, instead of
recomputing the convex hull and ellipsoid shape immediately, we generate additional
counterexamples in order to not bias the shape in a single direction that is (randomly)
determined by the solver’s counterexample. In particular, Pine computes counterexam-
ples that are symmetric to C1 along the symmetry axes of the ellipsoid and satisfy the
candidate invariant. Figure 4.2b shows the counterexamples generated for our running
example (purple dots).

Pine then uses another round of simulation, starting from the set of counterexamples,
to obtain a new set of points that need to be included in an invariant (by transitivity,
if a counterexample point is included after one loop iteration, then the points after
additional iterations also have to be included). The new set of points is then used to
generate the next candidate invariant. Figure 4.2c shows simulated points in red, and
the new candidate invariant in green. Note that Figure 4.2c contains three simulation
traces - one for each counterexample, and the traces originated from the bottom left
counterexample and C1 coincide.

Pine repeats this iterative process until either an invariant is found, or a maximum
number of refinement iterations is reached. For our example, Pine finds an inductive
invariant (shown green in Figure 4.2d) after 6 iterations.

The invariant so found holds for a real-valued loop, i.e. when the loop body is
evaluated under real arithmetic. The last step of Pine’s algorithm is to verify that the
invariant also holds under a floating-point loop semantics. To do this, Pine uses an
off-the-shelf analysis tool to get the worst-case rounding error bound for each expression
in the loop body. The errors are then added as nondeterministic noise terms to the loop,
and the invariant is re-checked by the SMT solver. For our running example, this check
succeeds, and the following invariant is confirmed:

−0.03x− 0.1y + 0.44x2 + xy + 0.86y2 ≤ 0.02 ∧ x ∈ [−0.5, 0.3], y ∈ [−0.2, 0.4]

Figure 4.2d shows several invariants generated by Pine for our example, for different
parameters of its algorithm. Note that these invariants are similar, but differ slightly in
shape and volume. The range component of the invariant is shown by the green and
blue boxes; the red box denotes the input ranges.
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4.2. Problem Definition

The input to our algorithm is a loop body together with a precondition. We consider
simple non-nested loops given by the following grammar:

L ::= while(true){ B }

B ::= if (G) S else S | S

S ::= ε | xi := p(x1, ..., xn) + uj; S

G ::= * | p ≤ 0

In each iteration, the loop updates a set of variables xi ∈ X . Note that this update is
atomic for the whole loop body, i.e. the update for the value of xi will only take effect in
the next loop iteration. The right-hand-side of each assignment consists of polynomial
expressions p in the loop variables together with an (optional) nondeterministic noise
term uj, which is bounded in magnitude. Note that uj in the input program does not
reflect rounding errors, it denotes any additional noise, e.g. input error from sensor
values. We model rounding errors in a similar fashion later in the algorithm, but a user
does not have to state them manually. The loop body can include a top-level conditional
statement, which can also be used to express the loop exit condition. The conditions of
the if-statement can either be nondeterministic choice or a polynomial inequality. We
note that adding support for more complex conditions as well as nested and chained
if-statements would only affect the way we parse the loop and encode it in the SMT
query and is not a fundamental limitation of our algorithm.

The precondition specifies the initial ranges for all variables xi, as well as bounds
on the nondeterministic noise variables: xi ∈ [ai, bi], uj ∈ [cj, dj]. The loop and noise
variables take values in the set F of floating-point values. Then the semantics of a loop
body b is given by the transformation [[b]] :: (X → F)→ 2(X→F), which is defined by

[[ε]] ρ = {ρ}
[[xi := p + uj; s]] ρ =

⋃{[[s]](ρ⊕ {xi 7→ p(ρ) + u}) | u ∈ [cj, dj]}
[[if(*) s1 else s2]] ρ = [[s1]] ρ ∪ [[s2]] ρ

[[if (p ≤ 0) s1 else s2]] ρ = {ρ1 ∈ [[s1]] ρ | p(ρ) ≤ 0} ∪
{ρ2 ∈ [[s2]] ρ | p(ρ) > 0}

Here, p(ρ) denotes the value of the polynomial p for the variable assignment ρ under
the floating-point arithmetic semantics specified by the IEEE 754 standard [64]. The set
of initial program states is given by

Init = {ρ : X → R | ∀xi ∈ X . ρ(xi) ∈ [ai, bi]}

Our goal is to find an inductive invariant I such that

Init ⊆ I ∧ ∀ρ ∈ I . [[b]] ρ ⊆ I (4.1)

i.e., I subsumes the initial states and is preserved by each iteration of the loop. We
consider convex invariants given by a polynomial inequality together with ranges for
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variables:
I = {ρ | P(ρ) ≤ 0, ρ(xi) ∈ Ri = [li, hi]}

The goal is thus to find the coefficients of the polynomial P and the lower and upper
bounds (li, hi) for the variables of the loop. In this paper, we consider polynomials P
of degree two, although our algorithm generalizes to higher degrees. We observe that
second degree polynomials are already sufficient for a large class of loops.

Additionally, we are interested in finding as small an invariant as possible, where we
measure size by the volume enclosed by an invariant. We note that the ellipsoid (the
polynomial inequality), is not only needed to prove the inductiveness of many invariants,
but it can also enable more accurate verification based on our inductive invariants, for
instance by techniques relying on SMT solving. For this reason, we do not only measure
the volume as the size of the box described by R, but rather as the intersection between
the box and the ellipsoid shape, which can be substantially smaller.

4.3. Algorithm

Figure 4.3 shows a high-level view of our invariant synthesis algorithm. The input to the
algorithm is a loop together with a precondition on the loop variables, and the output
is a polynomial P and a set of ranges R, a range Ri for each program variable xi, that
define the synthesized invariant:

P(x1, ..., xn) ≤ 0∧ x1 ∈ R1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∈ Rn (4.2)

The key component of our algorithm is the invariant synthesis, which infers the
shape of the bounding polynomial and the variable ranges (lines 1-21). The algorithm
first synthesizes an invariant assuming a real-valued semantics for the loop body
(withrounding == False).

The synthesis starts by simulating the loop on a number of random inputs from
the precondition, keeping track of all the seen points, i.e. tuples (x1, ..., xn). From the
obtained points, the algorithm next guesses the shape of a candidate invariant, i.e. a
polynomial P and a set of rangesR (line 5-7). We check this candidate invariant using an
off-the-shelf SMT solver (line 12). If the candidate is not an invariant or is not inductive,
the solver returns a counterexample. The algorithm generalizes from the counterexample
(lines 16-20) and uses the newly obtained points to refine the candidate invariant. We
repeat the process until either an invariant is found, or we reach a maximum number of
iterations (empirically, all benchmarks required less than 100 iterations).

After the real-valued invariant is generated, the algorithm checks whether it also
holds for the floating-point implementation of the loop (line 29). Should this not be the
case, invariant synthesis is repeated taking floating-point rounding errors into account
in every refinement iteration. Since rounding errors are usually relatively small, this
recomputation is seldom necessary, so that Pine first runs real-valued invariant synthesis
for performance reasons.
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def get_real_invariant(loop, init, withrounding):

2 pts = simulate(loop, random.sample(init, m), n)
// update pts iteratively

4 for i in range(0, max_iters):

pts = convexHull(pts)

6 ranges = round(min(pts), max(pts), precrange)

coefficients = getShape(pts, precpoly)

8 inv = (coefficients, ranges)

10 if withrounding:

loop = addrounding(loop, ranges)

12 cex = checkInvariant(loop, inv)

if cex is None:

14 return inv

else:

16 addCex = getAdditionalCex(loop, inv, cex, cex_num, d)
symPts = getSymmetricPts(cex, inv)

18 nearbyPts = getNearbyPts(cex, d, inv)

pts = pts ∪ cex ∪ addCex ∪ symPts ∪ nearbyPts

20 pts = simulate(loop, pts, k)
return None

22

def get_fp_invariant(loop, init):

24 inv = get_real_invariant(loop, init, withrounding=False)

if inv is None:

26 return None

else:

28 loopFP = addrounding(loop, inv.ranges)

cex = checkInvariant(loopFP, inv)

30 if cex is None:

return inv

32 else:

return get_real_invariant(loop, init, withrounding=True)

Figure 4.3.: High-level invariant synthesis algorithm (parameters are in cursive)

4.3.1. Simulation

The synthesis starts by simulating the loop execution. For this, Pine samples m values
from the variables’ input ranges Init uniformly at random, and concretely executes the
loop n times for every sample. As a result, we obtain m× n points, i.e. combinations of
variable values, that appear in the concrete semantics of the loop and thus have to be
included in an invariant. The sampled points provide a starting point for the invariant
search.
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4.3.2. Candidate Invariant Conjecture

The invariant we are looking for has two parts: variable ranges R and a polynomial
shape P(x) enclosing all variable values. To obtain R and P(x), Pine first reduces the
number of samples by computing the convex hull of the sampled points. We consider
invariant shapes that are convex, therefore the values inside the shape can be safely
discarded.

The minimum and maximum values of each loop variable xi in the convex hull vertices
determine the range Ri.

Pine infers the shape P(x) enclosing the convex hull vertices using two optimization
methods: minimum volume enclosing ellipsoid (MVEE), and least squares curve fitting.
The minimum volume enclosing ellipsoid method computes a bounding ellipsoid such
that all points are inside the shape. Pine utilizes a library that computes MVEE by
solving the following optimization problem:

minimize log(det(E))

s.t.(xi − c)TE (xi − c) ≤ 1

where xi are the individual points, c is a vector containing the center of the ellipsoid
and E contains the information about the ellipsoid shape [130].

While MVEE computes the desired shape, the library that we use supports only
two dimensions, and it is furthermore possible that it diverges. To support higher-
dimensional loops, or when MVEE fails, we resort to using least squares. With the
method of least squares, we find coefficients such that the sum of the squares of the
errors w.r.t. to the given points is minimized. For a degree 2 polynomial in variables x
and y, Pine transforms the points into the matrix A with entries having the values of
[1, x, y, x2, xy], and a vector b which consists of the values of y2. By solving the system
of equations Az = b for z, we obtain the coefficients of the polynomial. By setting
b = y2, we set the last coefficient to 1 in order to avoid the trivial (zero) solution. Least
squares computes a tight fit, but will, in general, not include all of the points inside
the polynomial shape, so that we additionally have to enlarge the ‘radius’ such that
it includes all points. While we do not explore this further in this work, we note that
the above sketched least-squares approach also generalizes to fit polynomials of higher
degree than 2, using suitable constraints to ensure convex shapes [131].

4.3.3. Reducing the Noise

Both methods used to infer a shape are approximate, i.e. they find a polynomial that
is close to the actual shape up to a tolerance bound. Furthermore, they fit a set of
points that is incomplete in that it only captures a (random) subset of all of the possible
concrete executions. This makes the inferred polynomial shapes inherently noisy and
unlikely to be an invariant. We reduce the noise by first normalizing and then rounding
the polynomial coefficients to a predefined precision precpoly, i.e. to a given (relatively
small) number of digits after the decimal point. This effectively discards coefficients
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(rounds to zero) whose magnitude is significantly smaller than the largest coefficient
found. For the remaining coefficients, it removes the—likely noisy—least significant
digits.

Similarly, the lower and upper bounds of the computed ranges R capture only the
values seen in simulation and are thus likely to be under-approximating the true ranges.
We round the lower and upper bounds outwards to a predefined precision precrange,
thus including additional values.

The precisions (number of decimal digits) chosen for rounding the polynomial coeffi-
cients and the ranges should be high enough to not lead to too large over-approximations,
but nonetheless small enough to discard most of the noise. We have empirically observed
that the polynomial coefficients should be more precise than the range bounds by one
digit, and that precpoly = 2 and precrange = 1 seems to be a good default choice.

4.3.4. Checking a Candidate Invariant

The obtained polynomial and variables ranges form a candidate invariant, which we
check for inductiveness using an off-the-shelf SMT solver by encoding the (standard)
constraint (Init → I(x)) ∧ (I(x) ∧ L → I(x′)), where I(x) = P(x) ≤ 0

∧
i xi ∈ Ri, L

is the loop body relating the variables x before the execution of the loop body to the
variables x′ after.

We translate conditional statements using the SMT command ite. Non-deterministic
terms receive fresh values from the user-defined range at every loop iteration. Since
their ranges do not change we add constraints on the ranges of non-deterministic terms
only to I and Init. We encode the above constraint in SMT-LIB using the real-valued
theory [129]. The SMT solver evaluates the query and returns a counterexample if
it exists. If no counterexample is returned, a candidate invariant is confirmed to be
inductive and returned.

4.3.5. Generalizing from Counterexamples

The counterexample returned by the SMT solver is added to the existing set of points
that the invariant has to cover. However, this additional point is arbitrary, depending
on the internal heuristics of the solver. In order to speed up invariant synthesis, and to
avoid biasing the search in a single direction and thus skewing the invariant shape, we
generate additional points that also have to be covered by the next invariant candidate.
We consider three different generalizations: additional counterexamples, symmetric
points and nearby points.

Pine obtains additional counterexamples from the solver by extending the SMT query
such that the initial counterexample is blocked and the new counterexample has to
be a minimum distance d away from it. Pine will iteratively generate up to cex_num
additional counterexamples, as long as the solver returns them within a (small) timeout
(cex_num is a parameter of the algorithm).
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Our second generalization strategy leverages the fact that the candidate invariant
is an ellipsoid and thus has several axes of symmetry. Pine computes points that are
symmetric to the counterexample with respect to all axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid,
and adds them as additional points if they satisfy I or Init (i.e. they are also valid
counterexamples).

Nearby points are the points that are at a distance d to the counterexample. Pine

computes these points in all directions, i.e. xi ± d, and adds them to the set of points, if
they are valid counterexamples. The rationale behind this generalization is that points
in the vicinity of a counterexample are often also likely counterexamples. Adding the
nearby points allows us to explore an entire area, instead of just a single point.

Pine then performs a second simulation of the loop starting from the newly added
set of counterexamples for k iterations. All obtained points are added to the original
sampled values and we proceed to synthesize the next candidate invariant.

4.3.6. Floating-Point Invariant

We encode the SMT queries to check the inductiveness of our candidate invariants using
the real-valued theory. We note that it is in principle possible to encode the queries using
the floating-point theory, and thus to encode the semantics of the loop body, including
rounding errors, exactly. However, despite the recent advances in floating-point decision
procedures [132], we have observed that their performance is still prohibitively slow for
our purpose (CVC4’s state-of-the-art floating-point procedure [132] was several orders
of magnitude slower than Z3’s real-valued procedure [129]).

We thus use a real-valued SMT encoding and soundly over-approximate the rounding
errors in the loop body. We compute a worst-case rounding error bound rnd for each
expression in the loop body using an off-the-shelf rounding error analysis tool. We
use Daisy’s dataflow rounding error analysis [14] on the loop body. Daisy computes
rounding error bounds for loop-free code, which is sufficient for our purpose, since we
only need to verify that I(x) ∧ L→ I(x′), i.e. the executions of the (loop-free) loop body
remain within the bounds given by I.

The computed rounding error bound is added to the expression as a non-deterministic
noise term bounded by [−rnd, rnd]. Note that unlike in existing work [47] that derives
one general error bound for all programs assuming a large enough number of arithmetic
operations, our rounding error is computed on-demand for each particular candidate
invariant. The magnitude of rounding errors depends on ranges of inputs, and so by
computing the rounding error only for the invariant’s ranges, we are able to add only as
little noise as is necessary.

Our algorithm first finds a real-valued invariant and then verifies whether it also
holds under floating-point loop semantics. If not, we restart the invariant synthesis and
take rounding errors into account for each candidate invariant, recomputing a new tight
rounding error in each iteration of our algorithm (line 11). We do not include rounding
errors in the first run of the synthesis for better performance, since in practice, we rarely
need to recompute the invariant.
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Except for the rounding error analysis, our algorithm is agnostic to the finite precision
used for the implementation of the loop. By choosing to compute rounding errors
w.r.t. different precisions, it thus supports in particular both single and double floating-
point precision, but also fixed-point arithmetic of different bit lengths [14], which is
particularly relevant for embedded platforms that do not have a floating-point unit.

4.3.7. Implementation

We have implemented the algorithm from Figure 4.3 in the tool Pine as a Python library
in roughly 1600 lines of code, relying on the following main libraries and tools: the
Qhull library for computing the convex hull1, a library for computing the minimum
volume ellipsoid2, the least-squares function from scipy (scipy.linalg.lstsq), the Python
API for the Z3 SMT solver version 4.8.7, and the Daisy tool [14] for computing rounding
errors. Simulations of the loop are performed in 64-bit floating-point arithmetic.

4.4. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate Pine on a set of benchmarks from scientific computing and control theory
domains. We aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: How does Pine compare with state-of-the-art tools?

RQ2: How quickly does Pine generate invariants?

RQ3: How sensitive is Pine’s algorithm to parameter changes?

4.4.1. State-of-the-Art Techniques

We compare the invariants synthesized by Pine to those generated by two state-of-the-
art tools: Pilat [48] and SMT-AI [47]. These two tools are the only ones that compute
polynomial inequality invariants for floating-point loops without requiring a target
condition to be given.

Pilat reduces the generation of invariants of a loop body f to computing the eigenvec-
tor φ of f that is associated to the eigenvalue 1, i.e. f (φ) = φ and φ is thus an invariant.
Pilat can, in principle, handle non-linear loops by introducing a new variable for each
non-linear term and thus effectively linearizing it. This transformation is similar to how
we use least-squares to fit a polynomial (subsection 4.3.2). Pilat handles floating-point
rounding errors by (manually) including nondeterministic noise for each floating-point
operation that captures the rounding error: (x ◦ y) · δ, where ◦ ∈ {+,−,×, /} and
|δ| ≤ ε is bounded by the machine epsilon. For simplicity, we ignore errors due to
subnormal numbers.

1www.qhull.org
2https://github.com/minillinim/ellipsoid
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SMT-AI [47] and Adje et al. [44] implement policy iteration using the ellipsoid abstract
domain. The approach by Adje et al. requires the ellipsoid template to be provided, while
SMT-AI generates templates automatically. For our comparison we therefore consider
the more general approach of SMT-AI. SMT-AI generates the ellipsoid templates from
Lyapunov functions [133], which are functions known from control theory for proving
that equilibrium points of dynamical systems are stable. These functions prove that a
loop is bounded and thus the shape effectively serves as an invariant. It is known that for
linear loops one can generate the polynomial shapes automatically using semi-definite
programming. Since such an automated method does not exist for non-linear functions,
SMT-AI is limited to linear loops. Semi-definite programming can compute different
polynomial shapes, and SMT-AI selects shapes to be tight using a binary search. SMT-AI
first computes a real-valued invariant, like Pine, and then verifies that it also satisfies a
floating-point loop. Unlike Pine, SMT-AI derives one generic rounding error bound for
all (reasonably-sized) loops, and does not recompute the invariant if the floating-point
verification fails. We were unfortunately not able to install SMT-AI, so that we perform
our comparison on the benchmarks used by SMT-AI, comparing to the (detailed) results
reported in the paper [47, 134].

Interproc [135] is a static analyzer based on abstract interpretation. It infers numerical
invariants using boxes, octagons, linear congruences and convex polyhedra. A user
can choose between two libraries that implement these domains: APRON [99] and
Parma Polyhedra Library [136]. We tried Interproc on our set of benchmarks, and on 2
benchmarks it produced some bounds for a subset of the program variables. However,
the invariants were not convex, and we could not compute their volume. We therefore
exclude Interproc from the comparison.

Another potential competitor is an approach by Mine et al. [46] that combines interval
and octagon abstract domains with constraint solving. The invariants discovered are ef-
fectively ellipsoids, i.e. second-degree polynomial inequalities. However, their approach
fundamentally requires target bounds. Since the goal of Pine is to find such tight bounds,
and not only prove that they are inductive, we do not compare with Mine et al. [46].

4.4.2. Experimental Setup

Our set of benchmarks contains both linear and non-linear loops and is available open-
source3. Each benchmark consists of a loop body which iterates an infinite number
of times. The linear benchmarks filter_goubault, filter_mine*, arrow_hurwicz, harmonic,
symplectic are taken from related work [44,46] and implement linear filters and oscillators.
Benchmarks ex* are taken from the evaluation of SMT-AI [134] and comprise linear
controllers, found for instance in embedded systems.

We additionally include the non-linear benchmark pendulum*, that simulates a simple
pendulum and rotation*, which repeatedly rotates a 2D vector by an (small) angle that is
nondeterministically picked in each iteration. Both benchmarks use the sine function,

3https://github.com/izycheva/pine/tree/master/benchmarks
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which we approximate using a Taylor approximation. The nonlin_example* are non-linear
dynamical systems collected from textbook examples on Lyapunov functions.

Three of our benchmarks contain operations on nondeterministic noise terms. Most
benchmarks are 2-dimensional, except for ex4*, which has 3 variables, ex2* and ex5*,
which have 4 variables, and ex6* that has 5 variables.

We run our evaluation on a MacBook Pro with an 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 16 GB
RAM, and macOS Catalina 10.15.3.

4.4.3. RQ1: Comparison with State-of-the-Art

Each tool generates an invariant with an elliptic shape, and Pine and SMT-AI provide
additionally ranges for variables. We compare the inductive invariants generated by
each tool based on their volume. The volume of an invariant is given by the set of points
satisfying P(x) ≤ 0 ∧ ∧i xi ∈ Ri, where the variable ranges may intersect with the
ellipsoid. We compute this intersection (approximately) using a Monte-Carlo simulation
with 3 · 106 samples, by comparing how many samples are within the invariant to how
many are inside the variable ranges (for the latter we know the volume exactly). Our
volume estimates are accurate to two decimal digits.

We run Pine with a default set of parameters, that we determined empirically (see sub-
section 4.4.5). In order to compare with other tools that only support single floating-point
precision, Pine computes rounding errors (and invariants) for 32-bit floats.

Columns 2-4 in Table 4.1 show the volumes of the invariants generated by SMT-AI,
Pilat, and Pine. ‘-’ denotes the cases where a tool did not generate an invariant. Bench-
marks for which we did not have data for SMT-AI are marked as ‘undef’. ‘PF’ denotes
cases where an invariant was generated, but it did not satisfy the given precondition.
‘TO’ marks cases when a tool took longer than 20 minutes to generate an invariant. Here,
smaller volume is better, the best volumes are marked bold.

Due to the inherent randomness in its algorithm, we run Pine 4 times and compute
the average volume and running time across the runs. The last column shows variations
in volume with respect to the average (i.e. (max - min)/average).

We observe that Pine produces the tightest invariants on 17/24 (70%) of the linear
benchmarks. Additionally, Pine generates invariants for all non-linear benchmarks in
our set, whereas Pilat was not able to generate invariants for any of them. Pine produces
invariants that are in the best case on average 20x tighter than the ones by SMT-AI,
and 2.7x tighter than the ones by Pilat (compared on the 6 benchmarks, for which it
was able to generate an invariant). In the worst case (observed over our 4 runs), the
factors decrease to 13.8x and 1.8x respectively. Only for the benchmarks ex6-butterworth
and filter-mine2-nondet, the worst-case volumes computed by Pine become 1.9x and 1.6x
larger than the ones computed by SMT-AI and Pilat, respectively, and are thus still of
the same order of magnitude.
RQ1 Conclusion: Based on our experimental results, we conclude that Pine generates
much tighter invariants than its competitors. Moreover, unlike other state-of-the-art
tools, Pine is applicable to both linear and non-linear loops.
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Benchmark SMT-AI Pilat Pine

Pine

avg time, s
Volume
variation

N
on

-l
in

ea
r

pendulum-approx undef - 12.92 21.09 30.03%
rot.nondet-small undef - 5.97 30.13 16.25%
rot.nondet-large undef - 6.67 33.78 10.87%
nonlin-ex1 undef - 0.23 14.43 18.51%
nonlin-ex2 undef - 0.56 7.32 5.23%
nonlin-ex3 undef - 7.07 12.45 3.35%

Li
ne

ar

arrow-hurwitz undef - 4.40 4.75 7.00%
harmonic undef 18.41 3.52 10.81 9.70%
symplectic undef PF 2.32 7.71 12.11%
filter-goubault undef PF 1.84 4.94 1.31%
filter-mine1 undef PF 6.32 7.18 1.58%
filter-mine2 undef 1.16 0.49 4.48 71.92%
filter-mine2-nondet undef 4.92 4.45 10.70 66.38%
pendulum-small undef 12.53 9.10 7.11 7.51%
ex1- filter 475.06 498.37 - 43.61 -
ex1-reset-filter 475.98 - - 45.95 -
ex2-2order 17.37 1.07 4.92 7.45 46.73%
ex2-reset-2order 17.36 - 3.08 6.28 6.65%
ex3-leadlag - - - 46.68 -
ex3-reset-leadlag - - - 44.56 -
ex4-gaussian 0.61 - 0.22 16.93 46.16%
ex4-reset-gaussian 17.05 - 1.45 23.10 137.47%
ex5-coupled-mass 5,538.47 TO 100.61 8.63 9.48%
ex5-reset-coupled-mass 5,538.34 - 81.02 8.44 27.54%
ex6-butterworth 65.25 - 25.43 16.34 272.89%
ex6-reset-butterworth 700.06 - 10.30 219.34 0.00%
ex7-dampened 12.17 - 18.68 19.96 15.71%
ex7-reset-dampened 12.17 - - 39.70 -
ex8-harmonic 5.75 - 2.32 6.99 9.77%
ex8-reset-harmonic 5.75 - 2.85 7.15 28.08%
ex5+6 6,927.12 TO TO TO -

Table 4.1.: Volumes of invariants generated by Pine, Pilat and SMT-AI, Pine’s average
running time and variation in invariant volumes across 4 runs

4.4.4. RQ2: Pine’s Efficiency

Pine generates invariants in on average 25, and at most 220 seconds; the largest running
time is also the benchmark with the largest number of variables. Pine was able to
confirm the real-valued invariant also for the floating-point semantics for all but two
rotation* benchmarks, for which it had to recompute the invariants two out of four times.
We consider the running times to be acceptably low such that it is feasible to re-run
Pine several times for an input loop, in order to obtain a smaller invariant, if needed.

RQ2 Conclusion: Pine finds and confirms invariants quickly, therefore can be applied
multiple times until a desirably small invariant is generated. Its running time depends
on the benchmark’s complexity; even on larger benchmarks Pine finishes in under
a few minutes.
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m n cex_num d k symPts nearbyPts volume

100 1000 0 0.5 500 X 2.283
100 1000 0 0.5 100 X 2.297
100 10000 5 0.25 100 X 2.311
100 1000 2 0.25 100 X 2.314
100 10000 1 0.5 500 X 2.335

Table 4.2.: Top-5 minimum volume configurations

4.4.5. RQ3: Parameter Sensitivity

We now evaluate the influence of different parameter settings on the performance of our
proposed algorithm in terms of its ability to find tight inductive invariants. For this, we
explored the parameter space of our algorithm on 13 of our benchmarks that include
(non-)linear infinite loops without branching. We evaluate the different combinations of
varying the following parameters:

• whether or not symmetric points are used

• whether or not nearby points are used

• number of random inputs and loop iterations for initial simulation (algorithm
parameter m-n): 100-1k, 1k-1k, 100-10k

• number of loop iterations for counterexamples simulation (k): 0, 100, 500

• number of additional counterexamples (cex_num): 0, 1, 2, 5 (when cex_num = 0,
no additional counterexample is generated)

• distance to nearby points (in % of the range) (d): 10%, 25%, 50%

• three different precisions for rounding: (precpoly = 1, precrange = 0), (precpoly =

2, precrange = 1), (precpoly = 3, precrange = 2), where precpoly, precrange give the
number of decimal digits for the polynomial coefficients and the variable ranges,
respectively.

In total, we obtain 1296 configurations. We run Pine with each of them once.

Default Configuration 185 parameter configurations were successful on all of the 13
benchmarks. From these, we select the configuration that generates invariants with the
smallest average volume across the benchmarks as our default configuration: precpoly =

2, precrange = 1, m = 100, n = 1000, k = 500. To generalize from counterexamples the
default configuration uses only symmetric points.

Table 4.2 shows the 5 best configurations, according to average volume (we normal-
ized the volume across benchmarks). We note that the differences between volumes
for successful configurations are small, so that we could have chosen any of these
configurations as the default.
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Figure 4.4.: Proportion of parameters ap-
pearing in successful configu-
rations

Benchmark min avg max

pendulum-approx 9.88 12.03 20.21
rot.nondet-small 4.76 5.78 8.07
rot.nondet-large 6.27 6.92 11.43
nonlin-ex1 0.06 0.20 0.83
nonlin-ex2 0.55 0.56 0.59
nonlin-ex3 6.84 7.04 7.27
harmonic 3.28 3.84 4.46
symplectic 2.12 2.21 2.68
filter-goubault 1.82 1.83 1.85
filter-mine1 6.29 6.40 8.72
filter-mine2 0.28 1.03 3.83
filter-mine2-nondet 1.74 2.44 11.37
pendulum-small 8.61 10.14 24.55

Figure 4.5.: Volumes of invariants with
successful configurations

Successful Configurations We study the 185 successful configurations to see which
parameter values appear the most frequently, and thus seem most successful in finding
invariants. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of the different parameters in the set of
successful configurations. For instance, nearby points are included in the generalization
in roughly half of the configurations, while the precisions (precpoly = 1, precrange = 0)
and (precpoly = 3, precrange = 2) do not appear at all in the successful configurations, i.e.
only (precpoly = 2, precrange = 1) was able to find invariants for all benchmarks.

From Figure 4.4, we conclude that simulating the loop starting from counterexamples
(line 21 in Figure 4.3) is crucial in finding an invariant - none of the configurations
without this additional simulation worked on all benchmarks. On the other hand,
whether this simulation runs 100 or 500 loop iterations seems to make less of a difference.

For the remaining parameters, we do not observe a strong significance; they are
roughly equally distributed among the successful configurations. From this we con-
clude that our algorithm is not sensitive to particular parameter settings, and will find
invariants successfully for many different parameter configurations.

The choice of parameters does, however, influence the size of the invariants generated,
at least for certain benchmarks. Figure 4.5 shows the minimum, maximum and average
volumes for each benchmark across successful configurations. While for some bench-
marks, the variation is small, for others the best configuration produces invariants that
are half the size from the worst one.

Across the 1296 configurations, we observe that if a real-valued invariant is found, it
is also confirmed in 89% of cases, and thus has to be re-computed in only 11% of cases.
The only outlier that needs recomputation more than once is rotation-nondet-large, which
rotates a vector by a larger angle, and therefore is understandably more sensitive to
enlarging the coordinates with some noise.

Last but not least, we changed the input precision parameter to 16-bit fixed points
to assess whether Pine can be applied to other finite precisions. We ran Pine with
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its default configuration on all our 30 benchmarks (including ex*). The smaller bit
length results in larger rounding errors, so that Pine had to recompute an invariant
for 5 additional benchmarks (i.e. where the real-valued invariant was not confirmed),
but was able to find an inductive invariant for as many loops as with floating-point
implementation.
RQ3 Conclusion: Pine’s success in finding and confirming finite-precision inductive
invariants is independent from a particular parameter configuration. The essential
point is to use simulation and some generalization from counterexamples.

4.5. Related Work

Invariants with Abstract Interpretation Many tools and libraries [99] infer invariants
over program variables using abstract interpretation. The abstract domains range
from efficient and imprecise intervals [137], over octagons [138], to more expensive
and expressive polyhedra [136, 139]. For programs with elliptic invariants most linear
abstract domains are insufficient to express an invariant [47].

Ellipsoid domains have been defined to work for specific types of programs, e.g.
digital filters [140] and programs where variables grow linearly with respect to the
enclosing loop counters [141]. Performing abstract interpretation using policy iterations
instead of widening allows the use of the ellipsoid abstract domain more generally [44,
45]. This approach requires templates of the ellipsoids to be given, however. Recent
works [47, 48] are able to discover ellipsoid inductive loop invariants without the
need for templates, but being based on semidefinite programming and linear algebra,
respectively, are fundamentally limited to linear loops only. Alternatively, Bagnara
et.al. [142] have explored an abstract domain that approximates polynomial inequalities
by convex polyhedra and leverages the operations, including widening, of polyhedra.
Sankaranarayanan et.al. [143] show how to generate polynomial equality invariants by
reducing the problem to a constraint satisfaction problem.

Invariants for Integer Loops Our algorithm builds on several ideas that have been
explored in loop invariant synthesis previously, including the use of concrete executions
to derive polynomial templates and counterexample-based refinement. Floating-point
loops and in particular the uncertainties introduced due to rounding errors pose unique
challenges that existing techniques cannot handle, as we discuss next.

Several works have explored the use of machine-learning in teacher-learner frame-
works [43, 128]: the learner guesses a candidate invariant from a set of examples, and
the teacher checks whether the invariant is inductive. If it is not, the teacher provides
feedback to the learner in form of additional (counter)examples. These approaches
rely on a target property to be given (to provide negative examples) and are thus
not immediately applicable to synthesizing floating-point inequality invariants. The
framework C2I [127] employs a learner-teacher framework, but where the learner uses a
randomized search to generate candidate invariants. While surprisingly effective, the
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approach is, however, limited to a fixed search, e.g. linear inequalities with a finite set of
given constants as coefficients. Sharma et.al. [126] present a learning-based algorithm to
generate invariants that are arbitrary boolean combinations of polynomial inequalities,
but require a set of good and bad states and thus an assertion to be given.

The tool InvGen [144] generates integer linear invariants from linear templates, using
concrete program executions to derive constraints on the template parameters. The
tool NumInv [145] and the Guess-And-Check algorithm [146] generate polynomial
equality invariants using a similar approach. For integer programs and in particular
equality constraints, this approach is exact. In our setting with floating-point programs
and inequalities such constraints cannot be solved exactly and thus require a different,
approximate, approach. NumInv and Guess-And-Check furthermore employ counterex-
amples returned by the solver for refinement of the invariant. These counterexamples are
program inputs, however, due to the complexity of the floating-point or real-arithmetic
decision procedures, this technique does not scale to our target numerical programs. We
are thus restricted to counterexamples to the invariant property.

Abductive inference in the tool Hola [41] and enumerative synthesis in FreqHorn [104,
105] are two further techniques that have been used to generate invariants for numerical
programs, but are unfortunately not applicable to generate the invariants we are looking
for. Hola relies on quantifier elimination which solvers do not support (well) for floating-
points and reals; FreqHorn generates the invariant grammar from the program’s source
code, but for our invariants their components do not explicitly appear in the program
itself.

Chakraborty et al. [147] introduced an induction technique for finding an invariant for
full programs without explicitly generating invariants for each loop. This technique per-
forms non-trivial transformations that potentially reorder computations and is therefore
not directly applicable to floating-point code where the order of computation affects the
rounding errors.

Allamigeon et. al. [148] extend ellipsoidal analyses to generate disjunctive and non-
convex invariants for switched linear systems. We do not consider disjunctive invariants
in this work and leave their exploration to future work.

Recurrence-based techniques [149, 150] generate loop invariants that exactly capture
the behavior of a numerical integer loop. While these techniques work for arbitrary
conditional branches, imperative code and nested loops, they generate invariants of a
different form, i.e. in general not polynomial inequalities and are thus orthogonal to our
approach.

Preconditions Besides inductive loop invariants, one can also infer other interesting
properties for programs, for instance, floating-point preconditions [151] to reason about
valid inputs to a function. Most of the work applicable to numerical loops, however,
focuses on integer preconditions [152, 153] and does not take into account uncertainties
introduced by floats; or uses sampling and therefore does not provide sound guar-
antees [154, 155]. Precondition inference is not directly comparable to our work as it
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reasons about a program in a backward way and therefore usually requires a target
end-state to be given by users.

4.6. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a novel algorithm for synthesizing polynomial inequality invariants for
finite-precision loops. For this, we show how to extend the well-know technique of
counterexample-guided invariant synthesis to handle the uncertainties arising from
finite-precision arithmetic. The key insight to make our iterative refinement work is
that a single counterexample is not sufficient and the algorithm has to explore the
space of counterexamples more evenly in order to successfully generalize. While the
resulting algorithm is heuristic in nature, it proved to be remarkably effective on existing
benchmarks as well as on handling benchmarks out of reach of existing tools.

Alternative Shapes of Invariants One possible extension of our synthesis algorithm
is to include other shapes of invariants beyond ellipsoids. The hard constraint is only
that it must be possible to encode in an SMT query. In this chapter, we focused on
convex shapes but given a suitable curve fitting function, in principle, it is also possible
to generate non-convex invariants.

Another possibility would be to allow several disconnected shapes in the invariant,
for instance, a disjunction of two separate ellipsoids (in addition to variables’ ranges).
The candidate invariant could be proposed, for instance, by first applying a clustering
algorithm to the sampled points and then fitting the individual shapes. However, one
has to carefully design SMT queries that check the invariants for inductiveness, as
queries containing a disjunction operator are potentially more expensive to evaluate,
which may affect Pine’s performance.

Bounded Loops In this chapter, we focused on unbounded numerically stable loops.
Though our input program grammar allows specifying bounded loops, we currently
do not provide an explicit support for them. Using the grammar defined in section 4.2
bounded loops could be encoded as:

if (i <= c) {

x_i := expression

i := i+1

} else {

x_i:= x_i

i := i

}

x_i\in [lo, up]

i\in [0.0, 0.0]
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where the if-branch describes the loop body and the else-branch denotes the stable state,
where the values no longer change after the loop counter i has reached its bound c.

The current implementation of Pine treats the counter i as if it was another real-valued
variable. The solver is unaware that the counter cannot take arbitrary values in the
range [0, c], but can only be one of the values in {0, 1, ..., c} and therefore finds fractional
counterexamples that cannot actually occur in the program.

To mitigate this issue we could introduce explicit support for bounded loops and
instrument our SMT queries to include additional information about counter variables.

Use the Invariants Another meaningful direction of future work is to use the synthe-
sized invariants to compute rounding errors for loops. For instance, we could use the
closed-form equation from Rosa [13] to derive rounding error after k iterations of the
loop: ∣∣∣ f k(x)− f̃ k(x̃)

∣∣∣ ≤ Kkλ((I − K)−1(I − Kk))σ

Here, K is the matrix of propagation coefficients, I is the identity matrix, λ is the vector
of initial errors and σ is the vector of rounding errors committed in one iteration. To
compute the matrix K and the vector σ Rosa’s method requires a real-valued invariant
for the variables in the loop and a finite-precision invariant, which we could provide
with Pine.
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5. Optimizing Kernels with Elementary
Functions

Many numerical applications can tolerate a certain amount of noise and still compute
useful results [156]. When the results do not need to be computed exactly, one may
intentionally introduce noise in the implementation thus trading off a controlled portion
of accuracy for performance (or another optimization objective). In this chapter, we
explore this trade-off through approximations.

Approximations can have different flavors. When using reals [157] is prohibitively
expensive, fixed-point- and IEEE-754 floating-point numbers [64] provide a convenient
and practical approximation: finite precision enables an efficient execution, at the
expense of rounding errors and thus reduced accuracy. This kind of approximation is
leveraged, for instance, by mixed-precision tuning.

A more aggressive flavor of approximations is replacing a (sub-)expression with a syn-
tactically different expression that is easier or faster to evaluate. A prominent example
of such approximations are polynomials of a variable degree, Taylor series [158], Cheby-
shev polynomials [159], etc. Polynomials are particularly useful when approximating
elementary functions (trigonometric functions, exponent, logarithm) that by definition
can be represented as a finite sequence of operations and functions [160]. By varying
the degree and the coefficients of the polynomials, one can influence how closely they
model elementary functions.

Finding appropriate approximations that improve performance is challenging. The
space of possible approximations is huge: every function can be approximated with
multiple polynomials, and each of these polynomials can be implemented in different
finite precision, affecting the magnitude of the introduced error. Additionally, to be able
to provide guarantees on the overall error of the optimized program, we need to verify
the program together with all proposed approximations before we can decide whether
the approximations are suitable.

In this chapter, we present the first sound optimization method that automatically
synthesizes efficient numerical kernels with approximate elementary functions that have
guaranteed accuracy. The user specifies an ideal, real-valued program together with a
maximum error bound. Our technique generates an efficient finite-precision implemen-
tation with polynomial approximations of elementary functions.

The numerical kernels we handle cover widely used applications in various domains,
to name a few: embedded control to compute rotations of robotic components, scientific
computing simulations to determine the state of a periodic event, and machine learning
models with sigmoid activation functions. By default, programmers implement the
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elementary functions in these kernels using library implementations. While these are
convenient and optimized, they usually provide only a limited set of accuracies, for
example, only for 32 and 64-bit precisions, which may lead to using unnecessarily
accurate versions of the function call. Moreover, library functions are designed to
produce accurate results on all valid inputs, many of which may never occur in the
program.

When our algorithm replaces a function call with a (piecewise-) polynomial approxi-
mation it has a fine-grained control over the resulting accuracy. First, our polynomial
approximations are tailored to ranges of elementary function arguments occurring in
the program. This allows the optimization to use polynomials of (relatively) low degrees
and find fast implementations. Secondly, when implementing the polynomials our
algorithm can choose a suitably low or high precision to match the desired accuracy.

Our algorithm is not specific to one type of finite precision, however, the potential of
approximations can be better explored in combination with fixed points. Fixed-point
implementations allow arbitrary bit-widths for individual arithmetic operations and
provide more options in the accuracy/performance tradeoff. On the other hand, higher
flexibility means a significantly larger search space compared to floating-point precisions,
which makes finding a solution to the optimization problem more challenging.

Our algorithm distributes the maximum allowed error specified by the user among
different sources of errors—rounding and approximation—and generates an efficient
and sound finite-precision implementation with polynomial approximations. The key
observation behind our algorithm is that errors of a different nature behave similarly:
the approximation and rounding errors will accumulate and propagate together. This
observation allows us to repurpose a finite precision assignment procedure as an error
budget distribution algorithm. Given this distribution, we then generate approximations
with a combination of existing polynomial approximation technique [161] and rounding
error analysis [14].

We implemented our algorithm inside the tool Daisy and evaluate it on several embed-
ded, scientific computing and machine learning kernels. Compared to implementations
using default library functions, our synthesized programs take on average 2.23x less
machine cycles to execute on FPGAs.

Contributions To summarize, this chapter describes the following contributions:

• the first sound performance optimization that replaces elementary function calls
with fixed-point polynomial approximations,

• an experimental evaluation using 13 benchmarks from various application do-
mains,

• a prototype implementation of the synthesis algorithm, which we released as
open-source: https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/tree/approx.
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5.1. Background

5.1. Background

Before describing our algorithm, we briefly review important details about elementary
functions and polynomial approximations. For information on fixed-point arithmetic
and rounding error analysis we refer the reader to chapter 2.

Elementary Functions Elementary functions are defined as mathematical functions
that can be represented by a finite composition of constants, arithmetic operations,
algebraic, exponential and logarithmic functions [160]. They include all trigonometric
functions, exponent and logarithm, and are implemented by standard mathematical
libraries for both floating-point and fixed-point arithmetic. Here, we focus on the
implementation provided and used by Xilinx Vivado compiler [59], which we use in our
experiments and which is widely used for compiling code for accelerators. We note,
however, that our approach is not tied to a particular choice of fixed-point compiler.

Xilinx Vivado supports 32-bit fixed-point implementations for sine, cosine and log-
arithm, and 8 or 16-bit versions of the exponential function. The compiler further
supports automated conversion to floating-point arithmetic, such that floating-point
implementations of elementary function calls can be used within fixed-point arithmetic
programs. These are provided for precisions 16, 32, and 64 bit. Thus, while some
support for elementary functions is provided, it is only available for a small variety of
precisions, effectively limiting optimization options.

Polynomial Approximation in Metalibm

Polynomials are a common choice for approximating complex functions. The approxi-
mation accuracy largely depends on the degree of the polynomial, larger degrees being
more accurate, but incurring a higher execution cost. State-of-the-art tool Metalibm [161]
finds a polynomial of a suitable degree fully automatically. To generate the approxi-
mation, Metalibm requires a specification that consists of an elementary function, an
input domain and a target error which the approximation has to satisfy. It employs
Remez’ algorithm [162], which guarantees the best possible polynomial approximation.
It additionally performs domain splitting [163], which allows different polynomials and
degrees to be used on different parts of the input domain, and supports a number of
further features such as generation of tables for table lookup and range reduction.

Metalibm currently generates double floating-point C implementations which can
outperform highly optimized library implementations [164]. It can be applied to
individual or compound elementary functions as long as they are univariate (Remez’
algorithm only supports univariate functions), though it usually times out after several
hours on more complex compound functions. To summarize, Metalibm generates
efficient individual floating-point approximations, but cannot be applied to entire
programs and it does not support fixed-point arithmetic.
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def xu1(x1: Real, x2: Real): Real = {

2 require(0.01 <= x1 && x1 <= 0.75 && 0.01 <= x2 && x2 <= 1.5)

2 * sin(x1) + 0.8 * cos(2 * x1) + 7 * sin(x2) - x1

4 } ensuring(res => res +/- 4.24e-06)

Figure 5.1.: Example input program with elementary function calls

5.2. Our Optimization Algorithm

We illustrate the optimization process with an example program xu1 shown in Figure 5.1,
which is taken from the benchmark set of the CORPIN project [165]. The input spec-
ification for the optimization consists of: an ideal real-valued algorithm with three
elementary function calls sin(x1), cos(2*x1) and sin(x2), input ranges for variables
in the require clause, and the maximum tolerated absolute error for the program in the
ensuring clause: 4.24e-6.

Given this specification, our goal is to automatically find an optimized program which
approximates the expensive elementary function calls and implements the arithmetic
operations in a suitable fixed-point precision, while respecting the specified error bound.

The specified maximum tolerated error for the program can be seen as a budget, which
has to be distributed between all the different sources of errors in the program, namely
the elementary function approximations as well as the finite-precision arithmetic. Note
that the approximation polynomials themselves have to be implemented in fixed-point
arithmetic as well. In our example we thus need to assign a roundoff error budget to the
four multiplications, two additions and one subtraction of the top-level program, as well
as to the yet unknown polynomial approximations of sin(x1), cos(2*x1) and sin(x2).

Thus, in order to synthesize an approximate program which satisfies the specified
error bound, we need to:

1. distribute the error budget, specified for the whole program, between arithmetic
operations in the top-level function, potentially multiple elementary function calls,
and the finite-precision implementation of the polynomials,

2. find a (piecewise-) polynomial approximation for every elementary function which
stays within limits of the assigned approximation error budget, and

3. assign a finite precision to each arithmetic operation of the top-level function, as
well as the polynomial approximations.

Each of the above challenges involves finding a solution in a large search space, and
the search is furthermore complicated by the fact that individual errors interact in
non-linear and discrete ways. Every error introduced at one point in the program gets
propagated through the remaining part of the computation, in the course of which it
may be magnified, or diminished.
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Because we are explicitly aiming to synthesize a more efficient program, we further-
more have to keep in mind the accuracy-efficiency trade off. If we assign a significant
portion of the error budget to elementary function calls, we might need to use a higher,
and thus more expensive, precision for the rest of the operations in order to satisfy the
error budget for the whole program. Thus, performance gained by approximation might
be negated by the need for high finite precision. This is a multiple-objective optimization
task, which is known to be difficult in general.

Previous work provides only partial solutions to some of these challenges, which
only exist in isolation. While Metalibm generates polynomial solutions with guaranteed
bounds, it requires the user to provide range bounds and target errors at the call site
and thus does not consider the full program and error propagation. Additionally,
Metalibm only generates double-precision floating-point implementations. State-of-the-
art rounding error analyzers can assign uniform or mixed fixed-point precisions to
arithmetic computations and function calls but do not consider their approximations.

5.2.1. High-level Algorithm

In this chapter, we provide a complete solution for the above-mentioned challenges and
propose a push-button optimization that takes into account the interactions between
different errors and synthesizes efficient numerical kernels, which are guaranteed to be
accurate up to a specified total error bound. 1

We distinguish two error budgets. The global budget covers errors of elementary
function calls and roundoffs of arithmetic operations in the original program. The
local budget covers the approximation error of individual elementary function calls and
roundoff errors introduced by their polynomial approximations.

Figure 5.2 shows our high-level algorithm. The algorithm operates top-down. It
first distributes the global error budget (subsection 5.2.2), which assigns local error
budgets to individual elementary function calls. The local budget is distributed itself in
a feedback loop between approximation and implementation errors (subsection 5.2.3).
The approximation error, as well as other information obtained using static analysis
is used to call Metalibm to generate polynomial approximations (subsection 5.2.4).
Finally, the implementation error budget is used to assign fixed-point precisions to the
approximation polynomials (subsection 5.2.5). We discuss alternatives to this top-down
approach in subsection 5.2.6.

5.2.2. Distributing the Global Error Budget

Given the global error budget εg we first distribute it to local budgets for each arithmetic
operation, variable and elementary function call, taking into account error propagation.
Our key observation for this distribution is that the accuracy of the elementary function
calls is unlikely to be very different from the other arithmetic operations, otherwise, the

1We optimize for running time, but our algorithm is also applicable to other objectives such as energy,
with an appropriate cost function. We note that running time often correlates with energy.
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Input: S - all variables, arithmetic operations and elementary function calls;

se f - elementary function calls; εg - global error budget

1. ∀s ∈ S assign precision ps wrt. cost of s and εg

2. Based on ps assign local budget εi to all se f

3. ∀se f and k.0 ≤ k ≤ 5 REPEAT:

• Split εi into εi_approx and εi_ f p, for k = 0 εi_approx = εi_ f p, k ≥ 1: εi_ f p =

εi_ f p ◦ δ, where δ = εi/2k+1, ◦ ∈ {+,−}
• Call Metalibm to generate a polynomial approximation wrt. εi_approx

• Generate a finite-precision implementation, such that e f p ≤ εi_ f p

• Compute cost ck of the obtained finite-precision implementation ik

• Consider following cases:

– ck > ck−1: if k = 1 choose the opposite ◦ ∈ {+,−}, else RETURN ik−1

– ck = ck−1: if k = 1 REPEAT, else RETURN ik

– ck < ck−1: if k < 5 REPEAT, else RETURN ik

Figure 5.2.: High-level synthesis algorithm

errors they introduce would dominate the overall error. Based on this observation, we
treat the approximation errors introduced by elementary functions as a kind of roundoff error of
a given finite precision. With this assumption, we can leverage a precision assignment
algorithm to distribute the global error budget.

In particular, we use the two assignment strategies implemented in the tool Daisy,
which provide a uniform- or mixed-precision assignment. They assign a fixed-point
precision to every arithmetic operation and elementary function call. For elementary
functions, we interpret the associated roundoff error with this fixed-point format as the
local error budget.

Daisy’s uniform precision assignment performs a linear search and selects the smallest
uniform precision which satisfies the provided overall error bound. Mixed-precision
tuning is more involved, as it introduces cast operations which incur a certain cost.
Unlike uniform precision assignment, mixed-precision tuning thus requires a cost
function to choose between efficient programs. However, at this point, we do not know
the actual implementation of the elementary function approximations. Furthermore,
the performance of fixed-precision implementations on an accelerator depends on the
compilation algorithm, which is a highly complex, and generally unknown function (e.g.
the commercial Xilinx Vivado compiler). Thus the cost function has to estimate the cost
of elementary function calls and arithmetic operations as well as possible.

We extend Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning to be parametric in the cost function, which
allows us to explore different options. We consider three cost functions:
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1) an area-based [166] one used by Daisy previously, that predicts the area size of a chip
that would be able to execute the program,

2) one obtained with machine learning, and

3) an equally weighted combination of 1) and 2). The implementations of all cost func-
tions are available under https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/blob/approx/src/main/

scala/daisy/opt/CostFunctions.scala.

For 2), we learned a multi-layer perceptron regressor [167] from random precision
assignments on a set of benchmarks, for which we obtained actual performance data
by compiling them to an FPGA with Xilinx Vivado. We furthermore extended both
the area-based and the machine-learned cost function so that elementary function calls
incur twice the cost of arithmetic operations. The factor 2 has been found empirically;
it confirms our intuition that the error introduced by the elementary function call is
comparable to errors of arithmetic operations.

We have empirically determined that the weighted combination (i.e. option 3) works
best in general. We have also observed that whether uniform or mixed precision is
best is highly application specific. Thus, our algorithm tries both a uniform and a
mixed-precision assignment with a weighted cost function and returns a better result.
For our running example, uniform precision assignment performs best overall and
assigns precision Fixed(26) to sin(x1), cos(2*x1) and sin(x2). From this, we obtain
local error budgets ε0 = ε1 = ε2 = 5.96e-8.

5.2.3. Distributing the Local Error Budget

Once a local error budget εi is assigned to each individual elementary function call, we
have to decide how much of εi will be spent on the approximation εi_approx and how
much on the finite-precision implementation of the approximation polynomial εi_ f p.

To find an optimal split between the two local budgets we use a refinement loop
guided by the cost function. We start with an equal split, i.e. εi_approx = εi_ f p = 0.5εi,
synthesize a polynomial approximation respecting εi_approx and assign finite precision
such that εi_ f p is satisfied (see sections below). We then estimate a cost c0 of the obtained
implementation using a cost function.

Then, our algorithm increases εi_ f p by δ = εi/2k+1, where k is the number of steps
taken in one direction, and decreases εi_approx respectively. We repeat synthesis of a
polynomial and finite-precision assignment for the new values of εi_ f p and εi_approx and
compute the updated cost ck. The obtained cost ck is used to determine the fitness of the
local error budget distribution. We accept an implementation found at the step k− 1 if
ck > ck−1 ∧ k > 1. In case the cost increases at the very first step, we change the direction
of the search, i.e. decrease εi_ f p, reset k to 0 and repeat the refinement. If the cost has not
changed ck = ck−1 at the beginning of the search (k = 1), we make one more refinement
iteration, for k > 1 the k-th implementation is accepted. If after the k-th step we have
ck < ck−1, this indicates that the performance of the implementation at the step k has
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improved. We then repeat the refinement until the (k− 1)-step implementation has been
accepted. To ensure termination we set the maximum number of steps to k = 5.

The quality of refinement depends on how accurately a cost function reflects the actual
compiler behavior, i.e. how well it can predict the circuit that will be implemented. Our
approach is parametric in the cost function, which allows flexibility in optimization
for different objectives and hardware. Similarly to global budget distribution with
mixed-precision tuning, we evaluated an area-based, machine-learned and a combined
cost function, and found that an equally weighted combination of the area-based and
machine-learned cost function had best performance overall.

For our running example, the refinement loop needed two iterations for sin(x1),
meaning that the optimal distribution found was ε0_ f p = 3ε0_approx. The corresponding
values are: ε0_ f p =4.47e-8 and ε0_approx= 1.49e-8. For cos(2*x1) and sin(x2) the initial
equal split already had a minimum cost, i.e. εi_ f p = εi_approx = 2.98e-8 for i ∈ {1, 2}.

5.2.4. Synthesizing the Approximation Polynomial

For finding a polynomial approximation of each individual elementary function we
leverage the tool Metalibm. To generate an approximation, we need to specify the
folllowing parameters: a) the elementary function f (x) to be approximated, b) the
domain x ∈ I, on which f (x) will be approximated, c) the assigned local approximation
error budget εi_approx, and d) the maximum polynomial degree. Note that domain I is
not the input domain specified by the user, but the local input domain of the function’s
parameter x. This domain should be computed as tightly as possible, as this may allow
Metalibm to use polynomials of smaller degree or less internal domain subdivisions. In
general, determining these domains is challenging to do manually. Our algorithm uses
static analysis of ranges and finite-precision errors using interval and affine arithmetic
to compute this information fully automatically. Whenever a program contains the same
elementary function call several times, we check whether we have already synthesized
an approximation for a given range and assigned local error budget εi. In this case, we
reuse already generated approximation.

We have empirically found a suitable value for the maximum polynomial degree to be
7. This limit influences how Metalibm refines the search for a suitable polynomial. When
an approximation found at some intermediate step is insufficiently accurate, Metalibm
will either increase the polynomial degree or subdivide the domain and search for
approximations in each subdomain separately. The limit of 7, therefore, does not imply
that all polynomials will have this degree, but only means that the domain of the
function under approximation should be reduced. We leave the remaining parameters
of Metalibm to their default values.

Metalibm generates the approximation as code optimized for double floating-point
precision. Since we target fixed-point precisions instead, most of the implemented
optimizations for range reduction, expression decomposition and meta-splitting are
not applicable to our fixed-point implementations. Our implementation thus does not
reuse the generated C code. Instead, it extracts the abstract syntax tree of the generated
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def cos_0_02to1_5_err2_9802322387695312em08(x: Real): Real = {

2 require((0.02 <= x) && (x <= 1.5))

if ((x < 1.165)) {

4 c0 + (c1 + (c2 + (c4 + (c6 + (c7 + c8*x)* x)* x*x)* x)* x)* x*x

} else {

6 let t = (x - 1.33) in

b0 + (b1 + (b2 + (b3 + (b4 + b5*t)* t)* t)* t)* t

8 }

} ensuring (res => res +/- 2.9802322387695312e-08) // finite-precision budget

Figure 5.3.: Approximation polynomial parsed from Metalibm output.

piece-wise polynomial from the code and adds it to our top-level program as a separate
function. The elementary function call is then replaced by the call to the generated
function.

We currently do not support automated range reduction; for some of our benchmarks,
we have reduced ranges manually during preprocessing. In general, many programs
implemented in fixed-point arithmetic will not need automatic range reduction, as many
kernels have by design limited ranges. For other cases, adding the automatic range
reduction is possible with some engineering effort, since we already handle all necessary
operations and have the ranges computed by Daisy.

Figure 5.3 shows the extracted polynomial approximating cos (2*x1) over the input
domain [0.02, 1.5] with an approximation target error of 2.98e-8 for our running example.

5.2.5. Assigning Finite Precision

Once the approximation polynomial has been generated, our algorithm assigns a finite
precision to the generated polynomials. The goal is to find an assignment that satis-
fies the local roundoff error budget εi_ f p, but uses as coarse precision as possible for
performance reasons. The generated polynomials contain branching, but the branches
are always at the top-level. For this simple structure there are no discontinuity errors,
i.e. errors due to diverging control-flow between the finite-precision and real-valued
execution, so that we can safely handle each branch separately.

For assigning the lowest possible finite precision to obtained polynomials, such that
their roundoff error e f p satisfies εi_ f p, we again leverage the uniform or mixed-precision
assignment of Daisy. Finally, we re-run the roundoff error analysis on the whole program,
where elementary function errors are replaced by the sum of e f p and eapprox. This error
is potentially smaller than the originally allocated local error budget, as Metalibm or
the precision assignment usually cannot exhaust the budget due to complex, discrete
constraints. That is, our tool in the end reports the actually achieved error of the final
implementation.
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5.2.6. Alternative Algorithm Designs

Alternatively to the proposed error distribution strategy, we could have designed our
algorithm bottom-up: first assign local error budgets for both approximation and
roundoff errors for elementary function calls, generate their approximations, then
distribute what is left of the global error budget between other operations and variables.
Or, we could first assign an approximation error budget to each elementary function
call, generate approximations, then use the rest of the global error budget to assign
finite-precisions to the entire generated program at once.

We note that for these alternatives it is unclear how to distribute the initial error
budgets. Crucial information about the actual overall error on the polynomials becomes
available only later, when they are implemented. It may happen that the polynomials
have used up too much of the initial error budget and there is not enough left to
implement the arithmetic operations of the original program. In this case, backtracking
would be necessary, which may be costly.

In our top-down approach, we still have to distribute the global error budget in the
first step, but we do so on the top-level program, ensuring that all operations will have a
sufficient portion of the error budget to be implemented in some finite precision (unless
the overall specified error is already too small for the accurate implementation of the
program).

5.3. Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our algorithm on top of the tools Daisy and Metalibm and evaluate
it on several benchmarks from scientific computing, embedded and machine learning
domains. In particular, we answer the following research questions:

RQ1: How do the approximations affect the accuracy/performance trade-off?

RQ2: Can kernels be optimized in reasonable time?

Benchmarks Our set of benchmarks contains programs with up to 5 elementary
function calls in straight-line code (all benchmarks are available open-source2). The
number of elementary function calls for each benchmark is shown in Table 5.2. The
benchmarks predictGaussianNB, predictSVC and predictMLPLogistic are machine learning
classifiers generated by the python scikit-learn library on the standard Iris data set. The
benchmarks forwardk2j* are taken from the Axbench approximate computing bench-
mark suite [168] and compute a forward kinematics expression. We have created the
benchmarks axisRotation*, rodriguesRotation, which rotate coordinate axes and a vector
respectively. The pendulum* benchmarks come from the Rosa project for analysis of
finite-precision code [13]. Finally, benchmarks xu* and sinxx10 are from the CORPIN
project [165].

2https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/tree/approx/testcases/approx
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5.3. Experimental Evaluation

Experiments setup We evaluate our approach on a commonly used FPGA board
(Xylinx Zync 7000 with 10ns clock period), but note that our technique is not specific to
any particular hardware and believe that our results qualitatively carry over. Generation
of optimized programs has been performed on a MacBook Pro with an 3.1 GHz Intel
Core i5 processor and 16 GB RAM, macOS Mojave 10.14.

We perform all experiments for two different sets of target errors—small and large.
To obtain these error bounds, we first run roundoff analysis on the benchmarks with
uniform fixed-point precision with 32 bits. Small and large target errors are by two
orders of magnitude smaller, resp. larger than these computed roundoff errors. Both
target errors are reported in Table 5.1.

For performance measurements we compile our generated programs using Xilinx
Vivado HLS v.2019.1, which reports the minimum and maximum number of machine
cycles of the compiled design, and thus provides an exact performance measurement.
We do not measure actual running time as such a measurement is necessarily noisy.

The baseline programs against which we compare correspond to the programs a user
can implement with today’s state of the art: by running Daisy on the input program
without approximations to assign a uniform precision to all operations and then by
compiling the generated code using Xilinx’ elementary function library. The compiled
programs can use either the fixed-point or the floating-point versions of library functions
(this is decided by the compiler). For our baseline, we evaluate all valid versions (those
which satisfy the overall error bound), and use the smallest number of cycles obtained.

5.3.1. RQ1: Accuracy vs Performance

The main goal of our optimization is to increase performance, therefore, we first evaluate
performance improvements.

Performance Improvements

Table 5.1 compares the running time in terms of machine cycles of programs synthesized
by our approach (columns 3 and 7) with the baseline implementation (columns 2 and 6)
for small and large target errors. A pair ‘52-60’ denotes minimum and maximum cycles;
whenever these values coincide, we show only one number. We report the number of
cycles for the fastest approximated program, obtained by distributing the global error
budget using either uniform or mixed-precision assignment.

For all benchmarks, except predictGaussianNB, we observe a significant performance
improvement when elementary function calls are replaced with piecewise-polynomial
approximations. Our optimized approximate programs run on average 2.23x faster than
the baseline, and up to 4.64x (4.46x) faster for small (large) target errors respectively.

For 10 out of 13 of the benchmarks, the largest speedup was achieved when using
uniform precision assignment for both top-level program and polynomial approxima-
tions. For three predict* benchmarks the best performance has been achieved using
mixed-precision tuning. We believe that mixed-precision can be improved further by
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Target errors small large
Benchmark baseline approx target actual baseline approx target actual

axisRot.X 52-60 24 1.49e-10 7.52e-11 30-34 14 1.49e-6 5.5e-7
axisRot.Y 52-60 24 1.49e-10 7.52e-11 30-34 14 1.49e-6 5.5e-7
fwdk2jX 97-113 23 8.39e-11 2.98e-11 30-34 24 8.39e-7 2.41e-7
fwdk2jY 94-110 22 4.89e-11 1.49e-11 30-34 12 4.89e-7 1.06e-7
xu1 97-113 43 1.89e-10 2.47e-10 53-61 14 1.89e-6 1.93e-6
xu2 96-112 44 1.88e-10 2.3e-10 54-62 13 1.88e-6 1.86e-6
rodriguesRot. 52-60 25 1.70e-8 1.11e-8 31-35 14 1.70e-4 9.07e-5
sinxx10 52-60 28 2.51e-9 1.61e-9 31-35 15 2.51e-5 1.26e-5
pendulum1 33-37 27 4.79e-11 3.74e-11 32-36 16 4.79e-7 3.06e-7
pendulum2 53-61 26 1.07e-10 8.11e-11 32-36 15 1.07e-6 6.64e-7
pred.Gaus. 84 119-125 4.15e-7 4.07e-7 58 77 4.15e-3 4.08e-3
pred.SVC 22 20-28 1.46e-6 1.47e-7 21 21 1.46e-2 6.82e-4
pred.MLPLog. 195 191 2.15e-6 4.14e-10 143 126 2.15e-2 7.21e-7

Table 5.1.: Running time in machine cycles of baseline and synthesized programs, and
error budgets together with the achieved accuracy

using a more accurate cost function. Disabling the refinement loop produced slower
programs for 3 benchmarks and did not change results for the rest. We observed the
largest speedup when using a combination of the area-based and the machine-learned
cost functions.

We noticed that on the benchmark predictGaussianNB the baseline programs run faster
than the synthesized ones. We suspect the reason is that predictGaussianNB repeatedly
calls the log function on slightly different, but largely overlapping, domains. Our
implementation generates a different polynomial for each call, when in this scenario
reusing the code seems to be beneficial. We leave the detection of such cases to future
work. We noticed that the largest improvements are observed for benchmarks with sin,

cos, whereas for the exp function in the predictMLPLogistic improvements are smaller,
and for predictSVC, our approach cannot improve the running time. We suspect this
effect is due to an efficient implementation of exp in the Xilinx math library.

Accuracy Comparison

In Table 5.1 we also show the target errors (columns 4 and 8), as well as the errors of the
best synthesized approximated programs (columns 5 and 9), for both the small and large
error setting. We observe that not all of the available error budget is used up by our
optimized programs. This is to be expected, as the space of precisions is not continuous.
The coarser a finite precision gets, the greater becomes the difference between roundoff
errors computed for two neighboring precisions, and a leftover portion of the budget
might be insufficient for implementing the program with precision even 1 bit lower. This
is reflected in our experimental results, where small error budgets are used up more
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Benchmark
# elem.

fnc calls
Small errors Large errors

time # arith. ops time # arith. ops

axisRot.X 2 3m 13.26s 142 41.54s 48
axisRot.Y 2 3m 1.61s 142 40.66s 48
fwdk2jX 2 5m 56.5s 222 1m 35.33s 102
fwdk2jY 2 1m 29.16s 71 24.75s 24
xu1 3 3m 50.24s 168 50.97s 61
xu2 3 6m 56.96s 212 1m 31.22s 73
rodriguesRot. 2 2m 40.15s 126 30.73s 45
sinxx10 1 1m 38.28s 71 25.8s 24
pendulum1 1 2m 18.36s 71 27.64s 22
pendulum2 1 1m 43.24s 71 23.98s 24
pred.Gaus. 5 1h 45m 27.7s 708 4m 26.231s 255
pred.SVC 1 21m 33.35s 247 1m 51.62s 95
pred.MLPLog. 1 3h 19m 48.57s 399 57m 29.185s 170

Table 5.2.: Size of the generated polynomials and the running times for optimization

than large ones: for small error budgets the average usage is 62.33%, while for large
budgets it is only 41.12%.

Size of Generated Approximations

Replacing library function calls with locally defined functions naturally increases the
size of the program. Table 5.2 shows the number of elementary functions and the size of
the generated polynomials (sum over all elementary functions) per benchmark (for the
setting with the largest performance improvement, as reported in Table 5.1). Factors that
influence the reported total size are: a) the number of elementary function calls with
distinct input ranges and local error budgets, because we generate an approximation
for each of them; b) the local error budget and thus approximation error budget, which
influences the size of each polynomial inversely, the smaller the error budget, the larger
the polynomial satisfying this budget needs to be. The largest generated program has in
total 708 arithmetic operations, which is still reasonable for embedded systems.

RQ1 Conclusion: Based on our experimental data, we conclude that our optimization
is efficient: by using on average half of the user-defined error tolerance (budget)
our optimization generated 2.23x faster kernels. Our optimization performs best on
programs with transcendental functions, in particular when original programs contain
multiple calls to the same function with the same arguments’ ranges.

5.3.2. RQ2: Optimization Running Times

Table 5.2 shows the synthesis times of our implementation. As expected, our optimiza-
tion is significantly slower on programs with small target errors than with large ones.
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Smaller target errors usually require polynomial approximations with larger degrees
and result in larger programs. Additionally, to satisfy smaller roundoff error bounds,
finite-precision tuning has to consider higher precisions, thus searching a larger space
for a suitable precision assignment.

We expect the optimization to be run once before a program is deployed onto the chip.
Running time of a few hours is a reasonable price to pay for the performance boost
when running the optimized programs.

RQ2 Conclusion: Our experiments confirm that the optimization running time is
inversely proportional to the size of the assigned error budgets. Optimizing kernels
with small target errors is on average 5x slower than with large budgets (while
the smaller budgets are on average 7270x smaller than the large ones). However,
optimization times for both budgets are reasonable for a one-time cost.

5.4. Related Work

Approximate Computing Our optimization trades acceptable accuracy loss for re-
source savings. This idea has been extensively pursued under the name of approximate
computing [156, 169]. Techniques in this domain span all layers of the computing stack
from approximate hardware [170] to software-based approximations such as skipping
loop iterations [171], removing synchronization [172], delaying control computations
for embedded systems plants [58], lossy compression of images [173], neural network
quantization at the training [174] and deploying stage [175].

Most related to our work from this domain is another combination of Daisy and
Metalibm [176]. However, it only considers floating-point arithmetic and, unlike our
tool, uses the polynomials generated by Metalibm directly without optimizing them.
A more recent tool OpTuner [177] also considers floating-point elementary function
implementations with reduced accuracy. Unlike our approach and the combination of
Daisy and Metalibm for floating points, OpTuner starts from a collection of different
approximations and evaluates which of them are best suitable for the program un-
der optimization. Instead of producing a single optimized implementation, OpTuner
outputs a Pareto curve that depicts the accuracy/performance trade-off for several
best combinations and leaves the final choice of the optimal solution to the developer.
One more approximate computing tool Chisel [24] optimizes arithmetic programs by
selecting which operations can be run on approximate hardware. Its error analysis is a
slightly simplified version of ours in this work. While Chisel considers also probabilistic
specifications, it only optimizes arithmetic operations.

Apart from Metalibm there exist other approximation generators, such as FloPoCo [178]
that optimizes the implementation of mathematical operators to a specific FPGA design
and then generates the VHDL code. If we were to replace Metalibm with FloPoCo in
our algorithm, it would require transforming the code optimized for VHDL into our
intermediate representation, which may offset some of the improvements suggested by
FloPoCo.
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Other work allows programmers to specify several versions of a program with different
accuracy-efficiency tradeoffs, and let a specialized compiler autotune a program to a
particular environment [179]. While this approach handles programs of larger size
than ours, it requires the library writer to provide the different versions, together with
accuracy specifications. A programming framework Green [180] focuses on energy-
efficient implementations that are re-calibrated dynamically to use approximations.
However, Green uses sampling to check for accuracy loss and only provides statistical
(unsound) guarantees.

Approximations can be particularly efficient when run on custom hardware, such
as neural processing units, for which one can learn an approximate program which
mimics the original imperative one [181]. Verification is again performed only on a
limited set of test inputs. STOKE is an autotuner that operates on low-level machine
code and has also been applied to generate approximate floating-point programs [182].
Its scalability is limited as it considers low-level code, and furthermore it also cannot
guarantee accuracy.

Finally, approximations can naturally also be applied manually, e.g. for obtaining
efficient, low-resource heartbeat classifiers [183]. This particular work has approximated
an exponential function by a piece-wise linear function, but due to the manual process
without accuracy guarantees.

Numerical Program Analysis We reviewed sound rounding error analysis tools in sub-
section 2.2.2; all of them assume fixed library implementations when analyzing programs
with elementary functions and do not optimize for efficiency. Consequently, mixed-
precision tuning approaches guided by these analyses achieve limited performance
improvements when dealing with elementary function calls, especially those that only
consider floating-point precisions [23,25]. Our presented work leverages the much larger
tradeoff space of fixed-point arithmetic and elementary function approximations and
achieves significantly larger performance savings.

Mathematical Libraries While the goal of our approach is to reduce the accuracy of
elementary function calls, the results are correct modulo assigned error budget. Previous
work has also verified accuracy of existing library functions [184] and compared different
library implementations [185]. Alternatively, libraries have been designed with correct
rounding in mind for single [186] and double floating-point precision [187] and for
several alternative precisions [26].

Program Synthesis Program synthesis [188] aims to automatically generate programs
from (possibly declarative) specifications, and has had considerable success to generate
programs from a variety of domains [189–196]. One can view optimizations as a form
of synthesis, where the original program and an optimization metric form an input
specification. However, the vast majority of the synthesis techniques require that the
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generated program satisfies the user-given specification exactly. Furthermore, most
approaches do not explicitly optimize for a non-correctness metric.

A branch of program synthesis – automated repair – allows to modify parts of a
program to satisfy given criteria. The tools AutoRNP [20], Herbie [19, 197] and the tool
by Wang et.al. [21] repair numerical programs by detecting an input subdomain that
triggers high floating-point errors and rewriting expressions with approximations on
this subdomain. Opposite to our approach, repair tools aim to increase accuracy and
often introduce time overhead for repaired programs [20]. A recent modification of
Herbie [197] combines accuracy optimization with precision tuning and improves the
running time as well.

The Metasketches framework [198] searches for an optimal program with smallest
cost according to a cost function. It has been used for synthesizing polynomial approx-
imations, however, the accuracy of the generated programs is only verified based on
a small set of test inputs, and thus without accuracy guarantees. In contrast, Metal-
ibm’s polynomial approximation algorithm is guaranteed to find the best polynomial
approximation, and our entire approach guarantees end-to-end accuracy.

Dynamic Optimizations Apart from the already mentioned dynamic tools AutoRNP,
Herbie and the work of Wang et.al, multiple other optimizers improve performance
metrics with precision tuning: HiFPTuner [77], FloatSmith [10], the tool by Lam et.
al [78], Precimonious [51], STOKE-Float [182], TAFFO [79]. Furthermore, precision
tuning has also been applied to improve accuracy of mathematical functions with
FPDebug [199]. However, these tools are guided by dynamic analysis and inherently
cannot provide soundness guarantees unless they are additionally combined with sound
methods [200, 201].

5.5. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a performance optimization for numerical kernels with elementary func-
tion calls. Our optimization trades off a controlled portion of accuracy (the assigned
error budget) for performance and replaces elementary function calls with piece-wise
polynomial approximations. Our main contribution is the algorithm that automatically
distributes the error budget among all sources of errors in the program: rounding errors
on the operations in the original program, approximations of elementary functions and
rounding errors in the approximating polynomials. The key observation that inspired
our algorithm is that errors of different origins behave similarly and therefore can be
distributed together.

Using Up Error Budget Another observation we made was that due to the discrete
nature of errors in finite precision implementations, it is difficult to use up the whole
error budget. It is more challenging for larger budgets because the difference in accuracy
between neighboring precisions is larger when the precision is already coarse.
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However, there are ways to improve the usage of the error budget. For instance, when
a polynomial is already fixed and the approximation error is known, if it is smaller than
the assigned budget, we could add the leftover part to the finite-precision budget.

Secondly, we could improve the polynomial approximation generation by implement-
ing range reduction [163, 177] for fixed-point approximations. The range reduction in
Metalibm is designed specifically for floating points and cannot be directly applied to
fixed points. Moreover, since we target numerical kernels to be executed on FPGAs,
the optimal approximation for fast executions may look different from those targetting
regular CPUs and floats [202].

Equivalent Function Calls Another way of improving approximations is to scale back
on how much we customize the polynomials for each call. Our experimental evaluation
revealed that our method can be improved on benchmarks with multiple calls of the
same function. Currently, we only reuse the approximating polynomials for repeated
function calls if both local error budget and the range of the arguments match exactly for
the call occurrences. For the benchmark predictGaussianNB this strategy does not bring
much, because the repeated calls to the log function have slightly different argument
ranges. This can be improved by reusing the cached approximations more often, for
instance, by introducing a margin around arguments’ ranges to make several function
call occurrences virtually equivalent. However, one has to choose the margin magnitude
carefully, since too small of a margin will keep similar calls apart, and a too-large margin
may significantly increase the input domain for the approximation and require complex
and expensive-to-evaluate polynomials.

Handling Complex Control-Flow Another direction of future work is to extend our
optimization method beyond straight-line kernels. Currently, we only optimize the
kernels because the error budget distribution algorithm requires an appropriate finite-
precision assignment method that is not available for complex control-flow statements.
Even a uniform precision assignment is challenging in the presence of loops and
conditionals since it depends on the rounding error analysis, which is a difficult problem
in itself.

The problem is even more complex for mixed precision as different iterations may
require different precision assignments. One possible solution would be to assign the
precision to stay constant across iterations, but it may be suboptimal, because values’
magnitudes may differ significantly across iterations. Another possibility would be to
detect the iterations that require extraordinarily fine (respectively, coarse) precision and
move them out of the loop. This, however, may lead to splitting a single original loop
into several loops and make the end code less readable.
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6. Meta-Optimization: Regime Inference

Existing sound optimizations of finite-precision programs target different sides of the
accuracy-performance trade-off spectrum. For instance, our approximation synthesis
method, described in the previous chapter, gives up a controlled amount of accuracy for
better performance. A similar principle is the basis of mixed-precision tuning [22, 23, 51]
that reduces accuracy by using low precision on a subset of operations and keeps the
overall error bound below some user-specified value. On a different side of the spectrum
are optimizations that target accuracy, for instance, by rewriting them [19–22, 49] using
real-valued identities or approximations.

Since rounding errors depend on the magnitude of an expression’s variables, such
optimizations are necessarily specialized for a particular user-defined input domain.
However, most current tools consider the specified input domain as a whole, that is,
they generate one optimized expression for the entire domain. This often leads to
suboptimal results, because rounding errors typically vary across the input domain, and
so the optimized expression may not be the ideal choice for a large part of the input
domain. Recall, for instance, the program carthesianToPolar_radius and its error profile
(for uniform double precision) that we presented earlier and depict again in Figure 6.1.
The plot shows the absolute errors of the function’s results for different inputs; darker
color depicts larger rounding errors. The plot indicates that inputs from the top right
corner induce higher rounding errors, and thus sub-domains closer to the top-right
corner will require a higher (mixed) precision assignment than bottom-left parts of the
domain, and may require a different rewriting than other parts of the domain.

A few recent tools [19–21] propose to generate regimes—a partition of the input domain
into sub-domains, each with a different optimized version of the program. These tools
apply rewrites in order to repair high rounding errors in certain parts of the domain.
While they can successfully improve programs that suffer from large numerical issues,
they estimate errors using a dynamic analysis (sampling) and thus do not provide
accuracy guarantees. Furthermore, they are not immediately applicable for optimizing
numerically stable code, i.e. without particularly large rounding errors.

In this chapter, we present the first regime inference for sound floating-point optimiza-
tions1, i.e. for optimizations whose accuracy analysis computes guaranteed worst-case
error bounds for all possible (specified) inputs. Our approach partitions the input do-
main and optimizes each part separately with an existing sound mixed-precision tuning
or rewriting optimization routine, improving performance or accuracy, respectively. By
doing so, we provide a significant benefit also for numerically stable code.

1We discuss extensions to other formats later in section 6.6.
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1 def carthesianToPolar_radius(x: Real, y: Real): Real = {

require(((1 <= x && x <= 100) && (1 <= y && y <= 100)))

3 sqrt(((x * x) + (y * y)));

} ensuring(res => (res +/- 2.51e-14))

(a) Source code of carthesianToPolar_radius. The
require clause specifies the input domain.
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Figure 6.1.: Example program carthesianToPolar_radius that computes polar ‘radius’
from Cartesian coordinates

Inferring effective regimes for sound optimizations is nontrivial. In particular, we
cannot simply take partitions derived by a dynamic analysis from one of the existing
tools [19–21]. While the error profile in Figure 6.1b, which was also obtained with a
dynamic analysis, appears to suggest certain partitions, these do not necessarily lead
to partitions for which sound optimizations will provide any improvement. This is
because we need to find regimes for which a sound optimization routine can prove that
a particular error bound holds. Since sound error analyses necessarily abstract rounding
errors, they commit over-approximations that are hard to predict a priori, and that
make it difficult to guess a regime by sampling. Furthermore, the space of possible
optimizations is highly discontinuous. For instance, mixed-precision tuning considers
only a small number of distinct precisions for each variable, and changing the precision
of only a single variable can have a disproportionate impact on the overall error (recall
Figure 1.1b).

In principle, there are infinitely many possible regimes and enumerating all of them
is infeasible, especially because today’s sound optimizations are relatively expensive.
Furthermore, each domain split results in at least one conditional statement in the final
generated code, which introduces an additional cost at runtime and decreases code
readability. Moreover, for multivariate programs splitting along one variable’s domain
can be more beneficial than splitting along the other.

Due to the inherent complexity, we do not attempt to infer optimal regimes. Instead,
we focus on finding regimes with interval sub-domains and combine two heuristic ap-
proaches inspired by techniques that have been successful in the area of floating-point
analysis. Interval sub-domains allow to keep the regimes’ cost low, as lower and upper
bounds of each variable can be efficiently checked for at runtime.
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Our algorithm first starts generating regimes bottom-up. Inspired by interval subdi-
vision [14, 39], it splits the input domains of all variables to create a fixed number of
sub-domains. It optimizes each separately and then attempts to merge sub-regimes with
the same optimized expressions. Next, the algorithm proceeds in a top-down fashion
inspired by branch-and-bound techniques [15]. Starting with the sub-domains generated
by the bottom-up phase, the algorithm iteratively splits some of them on-demand, in
each iteration selecting the variable to split based on the optimization objective. This
combined technique allows to explore the space of regimes in both breadth as well as
depth and avoids getting stuck at a local optimum.

Our regime inference algorithm is generic in the optimization and the optimizer. In this
chapter, we instantiate it with the currently available sound optimizations for floating-
point arithmetic: rewriting and two mixed-precision tuning routines from Daisy [22] and
FPTuner [23]. These tools can optimize straight-line numerical expressions consisting
of arithmetic and elementary operations. Unfortunately, no sound tool exists that
can directly optimize loops since even bounding rounding errors in loops is a largely
unsolved orthogonal problem [13]. That said, errors in embedded control loops are often
handled with control-theoretic techniques [36], so that the loop body can be optimized in
isolation, and thus by our approach. For loops with a limited number of iterations, our
approach can be applied to the unrolled loop, at the expense of (significantly) increased
program size.

Here, we only consider IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic, which is supported by
both Daisy and FPTuner. However, our approach is also applicable to other arithmetics.
Provided a suitable hardware-specific cost function, our algorithm can infer regimes
for fixed-points programs (e.g., using Daisy, FPTuner does not support fixed-point
arithmetic). For more complicated arithmetics, like mixed integer and finite-precision
programs, currently there are no tools to perform sound optimizations directly (i.e.
without approximating integers by floating-points), but once such tools appear, they can
be immediately used within our framework (together with an appropriate cost function).

We evaluate our approach on 100 benchmarks from the standard benchmark set
FPBench [84] and show that our algorithm infers regimes that on average improve
performance by 65% and accuracy by 54%, compared to Daisy’s whole-domain opti-
mizations, and by 52% compared to FPTuner’s mixed-precision optimizations.

Contributions In summary, this chapter describes the following contributions:

• we present the first sound regime inference algorithm,

• that we implement in a prototype tool called Regina, available open-source at
https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/regimes, and

• extensively evaluate it using mixed-precision tuning and rewriting optimizations
and show that regime inference is highly beneficial for sound floating-point
optimizations.
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def azimuth(lat1: Real,lat2: Real,lon1: Real,lon2: Real):Real = {

2 require(((0.0 <= lat1) && (lat1 <= 0.4) &&

(0.5 <= lat2) && (lat2 <= 1.0) &&

4 (0.0 <= lon1) && (lon1 <= 3.142) &&

(-3.142 <= lon2) && (lon2 <= -0.5)))

6

val dLon: Real = (lon2 - lon1)

8 val slat1: Real = sin(lat1)

val clat1: Real = cos(lat1)

10 val slat2: Real = sin(lat2)

val clat2: Real = cos(lat2)

12 val sdLon: Real = sin(dLon)

val cdLon: Real = cos(dLon)

14 atan((clat2 * sdLon) / ((clat1 * slat2) - ((slat1 * clat2) * cdLon)))

} ensuring((res) => (res +/- 4.57e-14)) // 0.5x double error

16 // ensuring((res) => (res +/- 9.15e-15)) // 0.1x double error

Figure 6.2.: Source code of the azimuth benchmark

6.1. Example

Before explaining our regime inference algorithm in detail, we provide a high-level
overview. Consider the function azimuth in Figure 6.2 that computes the angle between an
observer and a point of interest with a reference plane. Similar computations frequently
appear in domains such as cyber-physical systems or robotics, where they are executed
often, so should run fast, but where they may also need high accuracy. The example
is specified as a real-valued function, together with a precondition (require clause on
line 2) that bounds the possible input values, as well as a postcondition (the ensuring

clause in line 15) that specifies a maximum absolute error on the result. In practice, the
input domain would be, for instance, determined from valid ranges of sensors, and the
maximum allowed error from the sensitivity of actuators, or stability proofs in the case
of controllers [36].

Regina’s goal is to find an effective partition of the program’s input domain such that
the program can be soundly optimized on each sub-domain separately, leading to an
overall reduction in a given cost metric. In this paper, we consider two optimizations,
mixed-precision tuning and rewriting, that consider running time and accuracy of the
generated code as the cost metric, respectively. We call an optimized expression together
with the sub-domain it has been optimized on a sub-regime. A set of non-overlapping
sub-regimes covering the whole input domain is called a regime, and the size of regime
denotes the number of sub-regimes.

Mixed-Precision Tuning Recall mixed-precision tuning optimization [22, 23, 51] that
assigns (potentially different) finite-precision types to each variable and arithmetic
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operation to increase performance while satisfying a user-defined error bound. Suppose
that a user has specified that the worst-case absolute error of the function azimuth should
be 4.57e-14. The sound roundoff error analysis tool Daisy [14] determines a worst-case
error of 9.15e-14 when all operations are in uniform double floating-point precision,
which is not enough to meet the target error bound. Since the error is close to the target
error (less than an order of magnitude), it might be enough to increase the precision
for only a subset of variables. Unfortunately, when Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning
algorithm [22] optimizes the program on the whole specified input domain, it assigns
quad precision 2 to all but the input variables. The resulting program is as slow as the
uniform quad precision implementation.

Our regime inference tool Regina, parametric in the optimization and optimizer, can
be used on top of Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning to find a faster program than Daisy
alone. First, Regina subdivides the input domain into 24 sub-domains, and runs Daisy’s
mixed-precision tuning on each of them separately. This optimization results in the
same precision assignment on several sub-domains, which are subsequently (partially)
merged. For the target error of 4.57e-14, the 24 original sub-domains are merged into 5.
In a second step, our top-down phase starts from these 5 sub-domains and attempts to
find additional splits that reduce the (abstract) cost. In our example, Regina finds one
more beneficial split and returns 6 sub-domains. In fact, Regina finds that only a single
sub-domain (out of the resulting 6) actually requires mixed-precision:

lat1 ∈ [0.2, 0.4], lat2 ∈ [0.5, 0.625], lon1 ∈ [2.094, 3.142], lon2 ∈ [−3.142,−1.821]
Regina encodes the sub-domains using if-then-else statements. We show the structure

of the resulting generated program in Figure 6.3a, and the code generated for the one
mixed-precision sub-domain in Figure 6.3b. The remaining 5 sub-domains use uniform
double precision. The generated C code meets the user-specified error bound and runs
93% faster than the mixed-precision implementation that Daisy alone generates.

For a tighter error bound of 9.15e-15 as on line 16 in Figure 6.2 (an order of magnitude
smaller than the uniform double error), Regina generated 11 sub-regimes of which
5 need mixed precision and the remaining ones can still be implemented in uniform
double precision. The bottom-up phase again generates 24 sub-domains initially, and
merges these into 10. The top-down phase subsequently splits one of these so that 11
sub-regimes are generated overall. The generated code runs 84% faster than the uniform
quad implementation that Daisy alone generates.

Rewriting We further instantiate Regina’s regime inference with the rewriting opti-
mization (also provided by Daisy) that attempts to improve the worst-case absolute
error bound of an expression using real-valued equivalence rules (i.e. the cost metric
is accuracy). For our example, such rewriting can be applied on the computation on
line 14 in Figure 6.2. Assuming uniform double precision, Daisy’s rewriting applied to
the whole domain is only able to improve the maximum error by 1%.

2IEEE quad precision has 128 bits, but libraries, such as GCC’s quadmath [203] that we use often provide
slightly less precision for increased performance.
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if ((lat2 <= 0.75)) {

2 if ((lat2 <= 0.625)) {

if ((lon1 <= 2.0943951)) {

4 // uniform double

} else {

6 if ((lon2 <= -1.820796325)) {

if ((lat1 <= 0.2)) {

8 // uniform double

} else {

10 // **mixed-precision**

}

12 } else {

// uniform double

14 }

}

16 } else {

// uniform double

18 }

} else {

20 // uniform double

}

(a) Structure of generated code

1 __float128 dLon = ((__float128)lon2 - (__float128)lon1);
__float128 slat1 = sinq((__float128)lat1);

3 __float128 clat1 = cosq((__float128)lat1);
__float128 slat2 = sinq((__float128)lat2);

5 __float128 clat2 = cosq((__float128)lat2);

double sdLon = (double)sinq(dLon);

7 double cdLon = (double)cosq(dLon);

double _tmp3 = (double)(clat2 * (__float128)sdLon);

9 double _tmp1 = (double)(clat1 * slat2);

double _tmp = (double)(slat1 * clat2);

11 double _tmp2 = (_tmp * cdLon);

double _tmp4 = (_tmp1 - _tmp2);

13 double _tmp5 = (_tmp3 / _tmp4);

return atan(_tmp5);

(b) Mixed-precision sub-regime

Figure 6.3.: Sub-regimes in C generated for azimuth benchmark

Regina generates 23 sub-regimes with 11 unique rewritten expressions, including, for
instance:

1 sdLon * ( clat2 / ((slat2 * clat1) - (clat2 * (cdLon * slat1) )) )

2 (clat2 * sdLon) / ((clat1 * slat2) - (slat1 * (clat2 * cdLon)))

3 clat2 * (sdLon / ((clat1 * slat2) - ((slat1 * cdLon) * clat2)))

The inferred regime has only 11 distinct rewritings, because sub-regimes with the same
rewritten expression are not necessarily neighboring each other and thus cannot be
merged. Note that we did not limit the number of branches for this optimization, since
we optimized for accuracy, though it is straight-forward to customize Regina to limit
the number of branches, if needed. We observed the cost of our simple conditional
branches to be very small, especially compared to the additional cost that rewriting
may introduce due to additional operations (e.g. when applying distributivity). The
generated code has a (proven) worst-case error that is 36% smaller than the expression
which Daisy generates for the whole domain.
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Figure 6.4.: Regime inference algorithm

6.2. Regime Inference Algorithm

We focus on sound floating-point optimizations that guarantee or optimize a worst-
case rounding error bound that holds for all specified inputs. Since the magnitude of
rounding errors heavily depends on the domain of an expression’s variables, different
domains allow for different optimizations. While it is possible to partition an input
domain using complex expressions, in this work we focus on sub-domains described by
intervals for two main reasons. First, at runtime a program needs to evaluate partition
conditions to decide which optimized version (sub-regime) to execute. Evaluating
complex expressions takes longer than a simple interval bounds check, and may offset
the performance improvements of each sub-regime (when optimizing for performance
with mixed-precision tuning). Lastly, complex conditional expressions may themselves
introduce rounding errors, for which we would have to account; which by itself is a
non-trivial task [38]. Secondly, the rounding error analysis in state-of-the-art sound
numerical programs’ optimizers [14, 23] is fundamentally interval-based and thus does
not leverage non-interval sub-domains well.

Interval sub-domains can be checked for efficiently with conditional statements
(see subsection 6.2.3). While such checks incur a negligible cost compared to the rest
of the execution, we nonetheless want to limit the number of sub-regimes—to improve
readability of the generated code and to reduce the running time of our regime inference
procedure itself.

Regina’s algorithm works in two phases: first running the bottom-up phase to
explore the sub-domains up to an initial depth, and then the top-down phase that
explores the space further, on demand, with one of two available search procedures.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the high-level algorithm. The bottom-up phase, explained in de-
tail in subsection 6.2.1, exhaustively subdivides the input space and then attempts to
merge sub-regimes with equal optimizations. The top-down phase, explained in subsec-
tion 6.2.2, includes two alternative search procedures, each of which divides the given
domain on demand, guided by a (static) cost function. Both phases are motivated by
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two techniques that have been successful in reducing over-approximations in rounding
error analysis in the tools Daisy and FPTuner, respectively.

Our approach is generic w.r.t. the floating-point optimization and the cost metric that is
being optimized. In the following, we will thus use the function optimize to stand for some
optimization routine that takes as input a domain, an expression and possibly a target
rounding error bound and that returns a new, optimized expression. The cost function
takes an expression and its domain as input and returns a numeric value reflecting the
optimization objective; we will assume that lower cost is better. In section 6.3, we show
how we instantiate these algorithms with two different optimizations, mixed-precision
tuning and rewriting, that optimize performance and accuracy, respectively.

We illustrate our algorithm using a running example, in which we infer a regime
for mixed-precision tuning on the carthesianToPolar_radius function from Figure 6.1a. In
our example, the optimize function uses Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning, and cost stati-
cally estimates the abstract performance of each tuned regime of carthesianToPolar_radius.
cost does not estimate the actual running time, but rather an abstract cost that only
needs to distinguish which of two regimes is likely to be faster. The detailed instan-
tiation of optimize and cost for mixed-precision tuning is described in subsection 6.3.1.
In contrast to our approach, Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning alone applied on the
carthesianToPolar_radius’s whole input domain (x∈ [1.0, 100.0], y∈ [1.0, 100.0]) did not
result in any measurable performance improvements.

6.2.1. Bottom-Up Phase

The regime inference algorithm starts by exploring possible regimes in a bottom-up
phase. It is inspired by interval subdivision, a technique that has been used in static
rounding error analysis tools to reduce over-approximations [14, 39].

Figure 6.5 shows the pseudo-code of the bottom-up phase. First, it subdivides the
input domain uniformly into smaller pieces and optimizes each one individually. We
split the each variable’s interval into equal pieces, as it is not obvious up front, i.e.
before running the actual optimization, which sub-division will be beneficial. The
number of initial sub-regimes clearly influences the possible improvements of regime
inference, however, calling optimization on too many sub-regimes is expensive. In our
implementation we currently limit the maximum number of sub-regimes that a method
can generate to 32. Hence, depending on the number of input variables, we subdivide
each variable’s domain between 16 and 2 times3. We found empirically that larger initial
sub-division size only increases the algorithm’s running time, and does not change
resulting regimes significantly. Understandably, on sufficiently small sub-domains an
optimizer can no longer improve an individual sub-regime cost (e.g. in mixed-precision
it already uses the lowest available precision).

The obtained optimized expressions on individual sub-domains form the initial regime.
We have observed that often the optimized program bodies in sub-regimes are equal in

3For programs with more than 5 variables we subdivide the 5 largest input intervals in half and leave the
rest unchanged.
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def bottom_up_phase(inputRanges, program, target):

2 // produce regimes

subdomains = splitTillMax(inputRanges)

4 // run optimization

regime = []

6 for sub in subdomains:

optProgram = optimize(sub, program, target)

8 regime = regime ∪ (sub, optProgram)

// merge sub-regimes

10 regime = mergeSameBodies(regime)

return regime

12

// merge sub-regimes with the same bodies

14 def mergeSameBodies(regime):

subdomains = regime.subdomains

16 for sub1, sub2 in neighbors(subdomains)

if programIn(regime,sub1) == programIn(regime,sub2):

18 upd = sub1 ∪ sub2

expr = programIn(regime,sub1)

20 toRemove = {(sub1,expr),(sub2,expr)}

regime = regime ∪ (upd,expr) \ toRemove
22 subdomains = subdomains ∪ {upd} \ {sub1,sub2}

Figure 6.5.: Bottom-up phase
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Figure 6.6.: Merge strategy

this initial regime. In the second step, our algorithm tries to find a smaller regime by
merging the neighboring sub-domains whose body is the same (function mergeSameBodies

in Figure 6.5). We call two sub-domains (and the corresponding sub-regimes) neighboring
if they differ in ranges for exactly one variable, and after merging these ranges the new
sub-domain does not overlap with any existing sub-domain. Having a smaller regime
(i.e. fewer sub-regimes) is beneficial for readability of the generated code, as well as
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for the running time of our tool, as the running time of the successive top-down phase
heavily depends on size of the given regime.

The initial regime for our running example is shown in Figure 6.6a. Here, the input
domain is split into 25 sub-domains (splitting the interval for both variables x and y

into 5 equal-sized intervals), and the labels A-D denote different optimized expressions:
A - all operations and intermediate results are assigned a double precision, B - one
intermediate result is assigned quad precision, the rest use double, in C two variables
have quad precision, and in D - four.

Finding the optimal merge with minimum number of resulting sub-regimes is an
exact set cover problem, which is known to be NP-complete. Hence, our algorithm uses
a heuristic to decide which neighbors should be merged: it starts with the first input
variable (as they appear in the source code) and performs all possible merges along this
variable, then repeats for the rest of input variables. The algorithm merges along each
variable once. Depending on the order of variables in the source code such a heuristic
can overlook beneficial joins. Consider an initial regime in Figure 6.6a that contains
10 sub-regimes with the optimized expression C. Red squares mark sub-regimes that
have neighbors with the same optimized expressions along two variables: x and y.
Merging along the variable x (horizontal axis) is clearly beneficial, as it will result in
fewer sub-regimes in total (see Figure 6.6b). However, if the variable y appears in the list
of function arguments before x, the algorithm will first merge along y (vertically) and
create a sub-optimal result shown in Figure 6.6c.

For our running example the bottom-up phase produces a regime that includes 11
sub-regimes, as shown in Figure 6.7a. Compared to the version of carthesianToPolar_radius
optimized on the whole specified domain, a program with this regime runs 45% faster.
Starting from this regime, our algorithm will try to further improve performance in the
top-down phase.

6.2.2. Top-Down Phase

The next phase is inspired by the branch-and-bound technique that is being used by
FPTuner [15] to find a domain-specific optimum of an arithmetic expression. Since
the errors are not necessarily distributed uniformly over the input domain, it is often
beneficial to sub-divide on-demand along selected variables. Our top-down phase starts
from the regime found by the bottom-up phase (in Figure 6.7a) and tries to find a
regime with even lower cost by repeatedly splitting variables’ domains. We consider
two approaches: ‘simple’ and genetic searches. Both search approaches are guided by
a static cost function, they stop if either no further cost improvement is possible in a
single split, or when the algorithm has reached some maximum number of iterations.

For multivariate programs it is non-trivial to choose how to split a domain. One can
split along one variable—split the range of one variable, while keeping ranges of the
other variables intact—split along a subset of variables or all of them. Furthermore, we
need to select a split point on each of the ranges. As for the merging strategies of the
bottom-up phase, there is no way to know in advance which direction of split will be
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(b) Bottom-Up + Top-Down
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(c) Bottom-Up + Genetic

Figure 6.7.: Regimes inferred at different stages of the algorithm.
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Figure 6.8.: Regimes inferred by top-down phase starting with the whole input domain.

beneficial. Similarly, finding the most beneficial split point would require additional
analysis of the domain and is expensive.

Simple Search Due to this inherent complexity, our simple search procedure attempts
to find a lower-cost regime using a heuristic: split only along one variable in the middle
of its range.

The pseudo-code for the top-down phase with the simple search is shown in the Fig-
ure 6.9. The algorithm attempts to split across each variable separately, then selects
the split with the lowest cost and disregards the others. As a result, at every step the
algorithm splits along one variable that provides the largest cost improvement. Such
a strategy allows us to create regimes that are at least as good as the starting point
(according to the cost function).

The algorithm terminates if it found a regime, upon which it cannot improve by
splitting further. In general, the top-down algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate,
therefore we limit the depth of splitting by a constant maxDepth.
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def top_down_phase(bUpRegime, program, target):

2 def simpleSearch(regime, oldCost, depth):

candidates = []

4 depth += 1

for var in program.inputVars:

6 newRegime = []

newSplit = splitInHalf(regime.subdomain, var)

8 for sub in newSplit:

newProgram = optimize(sub, program, target)

10 newRegime = newRegime ∪ {(sub, newProgram)}

newCost = cost(newRegime)

12 candidates = candidates ∪ (newRegime, newCost)

// regime with the smallest cost

14 bestRegime, bestCost = sortByCostAsc(candidates).head

// check for improvement

16 if bestCost < oldCost:

if depth < maxDepth

18 return simpleSearch(bestRegime, bestCost, depth)

else:

20 return bestRegime // the depth is exhausted

else:

22 return regime // previous regime

24 bUpCost = cost(bUpRegime)

return simpleSearch(bUpRegime, bUpCost, 0)

(a) Top-down phase with simple search

def geneticSearch(regimes, counter):

candidates = []

for r in regimes:

newCost = cost(r)

candidates = candidates∪{(r, newCost)}
sortedRegimes = sortByCostAsc(candidates)

if counter > maxGenerations:

bestRegime, bestCost = sortedRegimes.head

return bestRegime

else:

nextPopulation = []

for i in range(0 until populationSize):

// mutate regimes

regToMutate = rankedChoice(sortedRegimes)

vars = regToMutate.inputVars

sortedVars = sortByRangeWidth(vars)

varToMutate = rankedChoice(sortedVars)

newSplit = splitRandomly(regToMutate,

varToMutate)

newProgram = optimize(newSplit,program,target)

newRegime = (newSplit, newProgram)

nextPopulation = nextPopulation ∪ newRegime

return geneticSearch(nextPopulation, counter+1)

(b) Genetic search procedure

Figure 6.9.: Top-down phase with alternative regime search procedures

For our running example the inferred regime has not changed after applying the
simple search (see Figure 6.7b), splitting either of sub-domains in the middle did not
improve the cost.

Genetic Search Note that the regime returned by the top-down phase is not necessarily
optimal. As illustrated by our running example, the search can give up too early, when
a single split exactly in the middle of a variable’s range does not improve the cost, but a
different (potentially deeper) split would. To allow different splits and help overcome
the local minima problem, we propose an alternative search procedure geneticSearch from
Figure 6.9b that uses randomization in form of a genetic algorithm. Unlike the simple
search, the genetic approach allows for multiple possible regimes to exist in parallel and
selects sub-domains to be split and a split point randomly.

We instantiate the genetic algorithm framework in the following way: a regime
represents an individual to be mutated, a collection of regimes is a population, and
splitting the range of a variable is a mutation. As in the simple top-down search we
start from the regime returned by the bottom-up phase, this regime forms the initial
population. In every generation, the algorithm chooses a regime and variable that will
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be mutated using ranked choice [204]. First, all regimes are sorted based on their cost
and one is selected. Inside the selected regime, the variables are ranked according to the
width of their range. Once the variable is selected, the algorithm splits the range at a
random point (but at least 5% of the width).

Note that selecting a regime and variable to be mutated with ranked choice is simply
an instantiation of randomness and can be replaced by any other heuristic. Because of
the randomness and multiple regimes existing in parallel, the genetic search is less likely
to get stuck in a local minimum, compared to the simple search that at each iteration
keeps only one regime with the smallest cost and splits sub-domains exactly in the
middle of variable’s range.

We use a population size of 10 and repeat the loop for 10 generations (we have
not observed a noticeable improvement in the results with larger values). On the
final population the algorithm performs a post-processing step that merges identical
neighbors using the mergeSameBodies function from bottom-up algorithm.

Starting from the results of the bottom-up phase the genetic top-down phase has
inferred a regime for our running example shown in Figure 6.7c.4 While it is largely
similar to the results of the bottom-up phase with and without the simple top-down
search, a slight shift of the sub-domain bounds (bottom left corner) allows a sound opti-
mizer to prove smaller error bounds and assign lower precision, thus further increasing
the performance gain by 10%. A version of carthesianToPolar_radius with the resulting
regime in Figure 6.7c runs 54% faster than the whole-domain optimized version.

Input Regime The quality of regimes produced by the top-down phase with both
simple and genetic search clearly depends on the starting point, i.e. input regime. While
it is also possible to start from the whole domain (the program’s initial input ranges)
even with randomization the top-down phase is likely to give up too early when it
gets stuck in a local optimum. To illustrate this, we have applied the top-down phase
with both search procedures to our running example’s whole domain. It inferred 2 sub-
regimes shown in Figure 6.8, both of which are using at least 5 variables in quad precision.
Even though with more fine-grained regime it is possible to use lower precision (as
illustrated in Figure 6.7), the top-down phase was not able to find a lower-cost regime
with one split. The bottom-up phase, on the other hand, has already explored the
domain up to a certain depth. For many benchmarks this preliminary exploration is
sufficient to overcome the local optimum.

6.2.3. Code Generation

Once a regime was found, our tool Regina generates code that uses conditional branches
to select the appropriate expressions at runtime. A naive approach to generating the

4Our heuristic merging strategy could not merge two neighboring sub-regimes with expression A in the
bottom-left corner. mergeSameBodies merges along each variable only once, here, first x, then y. When
merging along x, the sub-domain x∈ [1.0, 10.9],y∈ [1.0, 19.8] was further split along y and therefore did
not satisfy the definition of a neighboring sub-domain.
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output code for a regime of size n would be to output a linear succession of conditional
statements that cover exactly one sub-regime each. However, this approach requires
O(kn) number of tests, where k is the number of input variables, and n is the size of a
regime.

Instead, Regina generates nested conditional statements leading to the individual
regime bodies, where in each test we check the value of only a single variable. The
asymptotic behavior of the number of tests performed is now O(log(n)), keeping the
cost of conditional branches low, especially since every test itself is relatively cheap.

While for a single input variable it is always possible to generate one path for each
sub-regime, this does not hold in general for multivariate functions. By generating
nested conditionals, we generate code with more paths than the number of sub-regimes.
That is, a sub-regime may be described by a union of several paths. Regina generates
the conditional branches one input dimension at a time, starting with the variable for
which there exists a sub-regime with the largest sub-domain.

For mixed-precision tuning, code generation furthermore needs to account for the fact
that different sub-regimes may assign different precisions to the function’s input and
output variables. To preserve soundness, Regina assigns for each input variable and the
return expression the highest precision that one of the sub-regimes has assigned. For
each regime part where the input or return precisions do not exactly match the upper
bound of all input and return precisions, we introduce downcasts. Note that this casting
procedure is also accounted for in the cost function in order to penalize inferred regimes
that necessitate many casts.

6.3. Optimizations

We instantiate regime inference in our implemented tool Regina with two optimizations:
mixed-precision tuning and rewriting that optimize for average running time and worst-
case absolute error, respectively. Note that our regime inference algorithms can be
instantiated with any optimization objective. For instance, one could optimize the
regimes with respect to worst-case performance, or average rounding error. The only
adjustment necessary to change the objective is to provide an appropriate cost function.

6.3.1. Regime Inference for Mixed-Precision Tuning

For mixed-precision tuning we consider the two existing openly available sound tuning
tools Daisy and FPTuner.

Daisy We first instantiate Regina with Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning routine [22], by
calling Daisy as the optimize function. Daisy uses delta-debugging, a kind of divide-and-
conquer algorithm, to search through different mixed-precision assignments, and calls a
dataflow analysis to compute the rounding error of each.
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FPTuner Separately, we instantiate Regina with FPTuner’s mixed-precision optimiza-
tion [23], which uses a fundamentally different technique. FPTuner formulates the
search for a mixed-precision assignment as an optimization problem, which it solves
using a sound branch-and-bound interval solver. While this technique often produces
better results (programs with lower running time) [22], the tuning process is also more
expensive than the one in Daisy.

Cost Function For instantiating our regime inference algorithms, we further need a
cost function that reflects the optimization objective and that will guide the search and
compare the quality of regimes. We choose to optimize the average performance of a
program and assume that a program’s inputs are uniformly distributed in the input
domain. We assume a uniform distribution for convenience and simplicity, and note that
it is possible to take into account a different distribution by adjusting the parameters
of the cost function. We optimize for average, instead of worst-case, performance,
because often one of the sub-regimes will need to use the highest precision, and thus no
optimizations would be possible under a worst-case metric. That said, it is possible to
account for the worst-case execution time by estimating it additionally and pruning the
regimes that do not satisfy a constraint.

To estimate the (abstract) average performance of a program with regime, our cost
function first computes an abstract arithmetic cost on each individual sub-regime. We use
the term arithmetic cost to denote the performance of a floating-point expression without
branches (i.e. on a single sub-domain). To compute the arithmetic cost, we use Daisy’s
existing simple mixed-precision cost function. It assigns to each 128-bit arithmetic and
cast operation twice the cost of the same operation in 64 bits, and has been shown to
work well for mixed-precision tuning between double and quad precision [22]. Note
that it is also possible to tune between any other pairs of precisions (e.g. 64 and 32 bits),
provided a suitable arithmetic cost function. For computing the arithmetic cost, we are
deliberately using an existing cost function previously shown to be adequate, as it is
Regina’s parameter and not a contribution of this work.

Since the goal is to increase average performance, next, the cost function computes a
weighted average arithmetic cost of each sub-regime. Finally, the cost function adds an
offset for the number of sub-regimes to account for branching. The final cost of a regime
is thus computed as follows:

costmp(regime) =
n

∑
i=1

wi Ai + (n− 1)

where n is the number of sub-regimes, wi is an ith sub-regime’s weight that corresponds
to the sub-domain’s volume normalized to the whole domain’s volume5, and Ai is an
arithmetic cost of the ith sub-regime. Even though evaluation of branching conditions

5For non-uniformly distributed inputs the weight wi can reflect the probability of the i-th sub-regime
being executed.
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is cheap, we still add a small offset (n− 1) to avoid inferring branches with negligible
performance improvements.

6.3.2. Regime Inference for Rewriting

For rewriting, Regina calls Daisy’s rewriting routine [22] as the optimize function. This
optimization searches for an order of evaluation that is equivalent to the original
expression under a real-valued semantics, but for which Daisy can prove a smaller
rounding error bound (using its sound analysis). Since floating-point arithmetic does not
satisfy common real-valued identities such as associativity and distributivity, reordering
a computation in general leads to different results (and roundoff errors), even though
the expression is equivalent under the reals. Daisy searches through the different
evaluation orders using a genetic algorithm, applying real-valued identities as the
mutation operation.

The goal of our regime inference for sound rewriting is to minimize the worst-case
rounding error across sub-regimes. Accordingly, Regina uses a regime’s maximum
rounding error as the cost function. First, the cost function computes the arithmetic cost
of an individual sub-regime. We use Daisy’s worst-case rounding error analysis with
the interval abstract domain to bound variables’ ranges and affine arithmetic for errors.
The overall cost is the maximum error seen across all sub-regimes:

costrw(regime) = max
i∈[1,n]

erri

where n is the number of sub-regimes, and erri is the worst-case absolute rounding error
of the i-th sub-regime. Since we are optimizing for accuracy and not performance, and
testing inputs’ bounds does not affect accuracy of the computed value, we do not add
any cost to prune additional branches. The regime inference algorithms themselves limit
a total number of sub-regimes, so the resulting program will not have unreasonably
many branches, and the branches generated can be evaluated efficiently. If needed,
the cost function can straight-forwardly be extended to also account for the increased
running time.

6.4. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate Regina on a standard benchmark set for floating-point analysis, and
compare sound optimizations with and without regime inference. In particular, we
focus on the following research questions:

RQ1: Does regime inference improve over whole-domain optimizations?

RQ2: Is the two-phase approach beneficial over each one separately?
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:precision binary64

:pre x ∈ [0.001, 1.5]
1
x −

1
tan(x)

(a) Input expression

:precision binary64

:pre x ∈ [0.001, 1.5]
if ( 1.0

x −
1.0

tan(x) ≤ 0.008964) { x · 0.3(3) + (0.02(2) · x3 +

0.002116 · x5) }

else {
1.0·((tan(x))3−x3)

x·(tan(x))3 + (x·tan(x)) · (x+tan(x)) }

(b) Herbie’s optimized expression with regime

Figure 6.10.: NMSE-example-3.9 benchmark

6.4.1. Benchmarks

We evaluate regime inference on the FPBench benchmark set [84], a standard benchmark
set for floating-point verification and optimization tools. For those benchmarks that
originally contain loops, we generate a new version that consists of the loop body only
(i.e. corresponds to one loop iteration). We exclude benchmarks that contain conditional
statements, as well as benchmarks for which Daisy is not able to compute a roundoff
error, e.g. when Daisy’s analysis is not precise enough to show that a division is safe, i.e.
does not divide by zero.

Many FPBench benchmarks already come with preconditions that bound the ranges
of inputs. We use these as the initial domains for our optimization. When a precondition
is missing or does not provide a closed range for all variables, we add input range
bounds ourselves. For a few benchmarks, Daisy is not able to compute the roundoff
error for the original precondition, but it is able to do so for a slightly modified—
more constrained—one. In these cases, we consider the modified precondition for our
experiments. In total, we consider 100 out of the 131 FPBench benchmarks, including
32 that contain elementary function calls and 15 that contain square root operations.
All benchmarks with the pre- and post-conditions that we used for the evaluation are
available open-source6.

The existing and chosen input variable domains cover realistic preconditions, but are
relatively small in the sense that they do not contain e.g. very large values close to the
maximum possible values (for instance, double floating-point precision supports expo-
nents of up to 21023). With such preconditions, most of the benchmarks are numerically
stable in the sense that the committed rounding errors are not very large, as computed
by state-of-the-art sound rounding error analysis tools [14, 71].

6.4.2. Comparison with Herbie

Regina is the first tool that infers regimes for sound floating-point optimizations, i.e.
those that guarantee that the rounding error of an optimized program does not exceed

6https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy/tree/regimes/testcases/regime-inference
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a specified bound. In contrast, today’s state-of-the-art tools that infer regimes [19–21]
use dynamic analysis to estimate rounding errors and therefore do not provide rounding
error guarantees. Hence, there is no regime inference tool that we can directly compare
to.

For completeness, we nonetheless perform a comparison with the dynamic analysis-
based tool Herbie [19] that is closest to Regina in terms of the optimization that is being
applied. Herbie’s goal is to reduce (large) rounding errors by rewriting an arithmetic
expression. Error guarantees aside, the goal is similar to when Regina is instantiated
with Daisy’s rewriting optimization.

First, Herbie randomly samples points and identifies which inputs cause large round-
ing errors, then it isolates these inputs into a sub-domain, and, when possible, improves
the errors on this sub-domain with rewriting. Unlike Daisy, Herbie rewrites not only
using real-valued identities, but also polynomial approximations (that are not real-
semantics preserving). As a consequence, Herbie’s greedy rewriting often provides
larger accuracy improvements, while Daisy’s sound rewriting improves by a smaller
factor but on more programs [200].

Two other tools—AutoRNP [20] and the tool by Wang et.al. [21]—are further away
from Regina’s goal. Like Herbie, they identify large rounding errors using a dynamic
analysis, but their rewrite rules are more specialized or do not preserve real-valued
semantics, i.e they only use approximations. Since the more specialized rules are largely
not applicable to the general-purpose FPBench benchmarks, and it is not meaningful
to compare error bounds obtained on semantically different expressions, we do not
compare Regina’s results with AutoRNP and the tool by Wang et.al.

We run Herbie on all of our benchmarks four times to account for randomness, since
it is using heuristic search and randomly sampled inputs. Herbie created regimes
only for two benchmarks out of 100. In all four runs, Herbie created a regime for the
nmse_example_3.9 benchmark, the example regime is shown in Figure 6.10b (exact output
slightly differs among the runs). Additionally, in one of the runs Herbie also found a
regime for a second benchmark, nmse_example_3.3. For both benchmarks Herbie used
rewrite rules that do not preserve real-valued semantics, thus, we cannot compare the
optimized expression’s rounding error with Regina’s results (the same reason we do
not compare with AutoRNP, Wang et.al).

These limited results are not particularly surprising, given that Herbie’s stated goal is
to repair large rounding errors—numerical instabilities. The results confirm that regime
inference for—especially sound—floating-point optimizations of numerically stable code
is missing.

We conclude that Herbie (and the other existing repair techniques [20,21]) are comple-
mentary to Regina’s goal: they can be used to first repair a program with large errors,
so that Regina can optimize branches of the resulting program.
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6.4.3. Experimental Setup

Mixed-Precision Tuning

The goal of mixed-precision tuning is to reduce the running time of an arithmetic
expression as compared to a uniform precision implementation, while nonetheless
meeting a user-provided error bound. For our evaluation, we thus have to define target
error bounds, the precisions that we consider for tuning, as well as a suitable comparison
baseline.

Following previous work7, we generate two sets of target error bounds. We first compute
the rounding error for a given benchmark assuming uniform 64 bit double precision,
and then multiply this error by 0.5 or 0.1 to obtain the target error bound. We choose
two error bounds for each benchmark, because different bounds provide for different
optimization opportunities. Choosing a smaller target error (using the factor 0.1), we
generally expect less opportunities for mixed-precision tuning, and less improvements
w.r.t. a uniform precision baseline. We will denote the benchmark set with error factor
0.5 by half-double benchmarks, and the benchmark set with factor 0.1 by order benchmarks
(for an order-of-magnitude smaller error).

For comparison with Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning, we compute the 64 bit double
precision errors using Daisy, and for the comparison with FPTuner we compute the
baseline errors correspondingly with FPTuner (since they use different techniques, the
errors generally differ). It is not a goal of this paper to compare Daisy’s or FPTuner’s
tuning, rather we want to show that regime inference is beneficial for both techniques.

As in previous work [23], we consider mixed-precision tuning with double and quad
precision, where quad is implemented by the GCC quadmath library [203]. The goal is
to improve the running time over a uniform quad precision implementation of each
benchmark. For hardware platforms where single and double precision (32 and 64 bit)
have different running times, tuning would be equally possible (with an appropriate
cost function).

We compare the running time of programs generated by Regina against the running
time of programs generated by Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning. To ensure a fair com-
parison, we run Daisy’s tuning using its subdivision method for computing ranges,
using the same number of subdivisions as in the bottom-up phase. By doing so, we
avoid seemingly improving over Daisy simply by using a more accurate range computa-
tion method. We compare Regina instantiated with FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning
routine against FPTuner alone.

Mixed-precision programs are generated as C code that is compiled with g++ 9.3 with
the flags -O2 -fPIC and whose running time we measure using C’s high_resolution_clock

on 106 uniformly distributed random inputs. We repeat the measurement three times and
take the average of those three runs for comparisons. We compute the improvements as
(baselineTime - regimeTime)/baselineTime. We checked that performance improvements

7It has been observed that mixed-precision tuning is most useful when the target error bound is just below
a uniform precision error [14, 23].
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computed this way are accurate within 0.02, hence we count a benchmark’s performance
as improved if the improvement is larger than 0.02.

Rewriting

We evaluate regime inference instantiated with Daisy’s rewriting and compare the
accuracy improvements w.r.t. to rewriting without regimes. Similarly to mixed-precision
tuning experiments, we run Daisy’s vanilla rewriting with the subdivision method for
computing the ranges for a fair comparison. We compute the improvement in worst-case
absolute error as (baselineError− regimeError)/baselineError.

Hardware Details

Because FPTuner requires Ubuntu, we run our mixed-precision tuning experiments on
a compute cluster node with a dual-core Intel Xeon E5 v2 processor at 3.3 GHz and
16x16GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.7. We run the experiments with the rewriting
optimization on a Mac mini with an 6-core Intel i5 processor at 3 GHz with 16 GB RAM
running macOS Catalina, because the rewriting optimization runs in parallel and runs
significantly faster on a 6-core machine.

We set a timeout of 30min per benchmark for all experiments.

6.4.4. RQ 1: Improvements over Whole-Domain Optimizations

Table 6.1 summarizes our experimental results for the three different optimizations:
Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning, FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning and Daisy’s rewriting.
We have marked in bold the overall best results. For FPTuner, we report only results
of the first or the second phase of our algorithm alone, because the running time of
FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning is very high, and running the two-phase algorithm
led to timeouts for most benchmarks.

Regina improves running time over Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning for 73 half-double
benchmarks with an average improvement of 65.7%, and improves 46 order benchmarks
with an average improvement of 65.6%. Regina also improves over FPTuner’s mixed-
precision tuning for up to 31 half-double benchmarks with an average improvement of
52.2%, and for 18 order benchmarks with an improvement of 56.3%. The number of
order benchmarks improved is lower, as expected, since a smaller error bound provides
less opportunities for optimizations.

Regina with rewriting is able to improve the worst-case error for 62 out of 100
benchmarks with an average improvement of 54.4%. That is, with regime inference, we
are able to essentially half the optimized (proven) error at compile time.

The improvements by regime inference that we report in Table 6.1 are w.r.t. to the al-
ready optimized baseline. For comparison, Daisy’s vanilla mixed-precision tuning without
regimes improves performance over a uniform quad precision baseline by only 28% and
25%, respectively for half-error and order benchmarks, and Daisy’s rewriting without
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method
improv.
>0.02

avrg.
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# best
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avrg.
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avrg.
runtime (s)
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half-double
bottom+genetic 73 65.7% 54 57 5.3 67.8 14
bottom+top 74 64.4% 56 62 5.6 50.0 14
bottomUp 74 63.5% 39 63 5.2 52.2 13
topDown 64 60.6% 35 60 3.9 66.5 11
genetic 72 62.5% 37 60 3.1 93.9 9
order-error
bottom+genetic 46 65.6% 35 52 4.8 160.5 21
bottom+top 45 65.6% 28 55 5.0 141.9 24
bottomUp 47 58.5% 21 56 4.6 133.9 21
topDown 40 52.4% 21 37 2.5 55.4 10
genetic 45 61.1% 28 38 2.0 181.7 11

FP
Tu

ne
r

half-double
bottomUp 31 52.2% - 50 7.8 665.6 23
topDown 27 44.5% - 30 2.7 677.8 19
order-error
bottomUp 18 56.3% - 30 5.3 656.6 35
topDown 18 43.3% - 25 3.2 574.1 18

R
ew

ri
ti

ng

bottom+genetic 62 54.4% 59 45 7.2 383.5 15
bottom+top 53 40.5% 48 48 7.4 191.4 7
bottomUp 43 44.3% 43 45 7.0 279.8 7
topDown 43 52.5% 39 56 7.9 212.0 11
genetic 58 48.1% 41 54 4.7 306.5 11

Table 6.1.: Summary statistics for different optimizations, comparing regime inference
against optimizations without regimes. Column 2 gives the number of bench-
marks for which there is an improvement over the optimized baseline without
regimes, column 3 gives the average improvement over those benchmarks,
column 4 gives the number of benchmarks for which a method produces an
improvement that is within 2% of the best result among all methods. We do
not report the number of the best results per method for FPTuner (marked
’-’), as it is not meaningful for comparing only two methods. Columns 5
and 6 give the number of benchmarks where generated regime has multiple
sub-regimes, and the average size of regimes. Columns 7 and 8 give the
average running time of regime inference and the number of benchmarks that
timed out.

regimes improves accuracy w.r.t. the original expressions by only 13%. We conclude
that regime inference with Regina provides significant performance improvements
over mixed-precision tuning without regimes, as well as accuracy improvements over
rewriting.
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Details: Mixed-Precision Tuning In fact, e.g. the bottom-up approach generates uni-
form double precision code for 24 half-double benchmarks, i.e. does not use mixed
precision at all. The reason why Daisy was not able to discover this uniform precision
is that even though we run Daisy with the interval subdivision method for computing
accurate ranges, the optimization itself nonetheless considers the entire domain at once,
which leads to over-approximations. For the order benchmarks, Regina generates
uniform double precision code for 6 benchmarks. Hence, an additional side-effect of
regime inference is that it reduces inherent over-approximations of the static analysis
for individual optimizations.

Details: Rewriting The bottom part of Table 6.1 further shows that the number of
benchmarks with regime size greater than one, i.e. with several sub-regimes, is smaller
than the number of benchmarks improved overall. This is due to the fact that during
regime inference, the verification is performed on smaller sub-domains, which leads to
a smaller overall computed error bound, which in turn may help to discover a suitable
rewriting. Since Regina merges sub-regimes with equal expressions in the end, we may
end up with just a single expression. Thus, the ‘on-demand’ splitting performed by the
bottom+genetic, bottom+top and genetic methods helps to find sub-domains for which
suitable rewriting can be found (and proven).

RQ1 Conclusion: Our experiments confirm that our regime inference algorithm is
general with respect to floating-point optimizer and optimization. It reliably improves
performance using sound optimizers Daisy and FPTuner, which internally use different
techniques, and accuracy using Daisy’s rewriting. Our regime inference provided
improvements for a significant portion of the benchmarks—over a baseline that has
already run an optimization.

6.4.5. RQ 2: Evaluation of Two-Phase Approach

Table 6.1 also lists a number of variations of regime-inference methods. Our full
two-phase algorithm (as described in section 6.2) runs the bottom-up then the top-
down phase with genetic or simple search and is denoted by ‘bottom+genetic’ and
‘bottom+top’, respectively. Furthermore, we evaluate each of the two phasess separately:
‘bottomUp’ method stands for applying the bottom-up phase alone, and ‘topDown’ and
‘genetic’ methods are results of applying the top-down phase with a corresponding
search procedure to the whole specified input domain (as opposed to resulting regime
of the bottom-up phase). Note that we limit the number of regimes that the top-down
and genetic methods are allowed to consider to the same number of subdivisions that
the bottom approach generates for a fair comparison.

We compare the performance of these methods visually in the cactus plots in Fig-
ure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, for Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning and rewriting optimizations,
respectively. That is, we have sorted the performance and accuracy improvements for
each method individually, hence vertically aligned points do not always correspond
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(b) Order benchmarks

Figure 6.11.: Performance improvements of Regina over Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning
(cactus plot). Series of values higher and more to the right are better.

to the same benchmark. Values below 0.0 in Figure 6.11 correspond to timeouts and
slowdowns. For clarity, Figure 6.12 shows only those benchmarks for which one of the
methods provides some accuracy improvement.

Overall, we observe that the combined approach (bottom+genetic and bottom+top)
performs better than each phase of the algorithm alone (bottomUp, topDown and
genetic). The top-down phase with the simple search procedure alone (topDown
method), while still outperforming Daisy, performs worst overall. Our hypothesis is that
it gets stuck in a local optimum, whereas the top-down phase with genetic search and
combined phases overcome these local optima thanks to randomization and an initial
exploration of the domain.

The effectiveness of the combined two-phase approach comes at the expense of
increased running time to compute the regime inference, and correspondingly also more
timeouts (> 30min). We have not observed memory to be an issue for Regina.

Since the genetic search procedure relies on randomization, we evaluated the influence
of different random seeds on the generated performance over three runs. We observe
that the variation in generated performance improvements is small (e.g. averages are
within 2%), hence we conclude that the genetic method is able to improve performance
reliably.
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Figure 6.12.: Accuracy improvements of Regina over Daisy’s whole-domain rewriting
optimization. Series of values higher and more to the right are better.

RQ2 Conclusion: Based on our experimental results, we conclude that the regime
inference algorithm performs best when it uses the two-phase approach: a combination
of breadth-first and depth-first searches. Initial exploration using the bottom-up
(breadth-first) strategy overcomes local minima; the discovered sub-domains can be
further specialized and improved with either of the top-down strategies (simple or
genetic).

6.5. Related Work

Regime Inference As discussed before, closest to our work are tools Herbie [19],
AutoRNP [20] and the tool by Wang et al. [21]. They use a dynamic analysis to locate
inputs with large rounding errors and based on these, infer regimes on which different
types of repairs are applied: piecewise-quadratic or Taylor-based approximations [19,20],
or expression rewrites based on real-valued identities [19, 21]. Herbie has recently been
extended with a new set of rewriting rules inferred by the tool Ruler [205]; additionally,
a Pareto version of Herbie combines rewriting with precision tuning [197], which is
similar in goal to Regina with Daisy’s combination of these optimizations [22]. By
relying on a dynamic analysis, these techniques fundamentally target and generate a
different kind of regime. Specifically, for numerically stable expressions, i.e. those where
rounding errors do not vary widely, it is—by definition—difficult for dynamic analysis
to identify problematic inputs and thus to find partitions.

It is also not straight-forwardly possible to use a dynamic analysis to determine input
domain partitions and then to run a sound optimization technique. Since sound tools
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inherently need to use abstractions, they will likely only be able to prove (and optimize)
very different input partitions than the one identified by dynamic analysis.

Domain Partitioning Sound piece-wise polynomial approximations as used in our
performance optimization described in chapter 5 and in related tools [163, 176] can
also be viewed as a special form of regime inference. Precisely, the sub-domains of the
piece-wise polynomial and their individual polynomials on each sub-domain form a
regime. However, such regimes are limited to a single input variable.

Partitioning of programs’ input domain is widely used by sound verification tools
to reduce the over-approximation on error abstractions. Existing techniques apply to
floating-point programs [14, 39] as well as a mixture of floating-point code with bit-level
operations [206–208].

Floating-Point Optimizations We instantiated our regime inference for mixed-precision
tuning with optimization routines of Daisy and FPTuner. Daisy and FPTuner are us-
ing sound dataflow analysis and branch-and-bound optimizers to find their precision
assignments. Alternatively, one might consider mixed-precision tuning that uses a
combination of backward static analysis and SMT solving [25] and rewriting with ab-
stract equivalence graphs in Salsa [52]. For programs where soundness guarantees
are not required, our regime inference could also be instantiated with optimizations
guided by dynamic analysis, as in Precimonious [51], STOKE-Float [182] or algorithmic
differentiation in ADAPT [209] recently applied by FloatSmith [10] and other dynamic
optimizations [12, 77, 78, 197, 210–213]. Another target for regime inference may be
optimizing techniques applied to numerical programs in the context of approximate
computing, such as arithmetic operations that with a certain probability return an
erroneous value [24] (for more details on approximate computing see section 5.4).

Opposite to the fully automated approaches proposed in this thesis, one may want
to involve developers in crafting optimized code. A recent tool Odyssey [214] has
introduced an interactive mode where users can learn about especially problematic
inputs obtained with dynamic analysis, modify the input domains on the fly and tune
the optimized expressions.

6.6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have shown that regime inference is beneficial not only for repairing
large floating-point rounding errors, but for sound floating-point optimizations targeting
numerically stable code as well.

Even though we consider relatively simple interval-based regimes, these have proven
to be remarkably successful in optimizing the performance and accuracy of straight-
line expressions. The success comes exactly because of this simplicity: interval-based
regimes allow for efficient runtime checks and are well-supported by today’s sound
floating-point analyzers.
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We observe that the major cost in sound regime inference are the individual optimiza-
tions themselves, and we show that a combination of breadth-first and depth-first search
is an effective strategy for exploring input domains.

Other Optimizations Regime inference may also be beneficial for other optimizations
beyond rewriting and mixed tuning. For instance, one could instantiate regime inference
with the performance optimization introduced in chapter 5 or the similar combination of
Daisy and Metalibm for floats [176]. Applying regime inference may reduce the degrees
of polynomials needed for the approximations since inputs for elementary function
calls will be subdivided. However, the approximation synthesis technique by itself is
relatively slow and may lead to long optimization times when applied with Regina.

Fixed-Point Precision To use regime inference with the exact version of our perfor-
mance optimization from chapter 5 we first need to extend the inference algorithm to
fixed-point precisions. A crucial difference between floats and fixed points is floating-
point’s dynamic range. Because the fractional bits for fixed-points are allocated (flexibly)
at compile time, we cannot simply merge neighboring sub-domains with the same
optimized bodies. When the sub-domains are merged, the range of values that have to
be represented by the selected precisions grows. Hence, the fixed-point format used
on the merged domain may need to be adjusted to avoid overflow, and precision (total
number of bits) may have to be increased. We therefore have to account for this change
when merging and splitting the sub-regimes.

Programs with Complex Control Flow Due to the limitations of the optimizations,
with which we parametrized regime inference, it currently works only on straight-line
kernels. When methods for sound optimizations of numerical programs with loops and
conditionals appear, our regime inference algorithm could be applied on top of it.
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Implementing numerical software is hard; a developer has to get a lot of details right for
a program to compute the expected result. Luckily, there exist plenty of tools to support
developers in this challenging task.

Solving the general problem of analyzing and optimizing all numerical programs with
arbitrary control-flow components is hard, so instead we break it down into smaller sub-
problems, for which solutions are possible. In this thesis, we described our contributions
that improve sound analyses and optimizations of numerical programs. We summarize
our key takeaway points.

Takeaway 1 A functional way of specifying numerical algorithms can help scale up
the rounding error analysis while still reporting reasonably tight error bounds.
The use of semantic information from the functional specifications is particularly
efficient when it is combined with abstractions.

Takeaway 2 The "noise" introduced by finite-precision implementations can be viewed
as a positive thing. When analyzing a noisy program, the candidate solutions
do not have to be exact. We can benefit from efficiency of (unsound) heuristics
and use them to come up with a good starting point for analyses (for instance, a
candidate invariant), and later confirm them with sound methods.

Takeaway 3 Errors of different origins behave similarly in numerical programs. For
instance, both polynomial approximation and finite-precision errors propagate
through kernel’s computations together. Therefore, we can controllably increase
different sources of errors and create fast approximate implementations in more
than one way.

Takeaway 4 Specializing to small parts of a program’s input domain allows better opti-
mizations. This approach is beneficial for increasing accuracy and performance
(both with polynomial approximations and mixed-precision tuning). The special-
ization allowed us to generate simpler approximations and go around worst-case
errors blocking the optimization without sacrificing soundness.

To summarize, we have improved sound methods for reasoning about finite-precision
programs and made a significant step toward supporting developers in writing efficient
and accurate implementations of numerical algorithms.

That said, there are many things to discover yet.
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Outlook Apart from the important sub-problems solved in this thesis, other classes
of programs are yet to be handled. For instance, to improve the scalability of analyses
beyond loops with data structures and explore ways of keeping the computed sound
error bounds tight when scaling up. The optimization support for loops and conditionals
is also limited and can be further advanced.

In this thesis, we considered popular floating- and fixed-point number systems.
However, there exist many alternative representations. Specialized for performance
for machine learning Bfloat16 [215], TensorFloat32 [216] and MSFP (Microsoft Floating
Point) [217] representations have been used alone and in a combination with IEEE-754
floats [215,216]. A different flavor of finite precision is implemented in the posit number
system [63, 218]. Unlike IEEE-754 floating points, posits dynamically adjust the number
of precision bits depending on the represented value, but fundamentally also provide
only finite precision.

These formats are likely to result in different error profiles in a program’s input do-
main, i.e. largest and smallest errors may appear for different inputs than with IEEE-754
floats. However, our methods are independent of a particular error profile. Therefore,
with some modifications, for instance, with a proper selection of the relative error
parameter in the abstraction (Equation 2.13), we expect our analyses and optimizations
to be useful also for alternative-precision programs.

As pointed out by a recent study [219], numerical computations become increasingly
heterogeneous on both software and hardware levels. As the heterogeneity of systems
increases so does the need to adapt analysis and optimization tools beyond IEEE-754
floats and regular CPUs. One direction for improving existing analyses and optimiza-
tions is to explicitly take into account differences in hardware, for instance, when a part
of the program is executed on a GPU.

Another interesting direction of work would be to make the tools for rigorous support
of numerical software interactive. As a recent experience of the tool Odyssey [214]
suggests, numerical experts working together with the automated approaches can craft
more efficient and accurate code than the automated tools or the developers alone.
While Odyssey uses Herbie’s (unsound) dynamic analysis, it would be interesting to
extend the approach with sound methods as well.

With all that, we would be able to create better software with reliable and efficient
numerical computations!
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A. Supplementary Material

A.1. Benchmarks with Loops over Data Structures

We provide the benchmark set we collected for the experimental evaluation of DS2L
in section 3.5. We only provide the AllSame variation of the specification, where all
data structure elements have the same input range, other configurations are available
upon request (we will publish all variations open-source once the double-blind review
phase of our paper submission is over). The data structure size in the require clause
corresponds to large benchmarks, small and medium sizes are shown in the comments.

A.1.1. Benchmarks for DS2L

import daisy.lang._

2 import Real._

import daisy.lang.Vector._

4 object ds2lBenchmarks {

// Vector Benchmarks

6 def avg(x: Vector): Real = {

require(x >= -62.54 && x <= 15.02 && x.size(10000)) // small 100; medium 1000

8 val n: Real = x.length()

val z = x.fold(0.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => acc + i)

10 z / n

}

12 def variance(x: Vector): Real = {

require(x >= -252.68 && x <= 72.42 && x.size(10000)) // small 100; medium 1000

14

val n: Real = x.length()

16 val y = x.fold(0.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => acc + i)

val avg = y / n

18 val z = x.fold(0.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => acc + pow(i - avg, 2))

z / n

20 }

def stdDeviation(x: Vector): Real = {

22 require(x >= -160.06 && x <= 360.98 && x.size(10000)) // small 100; medium 1000

val n: Real = x.length()

24 val y = x.fold(0.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => acc + i)

val avg = y / n

26 val z = x.fold(0.0)((acc: Real, i: Real) => {

acc + pow((i - avg), 2)

28 })
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sqrt(z / n)

30 }

def roux(x: Vector): Real = {

32 require(x >= -58.25 && x <= 61.32 && x.size(10000)) // small 100; medium 1000

x.fold(0.0)((y: Real, i: Real) => {1.5 * i - 0.7 * y})

34 }

def goubault(x:Vector, y: Real): Real = {

36 require(54.86 <= y && y <= 359.03

&& x >= -270.01 && x <= 385.38 && x.size(10000)) // small 100; medium 1000

38 x.fold(y)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {0.75 * xi - 0.125 * acc})

}

40 def harmonic(x: Vector, y: Vector): Vector = {

require(x >= -5.32 && x <= 725.6 && x.size(10000) // small 100; medium 1000

42 && y >= -432.12 && y <= 78.94 && y.size(10000))

//x1 := x1 + 0.01 * x2

44 val x1: Real = y.fold(x.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {acc + 0.01* xi})

//x2 := -0.01 * x1 + 0.99 * x2

46 val x2: Real = x.fold(y.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {-0.01 * xi + 0.99 * acc})

Vector(List(x1, x2))

48 }

def nonlin1(x: Vector, y: Vector): Vector = {

50 require(x >= 0.0 && x <= 1.0 && x.size(10000) // small 100; medium 1000

&& y >= 0.0 && y <= 1.0 && y.size(10000))

52 //x := x + 0.01 * (-2*x - 3*y + x*x)

val x1: Real = y.fold(x.head)((acc: Real, yi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (-2*acc - 3*yi + acc*acc)})

54 //y := y + 0.01 * (x + y)

val y1: Real = x.fold(y.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (xi + acc)})

56 Vector(List(x1, y1))

}

58 def nonlin2(x: Vector, y: Vector): Vector = {

require(x >= 0.0 && x <= 1.0 && x.size(10000) // small 100; medium 1000

60 && y >= 0.0 && y <= 1.0 && y.size(10000))

//x := x + 0.01 * (-x + 2*x*x + y*y)

62 val x1: Real = y.fold(x.head)((acc: Real, yi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (-acc + 2*acc*acc + yi*yi)})

//y := y + 0.01 * (-y + y*y)

64 val y1: Real = x.fold(y.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (-acc + acc*acc)})

Vector(List(x1, y1))

66 }

def nonlin3(x: Vector, y: Vector): Vector = {

68 require(x >= 0.0 && x <= 1.0 && x.size(10000) // small 100; medium 1000

&& y >= 0.0 && y <= 1.0 && y.size(10000))

70 // x := x + 0.01 * (-x + y*y)

val x1: Real = y.fold(x.head)((acc: Real, yi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (-acc + yi*yi)})

72 // y := y + 0.01 * (-2.0*y + 3.0*x*x)

val y1: Real = x.fold(y.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {acc + 0.01 * (-2.0*acc + 3.0*xi*xi)})

74 Vector(List(x1, y1))

}

76 def heat1d(ax: Vector): Real = {
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require(ax >= 1.0 && ax <= 2.0 && ax.size(513)) // small 33; medium 65

78

if (ax.length() <= 1) {

80 ax.head

} else {

82 val coef = Vector(List(0.25, 0.5, 0.25))

val updCoefs: Vector = ax.slideReduce(3,1)(v => (coef*v).sum())

84 heat1d(updCoefs)

}

86 }

def fftvector(vr: Vector, vi: Vector): Vector = {

88 require(vr >= 68.9 && vr <= 160.43 && vr.size(512) // small 4, medium 128

&& vi >= -133.21 && vi <= 723.11 && vi.size(512))

90 /* v: (real part of signal / Fourier coeff., imaginary part of signal / Fourier coeff. ) */

if (vr.length() == 1)

92 Vector(List(vr.head, vi.head))

else {

94 val scalar: Real = 1

val Pi: Real = 3.1415926

96 val n: Int = vr.length()

val direction: Vector = Vector(List(0.0, -2.0))

98 val evens: Vector = fftvector(vr.everyNth(2, 0), vi.everyNth(2, 0))

val odds: Vector = fftvector(vr.everyNth(2, 1), vi.everyNth(2, 1))

100 val resleft: Vector = evens.enumSlideFlatMap(2)((k, xv) => {

val base: Vector = xv / scalar

102 val oddV: Vector = odds.slice(2 * k, 2 * k + 1)

val expV: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp()

104 val offset: Vector = (oddV x expV) / scalar

base + offset

106 })

val resright: Vector = evens.enumSlideFlatMap(2)((k, xv) => {

108 val base: Vector = xv / scalar

val oddV: Vector = odds.slice(2 * k, 2 * k + 1)

110 val expV: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp()

val offset: Vector = (oddV x expV) / scalar

112 base - offset

})

114 resleft ++ resright

}

116 }

// Matrix Benchmarks

118 def pendulum(t: Vector, w: Vector): Vector = {

require(t >= -2.0 && t <= 2.0 && t.size(10000) // small 10; medium 1000

120 && w >= -5.0 && w <= 5.0 && w.size(10000))

val h: Real = 0.01

122 val L: Real = 2.0

val g: Real = 9.80665

124 val iter = Vector.zip(t,w) // into a Matrix
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val init = Vector(List(t.head, w.head))

126 iter.fold(init)((acc, x) => {

val kt = acc.at(1)

128 val kw = -g/L * sin(acc.head)

val v = Vector(List(kt,kw))

130 acc + v*h

})

132 }

def alphaBlending(b: Matrix, c: Matrix, alpha: Real): Matrix = {

134 require(0.0 <= alpha && alpha <= 1.0

&& b >= 223.35 && b <= 530.05 && b.size(500,500) // small (10,10); medium (100,100)

136 && c >= -253.26 && c <= -108.41 && c.size(500,500)

)

138 b * alpha + c * (1 - alpha)

}

140

def fftmatrix(m: Matrix): Matrix = {

142 require(m >= -326.68 && m <= 677.57 && m.size(512,2)) // small (4,2), medium (128,2)

/* m: (real part of signal / Fourier coeff., imaginary part of signal / Fourier coeff. ) */

144 if (m.numRows() == 1)

m

146 else {

val scalar: Real = 1

148 val Pi: Real = 3.1415926

val n: Int = m.numRows() /* signal length, has to be power of 2 */

150 val direction: Vector = Vector(List(0.0, -2.0))

val evens: Matrix = fftmatrix(m.everyNth(2, 0))

152 val odds: Matrix = fftmatrix(m.everyNth(2, 1))

val resleft: Matrix = evens.enumRowsMap((k:Int, x:Vector) => {

154 val base: Vector = x / scalar

val offset: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp() x odds.row(k) / scalar

156 base + offset

})

158 val resright: Matrix = evens.enumRowsMap((k:Int, x:Vector) => {

val base: Vector = x / scalar

160 val offset: Vector = (direction.*(Pi * k / n)).exp() x odds.row(k) / scalar

base - offset

162 })

resleft ++ resright

164 }

}

166 def convolve2d_size3(image: Matrix, kernel: Matrix): Matrix = {

require(image >= -153.55 && image <= 291.35 && image.size(81,81) // small (3,3), medium (9,9)

168 && kernel >= -104.89 && kernel <= 57.21 && kernel.size(3, 3))

val flippedK: Matrix = (kernel.flipud()).fliplr()

170 val padded: Matrix = image.pad(1,1)

val output: Matrix = padded.slideReduce(3, 1)(m => {

172 val tmp: Matrix = flippedK.*(m)
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tmp.foldElements(0.0)((acc, x) => acc + x)

174 })

output

176 }

def sobel3(im: Matrix): Matrix = {

178 require(im >= 251.34 && im <= 341.89 && im.size(81,81)) // small (3,3), medium (9,9)

val kh: Matrix = Matrix(List(List(-1, 0, 1), List(-2, 0, 2), List(-1, 0, 1)))

180 val kv: Matrix = Matrix(List(List(1, 2, 1), List(0, 0, 0), List(-1, -2, -1)))

val padded: Matrix = im.pad(1,1)

182 // inlined convolve 2d for kh

val flippedKh: Matrix = (kh.flipud()).fliplr()

184 val gx: Matrix = padded.slideReduce(3, 1)(m => {

val tmp: Matrix = flippedKh * m

186 tmp.foldElements(0.0)((acc, x) => acc + x)

})

188 // inlined convolute 2d for kv

val flippedKv: Matrix = (kv.flipud()).fliplr()

190 val gy: Matrix = padded.slideReduce(3, 1)(m => {

val tmp: Matrix = flippedKv * m

192 tmp.foldElements(0.0)((acc, x) => acc + x)

})

194 val pre: Matrix = gx * gx + gy * gy

val g: Matrix = pre.sqrt()

196 g * 255.0 / g.max()

}

198 def lorentz(m:Matrix): Vector = {

require(m >= 1.0 && m <= 2.0 && m.size(41,3)) // small (21,3); medium (31,3)

200 val init: Vector = m.row(0)

m.fold(init)((acc, v) => {

202 val x:Real = acc.at(0)

val y:Real = acc.at(1)

204 val z:Real = acc.at(2)

val tmpx:Real = x + 10.0*(y - x)*0.005

206 val tmpy:Real = y + (28.0*x - y - x*z)*0.005

val tmpz:Real = z + (x*y - 2.666667*z)*0.005

208 Vector(List(tmpx,tmpy,tmpz))

})

210 }

def lyapunov(x: Vector, weights1: Matrix, weights2: Matrix,

212 bias1: Vector, bias2: Real): Vector = {

require(0.5307131 <= bias2 && bias2 <= 0.5307131

214 && x >= -6.0 && x <= 6.0 && x.size(500)

// small 10; medium 100 for vectors

216 && bias1 >= -0.8746956 && bias1 <= 1.1860801 && bias1.size(500)

// small (10,10); medium (100,100)

218 && weights1 >= -0.6363012 && weights1 <= 1.0211772 && weights1.size(500,500)

&& weights2 >= -0.80846876 && weights2 <= 1.1081733 && weights2.size(1,500))

220 val layer1: Vector = (weights1.x(x) + bias1).map(el => {
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val relu = Vector(List(el, 0.0))

222 relu.max()

})

224 val layer2: Vector = (weights2.x(layer1) + bias2).map(el => {

val relu = Vector(List(el, 0.0))

226 relu.max()

})

228 layer2

}

230 def controllerTora(x: Vector, weights1: Matrix, weights2: Matrix,

weights3: Matrix, weights4: Matrix, bias1: Vector,

232 bias2: Vector, bias3: Vector, bias4: Real): Vector = {

require(10.197819 <= bias4 && bias4 <= 10.197819

234 && x >= -2.0 && x <= 2.0 && x.size(500)

// small 10; medium 100 for vectors

236 && bias1 >= 0.040232 && bias1 <= 0.341392 && bias1.size(500)

&& bias2 >= 0.082624 && bias2 <= 0.318763 && bias2.size(500)

238 && bias3 >= 0.096189 && bias3 <= 0.297542 && bias3.size(500)

// small (10,10); medium (100,100) for matrices

240 && weights1 >= -0.374036 && weights1 <= 0.319683 && weights1.size(500,500)

&& weights2 >= -0.426394 && weights2 <= 0.323056 && weights2.size(500,500)

242 && weights3 >= -0.582338 && weights3 <= 0.566423 && weights3.size(500,500)

&& weights4 >= -0.293298 && weights4 <= 0.311236 && weights4.size(1,500))

244 val layer1 = (weights1.x(x) + bias1).map(el => {

val relu = Vector(List(el, 0.0))

246 relu.max()

})

248 val layer2 = (weights2.x(layer1) + bias2).map(el => {

val relu = Vector(List(el, 0.0))

250 relu.max()

})

252 val layer3 = (weights3.x(layer2) + bias3).map(el => {

val relu = Vector(List(el, 0.0))

254 relu.max()

})

256 val layer4 = (weights4.x(layer3) + bias4)

layer4

258 }

}

Listing A.1: DS2L’s benchmarks

A.1.2. Benchmarks formatted for Fluctuat

The benchmarks formatted for Fluctuat include its own mathematical library fluctuat_math.h.
The range of inputs [low, hi] is denoted by the command DBETWEEN(low, hi); that pro-
vides a single (scalar) double floating-point value. The size of input data structures is
set in the variable N using the #define instruction.
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1 # include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

3 double avg(double* xin) {

double res, acc;

5 int i;

acc = 0.0; // init

7 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

acc = acc + xin[i];

9 }

res = acc / N;

11 return res;

}

13 int main() {

int i;

15 double res;

double x[N];

17 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

19 x[i] = DBETWEEN(-62.54, 15.02);

}

21 res = avg(x);

}

Listing A.2: avg

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

double variance(double* x) {

4 double res, acc1, acc2, avg;

int i;

6 acc1 = 0.0; // init

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

8 acc1 = acc1 + x[i];

}

10 avg = acc1 / N;

acc2 = 0.0; // init

12 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

acc2 = acc2 + pow(x[i] - avg, 2);

14 }

res = acc2 / N;

16 return res;

}

18 int main() {

int i;

20 double res;

double x[N];

22 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

24 x[i] = DBETWEEN(-252.68, 72.42);
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}

26 res = variance(x);

}

Listing A.3: variance

1 # include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

3 double stdDeviation(double* x) {

double res, acc1, acc2, avg;

5 int i;

acc1 = 0.0; // init

7 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

acc1 = acc1 + x[i];

9 }

avg = acc1 / N;

11 acc2 = 0.0; // init

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

13 acc2 = acc2 + pow(x[i] - avg, 2);

}

15 res = sqrt(acc2 / N);

return res;

17 }

int main() {

19 int i;

double res;

21 double x[N];

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

23 x[0] = DBETWEEN(-160.06, 360.98);

}

25 res = stdDeviation(x);

}

Listing A.4: stdDeviation

# include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

double roux(double* x) {

4 //x.fold(0.0)((y: Real, i: Real) => {1.5 * i - 0.7 * y})

double acc;

6 int i;

acc = 0.0; // init

8 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

acc = 1.5*x[i] - 0.7*acc;

10 }

return acc;

12 }

int main() {

14 int i;
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double res;

16 double x[N];

// specify input ranges

18 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

x[i] = DBETWEEN(-58.25, 61.32);

20 }

res = roux(x);

22 }

Listing A.5: roux

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

double goubault(double x[], double y) {

4 // x.fold(y)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {0.75 * xi - 0.125 * acc})

double acc;

6 int i;

acc = y; // init

8 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

acc = 0.75*x[i] - 0.125*acc;

10 }

return acc;

12 }

int main() {

14 int i;

double y, res;

16 double x[N];

// specify input ranges

18 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

x[i] = DBETWEEN(-270.01, 385.38);

20 }

22 y = DBETWEEN(-1.0,0.0);

res = goubault(x, y);

24 }

Listing A.6: goubault

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

void harmonic(double x[N], double y[N], double *res) {

4 //x1 := x1 + 0.01 * x2

// val x1: Real = y.fold(x.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {acc + 0.01* xi})

6 //x2 := -0.01 * x1 + 0.99 * x2

// val x2: Real = x.fold(y.head)((acc: Real, xi: Real) => {-0.01 * xi + 0.99 * acc})

8 double x1, x2;

int i;

10 x1 = 0.0;

x2 = 0.0;
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12 for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

x1 = x1 + 0.01 * y[i];

14 x2 = -0.01 * x[i] + 0.99 * x2;

}

16 res[0] = x1;

res[1] = x2;

18 }

int main() {

20 int i;

double res[2];

22 double x[N], y[N];

// specify input ranges

24 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

x[i] = DBETWEEN(-5.32, 725.6);

26 }

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

28 y[i] = DBETWEEN(-432.12, 78.94);

}

30 harmonic(x, y, res);

}

Listing A.7: harmonic

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

3 void nonlin1(double x[], double y[], double* res) {

double x1, y1;

5 int i;

x1 = x[0];

7 y1 = y[0];

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

9 x1 = x1 + 0.01 * (-2*x1 - 3*y[i] + x1*x1);

y1 = y1 + 0.01 * (x[i] + y1);

11 }

res[0] = x1;

13 res[1] = y1;

}

15 int main() {

int i;

17 double res[2];

double x[N], y[N];

19 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

21 x[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

}

23 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

y[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

25 }

nonlin1(x, y, res);
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27 }

Listing A.8: nonlin1

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

3 void nonlin2(double x[], double y[], double* res) {

double x1, y1;

5 int i;

x1 = x[0];

7 y1 = y[0];

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

9 x1 = x1 + 0.01 * (-x1 +2*x1*x1 + y[i]*y[i]);

y1 = y1 + 0.01 * (-y1 + y1*y1);

11 }

res[0] = x1;

13 res[1] = y1;

}

15 int main() {

int i;

17 double res[2];

double x[N], y[N];

19 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

21 x[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

}

23 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

y[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

25 }

nonlin2(x, y, res);

27 }

Listing A.9: nonlin2

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 10000 // small 100, medium 1000

3 void nonlin3(double x[], double y[], double* res) {

double x1, y1;

5 int i;

x1 = x[0];

7 y1 = y[0];

for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

9 x1 = x1 + 0.01 * (-x1 + y[i]*y[i]);

y1 = y1 + 0.01 * (-2.0*y1 + 3.0*x[i]*x[i]);

11 }

res[0] = x1;

13 res[1] = y1;

}

15 int main() {
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int i;

17 double res[2];

double x[N], y[N];

19 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

21 x[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

}

23 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

y[i] = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

25 }

nonlin3(x, y, res);

27 }

Listing A.10: nonlin3

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 513 // small 33, medium 65

3 double heat1d(double ( *xm)[N], double ( *xp)[N], double* x0) {

int i,j;

5 for(j=1;j<N; j++) {

for(i=2; i<(N-j); i++) {

7 xm[j][i] = 0.25 * xm[j-1][i + 1] + 0.5 * xm[j-1][i] + 0.25 * xm[j-1][i - 1];

xp[j][i] = 0.25 * xp[j-1][i - 1] + 0.5 * xp[j-1][i] + 0.25 * xp[j-1][i + 1];

9 }

xm[j][0] = 0.25 * xm[j-1][1] + 0.5 * xm[j-1][0] + 0.25 * x0[j-1];

11 xp[j][0] = 0.25 * xp[j-1][1] + 0.5 * xp[j-1][0] + 0.25 * x0[j-1];

x0[j] = 0.25*xm[0][j-1] + 0.5*x0[j-1] + 0.25*xp[0][j-1];

13 }

// Satire takes x0_32

15 return x0[N-1];

}

17 int main() {

int i,j;

19 double res;

double x0[N];

21 double xm[N][N];

double xp[N][N];

23 double ax[N];

// specify input ranges

25 for(i=0; i<=32; i++) {

ax[i] = DBETWEEN(1.0, 2.0);

27 }

29 // assign the ranges to match scala benchmark

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

31 x0[i] = ax[i];

for(j=0; j<N; j++){

33 xm[i][j] = ax[j];

xp[i][j] = ax[j];
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35 }

}

37 heat1d(xm, xp, x0);

}

Listing A.11: heat1d

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 512 // small 4; medium 128

#define FFTLOGSIZE 9 // small 2; medium 7

4 void fftvector(double* vr, double* vi) {

double scalar = 1.0;

6 double pi = 3.1415926;

int n = N; //LEN(m);

8 double direction[2] = {0.0,2.0};

int i,j,c;

10 for(c=FFTLOGSIZE-1;c>0;c--){

for(j=0;j<pow(2,c-1);j+=1) {

12 int k=0;

for(i=j;i<N;i+=pow(2,c)){

14 int oddindex = i+ pow(2,c-1);

double base[2] = {vr[i]/scalar, vi[i]/scalar};

16 double tmp[2], offset[2];

18 tmp[0] = exp(direction[0]*pi*k / n);

tmp[1] = exp(direction[1]*pi*k / n);

20

// val firstElt = Minus(Times(a,c), Times(b,d))

22 // val secondElt = Plus(Times(a,d), Times(b,c))

offset[0] = (tmp[0] * vr[oddindex] - tmp[1] * vi[oddindex]) / scalar;

24 offset[1] = (tmp[0] * vi[oddindex] - tmp[1] * vr[oddindex]) / scalar;

// lefts

26 vr[i] = base[0] + offset[0];

vi[i] = base[1] + offset[1];

28 // rights

vr[oddindex] = base[0] - offset[0];

30 vi[oddindex] = base[1] - offset[1];

k++;

32 }

}

34 }

}

36 int main() {

int i,j;

38 double vr[N];

double vi[N];

40 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=3; i++) {

42 vr[i] = DBETWEEN(68.9, 160.43);
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}

44 for(i=0; i<=3; i++) {

vi[i] = DBETWEEN(-133.21, 723.11);

46 }

fftvector(vr, vi);

48 }

Listing A.12: fftvector

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 10000 // small 100; medium 1000

void pendulum(double t[N], double w[N], double* res){

4 int i;

double g,h,L;

6 g = 9.80665;

h = 0.01;

8 L = 2.0;

for(i=1; i<N; i++){

10 double kt = w[i-1];

double kw = -g/L * sin(t[i-1]);

12 w[i] = w[i-1] + kw*h;

t[i] = t[i-1] + kt*h;

14 }

res[0] = t[N-1];

16 res[1] = w[N-1];

}

18 int main() {

int i;

20 double res[2];

double t[N], w[N];

22 // specify input ranges

for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

24 t[i] = DBETWEEN(-2.0, 2.0);

}

26 for(i=0; i<=99; i++) {

w[i] = DBETWEEN(-5.0, 5.0);

28 }

pendulum(t, w, res);

30 }

Listing A.13: pendulum

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 500 // small 10, medium 100

void alphaBlending(double b[N][N], double c[N][N], double alpha, double ( *res)[N]) {

4 int i,j;

// b * alpha + c * (1 - alpha)

6 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {
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8 res[i][j] = b[i][j] * alpha + c[i][j]* (1-alpha);

}

10 }

int main() {

12 int i,j;

double alpha;

14 double b[N][N];

double c[N][N];

16 double res[N][N];

alpha = DBETWEEN(0.0, 1.0);

18 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

20 b[i][j] = DBETWEEN(223.35, 530.05);

}

22 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

24 c[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-253.26, -108.41);

}

26 alphaBlending(b, c, alpha, res);

}

Listing A.14: alphaBlending

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 512 // small 4; medium 128

3 #define FFTLOGSIZE 9 // small 2; medium 7

void fftmatrix(double m[N][2]){

5 double scalar = 1.0;

double pi = 3.1415926;

7 int n = N; //LEN(m);

double direction[2] = {0.0,2.0};

9 int i,j,c;

for(c=FFTLOGSIZE-1;c>0;c--){

11 // left

for(j=0;j<pow(2,c-1);j+=1) {

13 int k=0;

for(i=j;i<N;i+=pow(2,c)){

15 int oddindex = i+ pow(2,c-1);

double base[2] = {m[i][0]/scalar, m[i][1]/scalar};

17 double tmp[2], offset[2];

19 tmp[0] = exp(direction[0]*pi*k / n);

tmp[1] = exp(direction[1]*pi*k / n);

21

// val firstElt = Minus(Times(a,c), Times(b,d))

23 // val secondElt = Plus(Times(a,d), Times(b,c))

offset[0] = (tmp[0]*m[oddindex][0] - tmp[1]*m[oddindex][1]) / scalar;

25 offset[1] = (tmp[0]*m[oddindex][1] - tmp[1]*m[oddindex][0]) / scalar;
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27 // lefts

m[i][0] = base[0] + offset[0];

29 m[i][1] = base[1] + offset[1];

// rights

31 m[oddindex][0] = base[0] - offset[0];

m[oddindex][1] = base[1] - offset[1];

33 k++;

}

35 }

}

37 }

int main() {

39 int i,j;

double m[N][2];

41 // specify input ranges

for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

43 for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

m[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-326.68, 677.57);

45 }

}

47 fftmatrix(m);

}

Listing A.15: fftmatrix

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 81 // small 3; medium 9

#define M 3

4 void convolve2d_size3(double image[N][N], double kernel[M][M], double ( *res)[N]) {

// output

6 double padded[N+2][N+2];

double flippedK[M][M];

8 int i,j,k,l;

// flip upside down and left to right

10 for(i=0; i<=(M)/2; i++){

for(j=0; j<=(M)/2; j++) {

12 flippedK[i][j] = kernel[M-i-1][M-j-1];

flippedK[M-i-1][j] = kernel[i][M-j-1];

14 flippedK[M-i-1][M-j-1] = kernel[i][j];

flippedK[i][M-j-1] = kernel[M-i-1][j];

16 }

}

18

// pad

20 for(i=0; i<N+2;i++)

for(j=0; j<N+2;j++) {

22 if (1<= i && i <= N && 1<= j && j <= N)

padded[i][j] = image[i-1][j-1];

24 else
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padded[i][j]=0.0;

26 }

// slide + reduce

28 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

30 double tmp = 0.0;

for(k=0;k<M;k++)

32 for(l=0;l<M;l++){

// reduce body

34 tmp = tmp + padded[i+k][j+l] * flippedK[k][l];

}

36 res[i][j] = tmp;

}

38 }

int main() {

40 int i,j;

double image[N][N];

42 double kernel[M][M];

double res[N][N];

44 // specify input ranges

for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

46 for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

image[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-153.55, 291.35);

48 kernel[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-104.89, 57.21);

}

50 }

convolve2d_size3(image, kernel, res);

52 }

Listing A.16: convolve2d_size3

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 81 // small 3; medium 9

#define M 3

4 void sobel3(double image[N][N], double ( *res)[N]) {

double kh[M][M],kv[M][M], flippedKh[M][M], flippedKv[M][M];

6 int i,j,k,l;

//kh initialize

8 kh[0][0] = -1.0; kh[0][1] = 0.0; kh[0][2] = 1.0;

kh[1][0] = -2.0; kh[1][1] = 0.0; kh[1][2] = 2.0;

10 kh[2][0] = -1.0; kh[2][1] = 0.0; kh[2][2] = 1.0;

//kv initialize

12 kv[0][0] = 1.0; kv[0][1] = 2.0; kv[0][2] = 1.0;

kv[1][0] = 0.0; kv[1][1] = 0.0; kv[1][2] = 0.0;

14 kv[2][0] = -1.0; kv[2][1] = -2.0; kv[2][2] = -1.0;

double padded[N+2][N+2];

16 for(i=0; i<N+2;i++)

for(j=0; j<N+2;j++) {

18 if (1<= i && i <= N && 1<= j && j <= N)
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padded[i][j] = image[i-1][j-1];

20 else

padded[i][j]=0.0;

22 }

double gx[N][N], gy[N][N];

24 // flip upside down and left to right

for(i=0; i<=(M)/2; i++){

26 for(j=0; j<=(M)/2; j++) {

flippedKh[i][j] = kh[M-i-1][M-j-1];

28 flippedKh[M-i-1][j] = kh[i][M-j-1];

flippedKh[M-i-1][M-j-1] = kh[i][j];

30 flippedKh[i][M-j-1] = kh[M-i-1][j];

}

32 }

// slide + reduce

34 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

36 double tmp = 0.0;

for(k=0;k<M;k++)

38 for(l=0;l<M;l++){

// reduce body

40 tmp = tmp + padded[i+k][j+l] * flippedKh[k][l];

}

42 gx[i][j] = tmp;

}

44 // flip upside down and left to right

for(i=0; i<=(M)/2; i++){

46 for(j=0; j<=(M)/2; j++) {

flippedKv[i][j] = kv[M-i-1][M-j-1];

48 flippedKv[M-i-1][j] = kv[i][M-j-1];

flippedKv[M-i-1][M-j-1] = kv[i][j];

50 flippedKv[i][M-j-1] = kv[M-i-1][j];

}

52 }

// slide + reduce

54 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

56 double tmp = 0.0;

for(k=0;k<M;k++)

58 for(l=0;l<M;l++){

// reduce body

60 tmp = tmp + padded[i+k][j+l] * flippedKv[k][l];

}

62 gy[i][j] = tmp;

}

64 double g[N][N];

double maxg = -1.7e+308;

66 for(i=0; i<N; i++)
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for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

68 g[i][j] = sqrt(gx[i][j] * gx[i][j] + gy[i][j] * gy[i][j]);

if (g[i][j] > maxg)

70 maxg = g[i][j];

}

72 for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++) {

74 res[i][j] = g[i][j] * 255.0 / maxg;

}

76 }

int main() {

78 int i,j;

double im[N][N];

80 double res[N][N];

// specify input ranges

82 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

84 im[i][j] = DBETWEEN(251.34, 341.89);

}

86 }

88 sobel3(im, res);

}

Listing A.17: sobel3

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 41 // small 21; medium 31

3 void lorentz(double x, double y, double z, double* res){

int i;

5 for(i=0;i<N;i++){

double tmpx,tmpy,tmpz;

7 tmpx = (x + 10.0*(y - x)*0.005);

tmpy = (y + (28.0*x - y - x*z)*0.005);

9 tmpz = (z + (x*y - 2.666667*z)*0.005);

x = tmpx;

11 y = tmpy;

z = tmpz;

13 }

res[0] = x;

15 res[1] = y;

res[2] = z;

17 }

int main() {

19 int i,j;

double res[3];

21 double m[N][3];

// specify input ranges

23 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {
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for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

25 m[i][j] = DBETWEEN(1.0, 2.0);

}

27 }

double xin,yin,zin;

29 xin = m[0][0];

yin = m[0][1];

31 zin = m[0][2];

lorentz(xin, yin, zin, res);

33 }

Listing A.18: lorentz

1 #include <fluctuat_math.h>

#define N 500 // small 10; medium 100

3 double lyapunov(double x[N], double weights1[N][N],

double weights2[1][N], double bias1[N], double bias2[1]) {

5 int i,j;

double layer1[N];

7 double layer2;

for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

9 double _dot_tmp = 0;

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

11 _dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights1[i][j] * x[j];

}

13 double _bias_tmp = _dot_tmp + bias1[i];

if (_bias_tmp < 0)

15 layer1[i] = 0.0;

else

17 layer1[i] = _bias_tmp;

}

19 double _dot_tmp = 0;

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

21 _dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights2[0][j] * layer1[j];

}

23 double _bias_tmp = _dot_tmp + bias2[0];

if (_bias_tmp < 0)

25 layer2 = 0.0;

else

27 layer2 = _bias_tmp;

return layer2;

29 }

int main() {

31 int i,j;

double res;

33 double x[N];

double weights1[N][N];

35 double weights2[1][N];

double bias1[N];
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37 double bias2[1];

// specify input ranges

39 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

bias1[i] = DBETWEEN(-0.8746956, 1.1860801);

41 x[i] = DBETWEEN(-6.0, 6.0);

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

43 weights1[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.6363012, 1.0211772);

weights2[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.80846876, 1.1081733);

45 }

}

47 res = lyapunov(x, weights1, weights2, bias1, bias2);

}

Listing A.19: lyapunov

#include <fluctuat_math.h>

2 #define N 500 // small 10; medium 100

double controllerTora(double x[N], double weights1[N][N], double weights2[N][N],

4 double weights3[N][N], double weights4[1][N], double bias1[N],

double bias2[N], double bias3[N], double bias4[1]) {

6 double layer1[N];

double layer2[N];

8 double layer3[N];

double layer4;

10 int i,j;

for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

12 double _dot_tmp = 0;

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

14 _dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights1[i][j] * x[j];

}

16 double _bias_tmp = _dot_tmp + bias1[i];

if (_bias_tmp < 0)

18 layer1[i] = 0.0;

else

20 layer1[i] = _bias_tmp;

}

22 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

double _dot_tmp = 0;

24 for (j=0; j < N; j++) {
_dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights2[i][j] * layer1[j];

26 }

double _bias_tmp = _dot_tmp + bias2[i];

28 if (_bias_tmp < 0)

layer2[i] = 0.0;

30 else

layer2[i] = _bias_tmp;

32 }

34 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {
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double _dot_tmp = 0;

36 for (j=0; j < N; j++) {
_dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights3[i][j] * layer2[j];

38 }

double _bias_tmp = _dot_tmp + bias3[i];

40 if (_bias_tmp < 0)

layer3[i] = 0.0;

42 else

layer3[i] = _bias_tmp;

44 }

46 double _dot_tmp = 0;

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

48 _dot_tmp = _dot_tmp + weights4[0][j] * layer3[j];

}

50 layer4 = _dot_tmp + bias4[0];

return layer4;

52 } // [-80.75012614511054, 125.34998463158972] +/- 4.989472734247575e-05

int main() {

54 int i,j;

double res;

56 double x[N];

double weights1[N][N];

58 double weights2[N][N];

double weights3[N][N];

60 double weights4[1][N];

double bias1[N];

62 double bias2[N];

double bias3[N];

64 double bias4[1];

// specify input ranges

66 for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

bias3[i] = DBETWEEN(0.096189, 0.297542);

68 bias2[i] = DBETWEEN(0.082624, 0.318763);

bias1[i] = DBETWEEN(0.040232, 0.341392);

70 x[i] = DBETWEEN(-2.0, 2.0);

for (j=0; j < N; j++) {

72 weights1[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.374036, 0.319683);

weights2[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.426394, 0.323056);

74 weights3[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.582338, 0.566423);

weights4[i][j] = DBETWEEN(-0.293298, 0.311236);

76 }

}

78 res = controllerTora(x, weights1, weights2, weights3, weights3, bias1, bias2, bias3, bias4);

}

Listing A.20: controllerTora
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A.2. Experimental Data for DS2L

We provide the additional experimental results for small and medium benchmarks used
to evaluate DS2L in section 3.5. As the amount of data points is too large to be included
in one table, we split the results by size of the input DS.

Whenever a tool has failed to report the error bound we use “-” to denote it, we
also indicate reported overflow explicitly, we write ∞ if the reported error bounds were
[−∞, ∞]. We use “TO” to denote 30-minute timeouts and any other other tool failures.
Reported time is the analysis time in seconds. “na” in Satire’s results denotes that we
did not run Satire on these variations of heat1d or lorentz, as we only took the original
benchmarks that had same ranges for all input DS elements.
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AllSame Diff10P Diff30P AllDiff
Benchmark error time error time error time error time

DS2L
avg 3.65e-12 0.51 3.41e-12 0.59 2.01e-12 0.85 1.52e-12 2.18

variance 4.64e-06 4.90 2.23e-06 7.18 6.66e-07 8.57 4.85e-07 14.24
stdDev. 1130 4.93 2.00e-07 7.09 2.59e-08 8.67 2.54e-08 14.13

roux1 7.21e-14 0.77 1.40e-13 1.17 1.22e-13 1.83 1.85e-13 4.01
goubault 7.46e-14 0.78 7.85e-14 1.03 8.03e-14 1.65 7.90e-14 3.74

harmonic 4.56e-10 1.22 1.94e-10 1.99 1.71e-10 3.01 1.59e-10 9.64
nonlin1 overflow - overflow - overflow - overflow -
nonlin2 overflow - overflow - overflow - overflow -
nonlin3 4.32e-05 31.44 2.91e-05 40.22 1.63e-05 49.39 1.16e-05 75.38

pendulum 1.16e-04 28.29 5.50e-05 39.36 5.50e-05 49.78 6.65e-05 86.38
heat1d 1.27e-14 7.10 8.34e-15 10.46 8.22e-15 10.50 8.22e-15 10.13

conv.2d_size3 3.15e-10 0.84 1.68e-10 1.11 2.62e-10 1.43 6.76e-11 2.26
sobel3 5.50 2.94 6.15 3.46 5.55 4.00 1.78 5.24

fftmatrix 3.71e-09 54.83 3.66e-09 56.50 3.58e-09 57.28 2.56e-09 57.85
fftvector 1.84e-09 39.54 1.48e-09 39.58 1.12e-09 39.59 1.05e-09 40.87

lorentz 2.28e-13 1.93 2.17e-13 1.82 1.53e-13 1.80 1.84e-13 1.79
alphaBlend. 3.14e-13 0.20 3.14e-13 1.07 3.14e-13 2.19 3.14e-13 785.51

contr.Tora 8.75e-08 6.93 6.14e-08 480.16 4.06e-08 496.04 7.33e-09 1016.20
lyapunov 5.88e-10 3.23 4.16e-10 97.30 3.37e-10 101.95 1.04e-10 210.29

Fluctuat
avg 2.37e-12 3.75 2.06e-12 4.00 1.75e-12 3.00 1.49e-12 3.50

variance - TO - TO - TO - TO
stdDev. - TO - TO - TO - TO

roux1 2.10e-13 8.67 8.16e-14 8.00 5.15e-14 8.00 9.86e-14 8.00
goubault 6.50e-14 5.00 6.50e-14 4.67 6.09e-14 5.00 5.91e-14 5.00

harmonic 1.68e-10 16.00 1.34e-10 14.67 1.16e-10 15.00 1.09e-10 16.00
nonlin1 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin2 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin3 2.21e-08 29.67 8.24e-09 30.00 6.02e-09 32.33 6.92e-09 35.50

pendulum 1.12e-04 13.00 5.22e-05 13.67 5.22e-05 16.33 6.33e-05 20.00
heat1d 6.66e-16 236.33 4.44e-16 249.33 4.44e-16 248.33 4.44e-16 247.33

conv.2d_size3 1.24e-10 1.00 1.07e-10 1.33 1.24e-10 1.00 4.09e-11 1.33
sobel3 91.9 6.67 90.3 6.33 86.3 6.67 54.4 6.33

fftmatrix ∞ 2.67 ∞ 2.67 ∞ 2.67 ∞ 2.67
fftvector ∞ 0.99 ∞ 2.67 ∞ 2.67 ∞ 2.33

lorentz 5.41e-14 0.73 5.28e-14 0.73 4.73e-14 0.73 4.84e-14 0.83
alphaBlend. 1.56e-13 744.67 1.56e-13 843.67 1.56e-13 820.33 1.55e-13 743.67

contr.Tora - TO - TO - TO - TO
lyapunov 5.69e-10 264.00 4.01e-10 270.50 3.03e-10 269.00 7.89e-11 258.00

Satire
avg 3.49e-12 18.70 2.84e-12 15.66 2.34e-12 14.45 2.05e-12 15.99

variance 1.83e-08 476.62 1.09e-08 457.62 6.11e-09 455.67 4.61e-09 458.18
stdDev. - TO - TO - TO - TO

roux1 2.55e-13 126.46 1.19e-13 118.79 7.00e-14 122.02 1.64e-13 120.40
goubault 1.14e-13 90.19 1.14e-13 83.96 1.10e-13 82.39 9.79e-14 82.82

harmonic 1.62e-11 93.69 1.29e-11 90.72 1.07e-11 89.45 1.03e-11 90.97
nonlin1 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin2 - TO - TO - TO - TO
nonlin3 9.17e-15 491.27 6.04e-15 496.15 4.13e-15 468.28 4.94e-15 482.47
lorentz 3.50e-14 875.69 na na na na na na

Table A.1.: Experimental results on medium benchmarks. Reported error bounds are rounded
to two digits after decimal point, time is in seconds. “TO” denotes a timeout, “na”
stands for non-applicable.
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AllSame Diff10P Diff30P AllDiff

Benchmark error time error time error time error time
DS2L

avg 4.62e-13 0.15 2.60e-13 0.18 1.59e-13 0.17 1.42e-13 0.23
variance 5.98e-07 0.92 2.62e-07 1.05 7.53e-08 1.09 4.98e-08 1.23
stdDev. 145 1.03 2.71e-08 1.12 2.05e-09 1.15 3.40e-09 1.20

roux1 7.21e-14 0.20 2.20e-13 0.28 1.88e-13 0.37 1.60e-13 0.54
goubault 7.46e-14 0.21 8.04e-14 0.29 4.25e-14 0.31 6.59e-14 0.56

harmonic 1.15e-11 0.30 5.84e-12 0.41 5.81e-12 0.55 5.82e-12 1.02
nonlin1 overflow - overflow - 1.17e-07 4.05 1.06e-09 4.29
nonlin2 overflow - overflow - overflow - overflow -
nonlin3 7.82e-14 3.73 3.72e-14 4.21 3.18e-14 4.11 2.78e-14 4.49

pendulum 2.27e-13 2.73 2.27e-13 2.72 7.51e-14 3.29 1.73e-13 3.75
heat1d 6.44e-15 2.61 4.32e-15 3.12 4.22e-15 3.94 4.47e-15 3.46

conv.2d_size3 3.15e-10 0.23 1.51e-10 0.29 1.51e-10 0.29 4.07e-11 0.42
sobel3 5.50 0.86 4.42 0.89 4.42 0.88 6.72e-01 0.96

fftmatrix 4.29e-12 0.95 4.29e-12 1.01 4.29e-12 1.03 1.88e-12 0.96
fftvector 2.85e-12 0.83 2.40e-12 0.82 1.32e-12 0.79 1.86e-12 0.79

lorentz 4.33e-14 1.32 4.33e-14 1.30 2.55e-14 1.32 3.77e-14 1.27
alphaBlend. 3.14e-13 0.06 3.14e-13 0.10 3.14e-13 0.16 3.13e-13 0.80

contr.Tora 1.42e-12 0.45 1.42e-12 1.22 1.20e-12 1.77 1.74e-13 1.53
lyapunov 9.90e-13 0.28 8.87e-13 0.54 6.64e-13 0.86 1.68e-13 0.68

Fluctuat
avg 2.62e-13 0.11 1.99e-13 0.07 1.62e-13 0.07 1.41e-13 0.07

variance 1.15e-09 6.33 6.17e-10 6.00 3.25e-10 6.00 2.16e-10 6.00
stdDev. 516 6.67 1.35e-11 6.00 5.38e-12 6.00 7.13e-12 6.00

roux1 2.10e-13 0.16 1.83e-13 0.12 1.46e-13 0.12 6.80e-14 0.12
goubault 6.50e-14 0.13 6.50e-14 0.09 2.43e-14 0.09 4.67e-14 0.09

harmonic 2.92e-12 0.34 2.47e-12 0.21 2.25e-12 0.21 2.11e-12 0.21
nonlin1 3.07e-14 16.33 2.78e-14 13.00 2.48e-14 13.00 2.73e-14 13.67
nonlin2 ∞ 16.67 2.83e-12 16.33 1.86e-13 16.67 ∞ 14.33
nonlin3 7.84e-15 0.55 4.29e-15 0.36 3.53e-15 0.38 3.44e-15 0.48

pendulum 2.15e-13 0.36 2.15e-13 0.20 6.67e-14 0.23 1.63e-13 0.24
heat1d 6.66e-16 12.67 4.44e-16 12.33 4.44e-16 12.67 4.44e-16 12.67

conv.2d_size3 1.24e-10 0.08 6.23e-11 0.08 6.23e-11 0.08 1.56e-11 0.08
sobel3 91.9 0.24 61.6 0.24 61.6 0.24 31.0 0.24

fftmatrix 1.09e-12 0.01 1.09e-12 0.01 1.09e-12 0.01 6.92e-13 0.01
fftvector 6.93e-13 0.01 6.93e-13 0.01 3.46e-13 0.01 6.90e-13 0.00

lorentz 2.16e-14 0.23 2.16e-14 0.23 1.55e-14 0.22 1.90e-14 0.23
alphaBlend. 1.56e-13 0.11 1.56e-13 0.12 1.56e-13 0.12 1.55e-13 0.12

contr.Tora 2.28e-12 0.57 1.80e-12 0.58 1.25e-12 0.56 1.17e-13 0.49
lyapunov 8.07e-13 0.09 7.08e-13 0.09 4.58e-13 0.10 9.34e-14 0.10

Satire
avg 3.65e-13 1.74 2.93e-13 2.22 2.47e-13 2.07 1.93e-13 1.83

variance 1.92e-09 12.22 1.19e-09 16.23 7.57e-10 16.04 4.97e-10 16.54
stdDev. - TO - TO - TO - TO

roux1 2.55e-13 11.61 2.26e-13 13.39 1.88e-13 13.27 8.58e-14 13.18
goubault 1.14e-13 13.44 1.14e-13 15.37 4.97e-14 14.77 9.74e-14 14.55

harmonic 7.90e-12 19.48 5.01e-12 21.31 4.66e-12 20.48 4.90e-12 20.74
nonlin1 4.28e-14 655.23 3.99e-14 678.74 3.49e-14 687.85 3.87e-14 700.75
nonlin2 - TO 1.94e-15 100.92 1.94e-15 89.29 - TO
nonlin3 8.43e-15 32.45 5.62e-15 27.50 4.90e-15 26.09 3.86e-15 28.80
lorentz 9.68e-15 577.99 na na na na na na
heat1d 1.98e-14 92.76 na na na na na na

Table A.2.: Experimental results on small benchmarks. Reported error bounds are rounded to
two digits after decimal point, time is in seconds. “TO” denotes a timeout, “na”
stands for non-applicable.
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